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Summary
Team Summary
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona UMBRA NSL Team
3801 W Temple Ave, Pomona, CA 91768
Mentor name: Rick Maschek
Tripoli Rocketry Association Level 2: #11388
Launch Vehicle Summary
Size and Mass:
The length from the tip of the Nose Cone to the end of the motor bay is 8.2 feet (98 inches).
The outer diameter of the body tube is approximately 4 inches and the mass of the launch
vehicle including motor is 22.8 pounds.
Motor Selection:
Cesaroni Technology Incorporated (CTI) Pro54 2372K1440-17A reloadable motor.
Recovery System Design:
The recovery system, utilizing altimeters, will activate at apogee by firing the fore ejection
charges to release the drogue parachute. Once the launch vehicle has been decelerated and
stabilized, another altimeter will activate the aft ejection charges releasing the main parachute.
Rail Size:
Due to the short burn time of the motor, the 1515 aluminum launch rail is able to be 7 feet
and allow a safe rail exit velocity of 87.1 ft/s.
CDR Milestone Review Flysheet
Scientific Payload Summary
The scientific payload will detect acceleration and attitude of the launch vehicle during
flight, as well as the surrounding atmospheric temperature and pressure. The scientific data
will be transmitted live to a ground station using a high-gain antenna. Visual flight data will
be recorded using two cameras pointed both forward and aft along the launch vehicle and
stored on a microSD card.
AGSE Summary
The AGSE is designed to sustain multiple integrated systems working together.
The Static Support Structure (SSS) is designed to support the weight of the launch vehicle,
Payload Retrieval System (PRS), Launch Vehicle Positioning System (LVPS), and Ignition
Insertion System (IIS).
The PRS is designed to lift the payload once it has been located and secured and insert it into
the launch vehicle Payload Bay. This system is attached directly to the SSS.
The IIS is designed to autonomously insert and ignite the igniter once the launch vehicle is in
the launch position.
The LVPS consists of a drive shaft connected to a gearbox and motor. This design will
slowly raise the launch vehicle to the correct angle for launch through a chain and gears
system.

Changes Made Since PDR
Changes Made to Vehicle Criteria
Structural Design
A total of three major design changes were implemented relating to the structural
composition of the final launch vehicle design. The first alteration was to the length of the collars
on either side of all internal bays. Initially each collar had a length of four inches due to the teams
of previous years determining the length to act as the bare minimum with no influence of structural
integrity. The shorter collar length dedicated to the bays of the launch vehicle presented two simple
changes to drastically improve the vehicle’s performance characteristics. With a reduction of
length, mass is drastically decreased compared to the reduction of any other carbon fiber
components of the launch vehicle. The internal bays of the launch vehicle are manufactured by
performing a wet layup of five layers of carbon fiber with the internal surface of a spare section of
body tube acting as a mold. Applying outward pressure uniformly from inside a cylindrical body
causes the extraction of excess epoxy to be not as efficient as the removal on the outside surface
of a mold. The epoxy is the main source of weight when manufacturing components using wet
layup processing.
The fastening system to the separable sections of the launch vehicle are designed to not
separate during any moment during the vehicle’s flight, but allow easy access to important
modules through the vehicle without adversely affecting the structural integrity of the vehicle. The
previous design was composed of aluminum blocks with holes tapped for the #10-32 x ¾ inch
bolts to fasten to. The manufacturing cost and rate were determined deem the aluminum blocks an
inefficient design to secure the sections of the launch vehicle. The design has now been changed
to four steel L-brackets mounted to the same face on the bulkheads which the eyebolt protrudes
from, while the bend sends the second half of the bracket into the bay for #10-32 x ¾ inch bolts.
The bolts will pass through the sleeve of body tube covering the collars of each bay. After passing
through both carbon fiber sections of the vehicle’s body tube, the bolts fasten to nuts which are
welded to the inner surface of each L-bracket.
In order to improve the print quality of the airfoil cross section fins of the launch vehicle,
the thickness of each was increased to half an inch. This adjustment was made due to the slicing
program used to generate the g-code viewing approximately ½ inch the trailing as a single line of
extruded plastic. Sections of extruded plastic consisting of a single path are inherently much
weaker than the other portions through the fin consisting of more than one wall layer thickness.
The thin section of the fins’ airfoil performed at an even lower performance due to the g-code
creating a print path where the sections consisting of widths greater than one layer are printed first
before the extruder head printed the single line of extrusion towards the trailing edge. The strength
was compromised by the thin line of PLA being printed after the majority of plastic on the same
layer had already began cooling.
Aerodynamic Design

The targeted stability margin of the launch vehicle has been altered from the previous value
of 2.37 to a more conservative value of 1.91 calibers. A static stability margin of 1.91 provides
enough aerodynamic dampening stability so that any interfering side gust are dampened quickly
while allowing the inclusion of ballasts for apogee adjustment at various launch sites without
introducing the threat of weather cocking.
Recover System Design
The recovery subsystem design went through the largest number of changes since the
preliminary design. Adjustments were included from the handmade parachutes taking up a much
longer internal length than initially anticipated, so the drogue parachute bay was increased from
20 inches to a total length of 22 inches. The main parachute bay was increased from 20 inches to
24 inches. The shoulder lengths of each inner bay being reduced by an inch also increased the
available space to house the parachutes. The shock cords were increased in thickness to a ½ inch
to ensure a safe decent and recovery after the deployment of the main parachute. The two to three
times the length of the launch vehicle rule of thumb was also incorporated into our design to further
decrease the impulse experienced after parachute deployment.

Safety
Safety Officer Identification
Name: Nathaniel Falwell
Email: njfalwell@cpp.edu
Phone: (858) 216-6181
Nathaniel Falwell is an Aerospace Engineering Undergraduate at California State
Polytechnic University, Pomona in his senior year. He has recently worked with NASA Armstrong
through Cal Poly Pomona on the Prandtl-M project. He will also be acting as a representative for
Cal Poly Pomona Sigma Gamma Tau, the National Honor Society in Aerospace. As Safety Officer
Nathaniel will ensure the proper guidelines are followed by all members for the safety of all
involved. After graduation he hopes to pursue a career in the aerospace industry with an emphasis
on propulsion and aerodynamics.
Safety Plan
Nathaniel Falwell will be responsible for ensuring the implementation of the safety plan.
The proper use of material and facilities will be outlined in a written safety plan. The safety officer
will see that the safety plan is followed and when necessary, mitigations will be implemented. The
safety plan is as follows:
Machining
In order to follow necessary California State Polytechnic University, Pomona guidelines,
every team member will be yellow tag certified. This entails completion of a mandatory training
course and a perfect score on an online exam given by Professor Stover, Director of the
Engineering Project Development Laboratory at Cal Poly, Pomona. This certification will allow
access to the Engineering Products Laboratory in building 17-1456/1460. Each team member will
be properly prepared should an accident occur with any machine in these buildings through proper
review of guidelines and instructions before working sessions. Each team member will be required
to wear eye protection at all times and wear clothing appropriate to working around machines
which utilize moving components. Under no circumstances will any team member be allowed to
work alone with these machines.
Composites
The majority of the launch vehicle will be made of pre-impregnated carbon fiber, which
will introduce both chemical and material hazards to the manufacturing process. These hazards
include skin, eye, and respiratory system irritation due to extended exposure to fumes and small
airborne particles. Each team member will be required to wear gloves, safety goggles, masks, and
aprons at all times while manufacturing with these materials. They will also be required to review
the MSDS for any hazardous materials/resins used during any manufacturing process. The safety
officer will be present for all manufacturing sessions that include these chemicals and any spills
that come in contact with bare skin will be rinsed with water immediately.

Launches
Prior to leaving for the launch site, a checklist will be reviewed by each team member. The
checklist will outline all documented tools, materials, vehicle components and procedures required
to safely assemble and launch the launch vehicle. Weather hazards will be assessed prior to each
launch date and any launch subjected to non-ideal conditions will be postponed. Only team
members certified by NAR/TRA will be allowed to handle the rocket motor. Each prepped motor
and black powder charge will be inspected by a Range Safety Officer prior to installation into the
launch vehicle. The instructions given by the Range Safety Officer will be followed at all times
including safe distance from launch pad during launch, igniter insertions, assembly, activation,
and recovery of the launch vehicle. Prior to any launch, the Safety Officer will ensure that all team
members are accounted for and within the safe zone specified by the Range Safety Officer. In the
event of a misfire, the remote launch system will be disabled and all team members will follow the
instructions of the Range Safety Officer regarding approach and assessment of the launch vehicle.
Safety Officer Training
The Safety Officer will have read and understood the NRA/TRA Code for High Power
Rocketry and NFPA 1127 (Code for High Power Rocketry). The Safety Officer will instruct team
members on how best to obey these rules and regulations. MSDS sheets will be provided by the
Safety Officer for reference in all manufacturing spaces and launch sites.
NAR Safety Code Compliance
The National Association of Rocketry outlines several guidelines that our team intends to
strictly follow. We will only fly high-powered rockets that are within the scope of our certification.
We will use only lightweight durable material for our vehicle design and take caution when dealing
with rocket motors at all times. During launch we will use a minimum of a 5-second countdown
and stand within the designated area, which will be determined by the Minimum Distance Table.
We will only launch from designated section 430 launch sites and only in the presence of a Range
Safety Officer. After misfires, we will disconnect the battery and wait 60 seconds until
approaching the launch vehicle with the Range Safety Officer’s approval. We will always check
for visible aircraft before launching our launch vehicle and comply with all Federal Aviation
Administration rules and regulations laid out for the designated launch site location. We will
design a recovery system that will return all parts of the launch vehicle to the ground safely and
within the required range of acceptable kinetic energy. Recovery of our launch vehicle will only
take place after it has safely landed on the ground. The direct addressment of the NAR safety code
can be seen below in Table 3.1.1.5-1.
Table 3.1.1.5-1: NAR High Powered Rocket Safety Code Compliance (Effective August 2012)
NAR Code
1. Certification. I will only fly high power
rockets or possess high power rocket
motors that are within the scope of my
user certification and required
licensing.

Compliance
The team mentor, Rick Maschek, or other
properly certified official will be present at all
flights and provide the launch vehicle motor
needed for launch.

2. Materials. I will use only lightweight
materials such as paper, wood, rubber,
plastic, fiberglass, or when necessary
ductile metal, for the construction of
my rocket.
3. Motors. I will use only certified,
commercially made motors, and will
not tamper with these motors or use
them for any purposes except those
recommended by the manufacturer. I
will not allow smoking, open flames,
nor heat sources within 25 feet of these
motors.
4. Ignition System. I will launch my
rockets with an electrical launch
system, and with electrical motor
igniters that are installed in the motor
only after my rocket is at the launch
pad or in a designated prepping area.
My launch system will have a safety
interlock that is in series with the
launch switch that is not installed until
my rocket is ready for launch, and will
use a launch switch that returns to the
“off” position when released. The
function of onboard energetics and
firing circuits will be inhibited except
when my rocket is in the launching
position.
5. Misfires. If my rocket does not launch
when I press the button of my electrical
launch system, I will remove the
launcher’s
safety
interlock
or
disconnect its battery, and will wait 60
seconds after the last launch attempt
before allowing anyone to approach the
rocket.
6. Launch Safety. I will use a 5-second
countdown before launch. I will ensure
that a means is available to warn
participants and spectators in the event
of a problem. I will ensure that no
person is closer to the launch pad than
allowed by the accompanying
Minimum Distance Table. When
arming onboard energetics and firing

The launch vehicle will contain only the listed
materials, with the addition of carbon fiber,
another lightweight composite material.

Only commercial motors will be used (Reqt.
1.9). The proper handling, outlined in the
safety manual, will be used by all members
involved with the motor.

An electrical ignition system in compliance
with these guidelines will be used and only
installed once on the launch pad, and all
onboard systems will be inhibited until the
launch vehicle is in the launch position (Reqt.
1.8).

In the event of a misfire, this defined procedure
will be followed.

All of these guidelines will be followed as well
as any further rules provided by the team
mentor and/or Range Safety Officer on site.

circuits I will ensure that no person is
at the pad except safety personnel and
those required for arming and
disarming operations. I will check the
stability of my rocket before flight and
will not fly it if it cannot be determined
to be stable. When conducting a
simultaneous launch of more than one
high power rocket I will observe the
additional requirements of NFPA
1127.
7. Launcher. I will launch my rocket from
a stable device that provides rigid
guidance until the rocket has attained a
speed that ensures a stable flight, and
that is pointed to within 20 degrees of
vertical. If the wind speed exceeds 5
miles per hour I will use a launcher
length that permits the rocket to attain
a safe velocity before separation from
the launcher. I will use a blast deflector
to prevent the motor’s exhaust from
hitting the ground. I will ensure that dry
grass is cleared around each launch pad
in accordance with the accompanying
Minimum Distance table, and will
increase this distance by a factor of 1.5
and clear that area of all combustible
material if the rocket motor being
launched uses titanium sponge in the
propellant.
8. Size. My rocket will not contain any
combination of motors that total more
than 40,960 N-sec (9208 poundseconds) of total impulse. My rocket
will not weigh more at liftoff than onethird of the certified average thrust of
the high power rocket motor(s)
intended to be ignited at launch.
9. Flight Safety. I will not launch my
rocket at targets, into clouds, near
airplanes, nor on trajectories that take it
directly over the heads of spectators or
beyond the boundaries of the launch
site, and will not put any flammable or
explosive payload in my rocket. I will

The AGSE will act as the launcher for the
launch vehicle. Proper design and testing will
be performed to ensure the stability and ensure
safety in the allowable launch conditions. All
necessary launcher components will be
integrated into the AGSE. Minimum Distance
requirements will be known and followed by
all team members and any others on site (Reqt.
3.1).

The launch vehicle motor to be used will
comply with these guidelines. (Reqt. 1.9, 1.10)

These guidelines, as well as any given by the
team mentor and/or Range Safety Officer on
site, will be abided by (Reqt. 4.8, 4.9).

not launch my rockets if wind speeds
exceed 20 miles per hour. I will comply
with Federal Aviation Administration
airspace regulations when flying, and
will ensure that my rocket will not
exceed any applicable altitude limit in
effect at that launch site.
10. Launch Site. I will launch my rocket
outdoors, in an open area where trees,
power lines, occupied buildings, and
persons not involved in the launch do
not present a hazard, and that is at least
as large on its smallest dimension as
one-half of the maximum altitude to
which rockets are allowed to be flown
at that site or 1500 feet, whichever is
greater, or 1000 feet for rockets with a
combined total impulse of less than 160
N-sec, a total liftoff weight of less than
1500 grams, and a maximum expected
altitude of less than 610 meters (2000
feet).
11. Launcher Location. My launcher will
be 1500 feet from any occupied
building or from any public highway
on which traffic flow exceeds 10
vehicles per hour, not including traffic
flow related to the launch. It will also
be no closer than the appropriate
Minimum Personnel Distance from the
accompanying table from any
boundary of the launch site.
12. Recovery System. I will use a recovery
system such as a parachute in my
rocket so that all parts of my rocket
return safely and undamaged and can
be flown again, and I will use only
flame-resistant or fireproof recovery
system wadding in my rocket.
13. Recovery Safety. I will not attempt to
recover my rocket from power lines,
tall trees, or other dangerous places, fly
it under conditions where it is likely to
recover in spectator areas or outside the
launch site, nor attempt to catch it as it
approaches the ground.

All launches will be performed at either a site
chosen by the team mentor or at official
NAR/TRA events in compliance with these
guidelines.

All launches will be performed at either a
location chosen by the team mentor or at
official NAR/TRA events in compliance with
these guidelines.

A recovery system will be designed and tested
to ensure the safe and intact return of the
launch vehicle.

These guidelines will be complied with by all
team members and any others on site.

Procedures for NAR/TRA Personnel
The team mentor, Rick Maschek, and/or the proper launch vehicle event NAR/TRA
personnel will be responsible for the following procedure prior to launch vehicle launches. The
United States Air Force will be notified 5-days prior to launch day to ensure no aircraft will be in
the area. The FAA will be called 3-days prior to launch day and a Notice to All Airmen (NoTAM)
will be requested (Reqt. 4.9). All local airports will be notified 24-hours prior to launch day. As a
courtesy, before non-event launches, local airports will again be notified at least 15-minutes before
launch as well as after the entire flight is complete. During the day of launch, all safety procedures
will be adhered to by all those present at the launch site.
Hazardous Materials Handling and Operations
All hazardous materials will be handled by the proper personnel in accordance with
NAR/TRA regulations as well as any applicable state and federal regulations. All members will
be aware of, and abide by these safety parameters during any interaction with hazardous
materials.
Plan for Briefing
Team members, both new and renewing, will attend a mandatory safety meeting held by
the Safety Officer at the start of each academic year. The Safety Officer must be familiar with the
current and previous years’ team advisor(s) in order to guarantee redundancy and also establish a
greater adherence to the standards and expectations for the safety rules and procedures. Attendance
to this meeting will serve as a prerequisite for membership and participation in the Undergraduate
Missiles and Ballistics Rocketry Association (UMBRA) NSL Team, thus preventing selected
candidates, renewing and incoming, who do not choose to attend for any reason - without
justifiable cause (i.e. medical or family emergency, accident, etc.) – from further participation in
any team-related activity. Candidates who have satisfied all preemptive safety requirements will
thus be prompted to sign the Safety Release Form in order to promote their status from active
candidacy to active membership on the UMBRA NSL Team.
Hazard Recognition and Accident Avoidance
The Safety Officer will provide all incoming and renewing members with thorough
briefings of the necessary precautions (hazard awareness, personal protective equipment, etc.) that
must be taken while acting on behalf of the UMBRA NSL Team. Along with the aforementioned
mandatory safety briefing (Section 3.1.2), the Safety Officer will engage all team members in PreLaunch Briefings (Section 3.1.2.2) in order to review all proper safety rules and procedures for
each respective launch without disregarding any overarching precedence of safety standards and
expectations. Furthermore, the Safety Officer maintains the authority to lead any impromptu safety
briefings if he/she deems it necessary to do so during regular team activity.
The Safety Officer-led briefings serve to instruct all team members on the proper handling
of all materials and practices that potentially pose risk to both the individual and collective safety

of the team and its respective members. However, in the event that two or more persons are
required for the purpose of demonstration, it is critical to reserve all product-handling and other
safety demonstrations for, first, the Safety Officer, followed by experienced team members only.
Furthermore, all safety documents (MSDS and Safety Release Forms) will be readily available for
all team members as PDF files on a team-shared cloud storage device. Moreover, it is the Safety
Officer’s duty to provide hard copies of all safety documents upon a team member’s request and
in easily-accessible binders in all locations where participating members engage in team activities
– including but not limited to the following rooms wherein team members have card access: 131114, 13-1114G, 13-1229B, 13-1229C, 17-1628, and 17-2664.
In an event of observable risk, the Safety Officer maintains executive authority over team
members, with the responsibility of both partaking in and delegating appropriately tasked efforts
aimed towards risk mitigation, assessment, and resolution. The Safety Officer must be notified
immediately when he/she is not in proximity of said event of observable risk in order to handle the
situation with haste and efficiency. All incidents – whether procedural or not – will be recorded
and duly corrected in order to maintain quality control and prevent any further accident occurrence.
Disciplinary action in the form of a safety-review briefing will be taken in the event that any person
or party is at offense for the accident at hand.
Pre-Launching Briefing
Prior to each launch, all team members are required to attend Pre-Launch Briefings. Each
briefing will provide an overview of the safety rules and procedures that apply specifically to any
individual launch, without disregarding any precedence in the overall team awareness of safety
standards and expectations. Pre-Launch Briefings will further include reviews of any and all
applicable rules and regulations that team members must adhere to in accordance with the
particular launch site, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), NASA SL Safety Regulations,
NAR and TRA Code for High Power Rocketry, and Federal, State, and municipal legislation.
Attendance to the pre-launch briefings will serve as a prerequisite for participation in the launch,
thus barring those team members who choose to not attend for any reason - without justifiable
cause (i.e. medical or family emergency, accident, etc.) – from further participation in any team
activities involving the respective launch.
Caution Statement Plans, Procedures, and Other Working Documents
Any individual team member or group of team members engaging in activity that involves
the handling of materials with observable risk (i.e. machinery, equipment, chemicals, etc.) must
first attend all necessary safety briefings prior to any usage of said materials. If any of the
aforementioned team member(s) remain in doubt of proper handling of risk-bearing materials
(RBMs), those team members are encouraged to ask the Safety Officer prior to usage of said
materials, and are required to review all available safety documents per each respective RBM in
question. Furthermore, all rules of general lab safety must be taken into consideration when
participating in any team-related activity:

1. Gain permission from the Safety Officer for usage of RBM
a. The Safety Officer must sign-off on permission to access RBM per team
member, per usage
2. Check that personal attire is suitable for the lab environment:
a. Team members with medium-to-long hair must tie it back, away from the face.
b. Team members must wear close-toed shoes. Exposed feet are NOT allowed.
c. Team members will not wear clothing that is too tight, or constricting, as it may
potentially put said team members at risk while working in the lab.
d. Protective eyewear and/or facial gear will be required as deemed necessary by
the Safety Officer and supporting MSDS document for all team members when
working with RBMs in the lab.
e. Gloves will be required as deemed necessary by the Safety Officer and
supporting MSDS documents for all team members when working with RBMs
in the lab.
3. Ensure that every participating team member is alert and focused – as it is necessary to
be both when working in the lab.
4. Prior to acquiring RBM (with Safety Officer’s permission), ensure that lab space is
clean, organized, and ready for further work with said RBM.
5. Acquire RBM – adhere to all rules and safety procedures as mentioned in previous
sections, in MSDS documents, and by Safety Officer.
6. Upon finishing work with RBM, make sure that all necessary pieces/parts are placed
back where they were taken from; check-in RBM with Safety Officer.
7. Make sure that the lab space is clean, organized, and safe for next user.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Table 3.1.3.1-1: Personal Protective Equipment
Product
West System
105 Epoxy
Resin

Chemical Family
Epoxy Resin

Manufacturer Hazards
West System
May cause skin
Inc.
irritation,
eye
irritation,
and
allergic reaction.

2

West System
205 Fast
Hardener

Amine

West System
Inc.

Burns to eyes and
skin; harmful if
swallowed
or
ingested.

3

Aluminosilicate
Fiber Blankets
(TaoFibre
Blanket)

Ceramic Fiber
(RCF)

InterSource
USA Inc.

Prolonged
exposure to dust
may cause skin,
eye,
and

1

PPE
Gloves,
loose
clothing,
goggles, no
exposed
areas.
Gloves,
loose
clothing,
goggles, no
exposed
areas, face
gear.
Gloves,
loose
clothing,
goggles, no

4

Dan Tack 2028
Contact Spray
Super Adhesive

Aerosol Adhesive

Adhesive
Solutions Inc.

5

West System
105 Epoxy
Resin

Epoxy Resin

West System
Inc.

6

Generic
Oriented Strand
Board Material

N/A

N/A (MSDA
provided by
Structural
Board
Association)

7

MTM49L
Epoxy Resin

Epoxy Resin

Advanced
Composites
Group Inc.

8

R-Matte Plus-3
(Sheathing
Insulation
Board)

Polyisocyanurate
Foam

Rmax
Operating,
LLC.

9

West System
105 Epoxy
Resin

Epoxy Resin

West System
Inc.

respiratory tract exposed
irritation.
areas,
protective
breathing
masks.
May
cause Proper
headaches,
respiratory
dizziness,
equipment
unconsciousness, and other
injury,
and facial gear
toxicity, skin and including
eye irritation.
goggles.
May cause skin Gloves,
irritation,
eye loose
irritation,
and clothing,
allergic reaction. goggles, no
exposed
areas.
Inhalation
and Ventilation,
exposure to dust Protective
can
cause Gloves,
dizziness,
skin Respiratory
and eye irritation, Protection
serious injury, or
even death.
Inhalation
and Gloves,
exposure
can loose
cause respiratory clothing,
defects
and goggles, no
skin/eye
exposed
irritation,
or areas.
allergic reaction.
May cause skin Gloves,
irritation,
eye loose
irritation,
and clothing,
allergic reaction; goggles, no
known
exposed
carcinogenic
areas,
material (harmful proper
in overexposure). ventilation.
May cause skin Gloves,
irritation,
eye loose
irritation,
and clothing,
allergic reaction
goggles, no
exposed
areas.

10 Aeropoxy
PH3630

Modified Amine
Mixture

Aeropoxy

May cause skin
irritation,
eye
irritation,
and
allergic reaction.

11 Aeropoxy
PH6228A

Epoxy Resin
Based Mixture

Aeropoxy

May cause skin
irritation,
eye
irritation,
and
allergic reaction.

12 Aeropoxy
PH6228B

Modified Amine
Mixture

Aeropoxy

May cause skin
irritation,
eye
irritation,
and
allergic reaction.

13 Aeropoxy
PH3660

Epoxy Resin
Based Mixture,
Diphenylolpropane

Aeropoxy

May cause skin
irritation,
eye
irritation,
and
allergic reaction;
liver,
kidney
irritation
with
overexposure.

14 Aeropoxy
PH3665

Modified Amine
Mixture

Aeropoxy

Skin, Eye, and
Lung
irritation
with
overexposure;
toxicity.

15 Aeropoxy
PR2032

Multifunctional
acrylate

Aeropoxy

Skin, Eye, and
Lung
irritation
with
overexposure;
toxicity.

Gloves,
loose
clothing,
goggles, no
exposed
areas.
Gloves,
loose
clothing,
goggles, no
exposed
areas.
Gloves,
loose
clothing,
goggles, no
exposed
areas.
Gloves,
loose
clothing,
goggles, no
exposed
areas,
proper
ventilation.
Gloves,
loose
clothing,
goggles, no
exposed
areas,
proper
ventilation.
Gloves,
loose
clothing,
goggles, no
exposed
areas,
proper
ventilation.

Unmanned Rocket Launches and Motor Handling Compliance with Federal, State,
and Local Laws

All members of the UMBRA NSL Team have reviewed and acknowledged the following
Federal, State and local laws and regulations regarding amateur rocketry (Reqt. 4.9). Additionally,
each member has access to the laws and regulations to review.


Federal Aviation Regulations 14 CFR, Subchapter F, Part 101, Subpart C; Amateur
Rockets



Code of Federal Regulation 27 Part 55: Commerce in Explosives; and fire prevention



NFPA 1127 “Code for High Power Rocket Motors.”

The team will launch at the following locations:


Mojave Desert Advanced Rocketry Society



Friends of Amateur Rocketry



Lucerne Dry Lakebed

All locations have the necessary FAA waivers to launch high-powered rockets. The team
has reviewed and acknowledged the rules of each launch site. Additionally, the team will not fly a
launch vehicle that will exceed or approach the maximum granted altitude by the FAA at the listed
launch sites. The team will fly only in safe weather conditions, which include good visibility and
low wind speed.
Plan for NAR/TRA Mentor Purchasing, Storage, Transportation, and Use of Rocket
Motors and Energetic Devices.
The purchase and possession of rocket motors and energetic devices will be handled and
assigned to the team’s mentor, Rick Maschek. The team can ask the mentor to purchase said rocket
motors from an online retail store or, to avoid hazard mailing transportation costs, purchase the
motor from one of the Saturday rocket events held by NAR/TRA.
Written Statement of Team Members’ Compliance with Safety Regulations
All members of the UMBRA NSL Team are required to review and acknowledge the
following safety regulations declared by NASA (Reqt. 4.9). The following regulations are included
in the team safety contract that all members are required to sign in order to participate in any team
activities, which includes launch vehicle builds or launches.
1. Before each launch, a full range safety inspection as outlined in the Pre-Launch Checklist
(Section 3.3) will be performed. The team shall comply with the determination of the
safety inspection.
2. The Range Safety Officer (RSO) has final say on all launch vehicle safety issues and has
the right to deny the launch of the launch vehicle for safety reasons.
3. Failure to comply with the safety requirements for launch will result in the team not
being allowed to launch their launch vehicle.
Hazard Analysis

Risk Definitions
In order to properly analyze risks associated with this project, a risk matrix will be used to
organize and keep track of potential hazards, which require mitigation. Each risk will be evaluated
with two factors, likelihood and severity. Likelihood measures the probability of the hazard to
occur, and the severity is a measure of how detrimental the hazard is if it does occur. Explanations
of the likelihood and severity factors are given in Tables 3.2.1-1 and 3.2.1-2. These tables outline
the qualitative and quantitative definitions of the different Likelihood and Severity levels.

Table 3.2.1-1: Likelihood Definitions
Description
A - Frequent

Likelihood Definitions
Qualitative Definition
High likelihood to occur
immediately or
continuously

Quantitative Definition
Probability > 0.9

B - Probable
C - Occasional

Likely to frequently occur
Expected to occur
occasionally

0.9 ≥ Probability > 0.5
0.5 ≥ Probability > 0.1

D - Remote

Unlikely to occur but
reasonable to expect
occurrence at some point in
time

0.1≥ Probability >0.01

E - Improbable

Very unlikely to occur with
no expected occurrence
over time

0.01≥ Probability

Table 3.2.1-2: Severity Definitions
Severity Definitions
Description
1 - Catastrophic

Personnel Safety
and Health
Loss of life or
permanent injury

Facility and
Equipment
Loss of facility,
launch systems, and
associated hardware

Environmental
Irreversible severe
environmental
damage that violates
laws and regulations

2 - Critical

Severe injury

Major damage to
facility, launch
systems and
associated hardware

3 - Marginal

Minor injury

Minor damage to
facility, launch
systems and
associated hardware

4 - Negligible

Minimal first aid
required

Minimal damage to
facility, launch
systems and
associated hardware

Reversible
environmental
damage causing a
violation of law or
regulation
Minor
environmental
damage without
violation of law or
regulation where
restoration is
possible
Minimal
environmental
damage without
violating laws or
regulations

Risk Assessment
A combination of the two safety factors described above are used to create the Risk
Assessment Codes (RAC). These RACs are used to determine the risk of each potential project
hazard. Explanations of our RACs and how they are used to assess risk are shown in the Tables
3.2.2-1 and 3.2.2-2. Table 3.2.2-1 shows a risk matrix, displaying the created RAC and its
associated risk level. Table 3.2.2-2 displays the definition of each risk level and its corresponding
color code.

Table 3.2.2-1: Risk Assessment Codes
Likelihood
A - Frequent
B - Probable
C - Occasional
D - Remote
E - Improbable

1
Catastrophic
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E

RAC Table
2
Critical
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E

3
Marginal
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E

4
Negligible
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E

Table 3.2.2-2: Risk Levels Assessment
Risk Levels Assessment
Risk Levels
High Risk
Moderate Risk

Low Risk

Minimal Risk

Risk Assessments
Highly undesirable, will lead to failure to
complete the project
Undesirable, could lead to failure of project
and loss of a severe amount of competition
points
Acceptable, won’t lead to failure of project
but will result in a reduction of competition
points
Acceptable, won’t lead to failure of project
and will result in only the loss of a negligible
amount of competition points

To properly organize and assess risks to the project’s success, a series of risk assessment
tables were created that outline the necessary mitigations which will diminish the severity and
likelihood of each risk. For the NSL competition, it is determined that several high risk areas will
be encountered over the project lifecycle. For each of these areas, a risk assessment table was
developed and is shown in Tables 3.2.2-3 through 3.2.2-7 below. In the development of these
tables, first a hazard was defined, then the hazards cause and effects were determined. Using this
information, the RAC and risk level of the hazard was ascertained by means of the RAC table and
the safety factor definitions described in the tables above. Mitigations to reduce the RAC and risk
level of the hazards were determined and applied to each. Thus, the likelihood and severity factors
decreased which brought the hazard into an acceptable range. In these risk assessment tables all
the various components needed for project success are defined and the potential risk associated
with these components are addressed and mitigated.

Table 3.2.2-3: AGSE Risk Assessment
Hazard

Cause

Effect

PreMitigation
RAC
3D

Mitigation

Verification

 Design AGSE launch rail to  Full-scale and
use a single piece of 80/20 t- sub-scale test
slotted extrusion
launch
 Lubricate the launch rail

PostMitigation
RAC
3E

Failure of
launch vehicle
to meet stable
velocity before
leaving launch
rail

 Misalignment in
launch rail (80/20
1010-72 t-slotted
extrusion) causing
guidance pins to
break or get stuck

 Instability of
launch vehicle
during launch

Unstable SSS

 Un-level ground or
inaccurate AGSE
design

 Launch vehicle
may leave launch
platform in an
unpredictable
manner
 Launch vehicle
may not reach
the set
competition
altitude

2D

 Prior to launch, the launch
platform will be checked for
stability and correct
alignment
 SSS should have safety
factor of 2.5 at all critical
joints
 All members present at
launch will follow
NAR/TRA Minimum
Distance regulations

 Structural
Analysis using
SolidWorks of all
critical joints of
the SSS will be
performed to
verify all have
proper safety
factor

3E

Collapse of
AGSE during
launch vehicle
lifting stage

 Failure of
 Launch vehicle
materials, bolts and
may fall back to
other critical design
starting position
supports
after ascent stage
has begun
 Failure of AGSE
portion of the
project

1D

 AGSE design will include
structural analysis on all
critical joints and materials
used in manufacturing
 SSS will have a safety
factor of 2.5 at all critical
joints

 Structural
Analysis using
SolidWorks of all
critical joints of
the SSS will be
performed to
verify all have
proper safety
factor

1E
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 Malfunction in one
of the motors of the
PRS
 Malfunction in the
pixy camera
 Error in the
programming of
the AGSE System
 Failure in the arm
lifting ball screw
 Arm lifting system
gets stuck on guide
rail
Failure of the
 Malfunction in the
IIS to insert the
stepper motor used
igniter into the
in the IIS
launch vehicle  Error in the
motor
programming of
the AGSE system
Failure of the
 Malfunction of the
LVPS to raise
AC motor/gear box
the launch
system
vehicle into
 Payload is never
launch position
inserted, thus never
triggering the start
of the LVPS
 Failure in the
double roller chain
due to the weight
of the launch
vehicle and rail
Failure of PRA
to find and
retrieve
payload

 The payload is
not loaded in the
launch vehicle
 Launch vehicle is
never raised to
launch position
 Igniter is never
inserted into the
rocket motor

1B

 Debugging of all PRS
electronics and
programming

 Full-scale testing
of the PRS and
observation that
the PRS functions
properly


2D

 Launch vehicle
motor is not able
to be ignited
 Launch vehicle
is not launched

2C

 Debugging of all electronics
and programming of the IIS

 Full-scale testing
of the IIS and
observation that
the IIS functions
properly

3D

 Launch Vehicle
is not able to be
launched

2B

 Debugging of all electronics
and programming of the
LVPS
 Rigorous functional testing
of the AC motor/ gear box
system
 Load analysis on the roller
chain

 Full-scale testing
of the LVPS and
observation that
the LVPS
functions properly
 Load test done on
the roller chain

2D
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Table 3.2.2-4: Deadlines/Budget Risk Assessment
Hazard

Cause

Failure to meet
Nov. 6 PDR
deadline

 Inadequate
 Unable to pass
subsystem design
PDR review
with go ahead
 Launch vehicle
to manufacture
design that does
not meet functional
requirements
 Unacceptable
payload integration
 Unsuccessful
 Unable to pass
launch of sub-scale
CDR Review
launch vehicle
with go ahead to
test launch full Insufficient
scale launch
maturity in design
vehicle
since PDR
 Unacceptable final
launch vehicle
design

Failure to meet
Jan. 15 CDR
deadline

Failure to meet
Mar. 14 FRR
deadline

 Unable to
demonstrate AGSE
completeness and
correctness via
video
 Failure to
demonstrate a
successful launch

Effect

 Unable to pass
CDR with go
ahead to
compete in
final launch

PreMitigation
RAC
1E

1D

1D

Mitigation

Verification

 Well thought out approach to
review preparation
 Complete organized launch
vehicle and subsystem design
 Frequent review of
requirements to ensure positive
design progress
 Implement systems engineering
techniques to organize launch
vehicle/AGSE design and keep
project on schedule
 Constant review of
requirements to ensure they are
being met by design
components
 Analysis and testing of key
features of recovery system and
AGSE
 Complete analysis on critical
aerodynamic parameters during
flight
 Top to bottom testing of
necessary codes for ground
station and AGSE electronics
 Complete and thorough analysis
and testing of recovery system

PostMitigation
RAC
3E

3E

3E
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Failure to
receive
necessary
project funding

of the full-scale
launch vehicle
 Failure to present
acceptable testing
of recovery system
and interface with
ground system
 Not enough
fundraising
 Not enough
community
outreach and
support requests

including parachute sizing and
material selection

 Unable to
purchase
necessary
materials and
equipment
 Insufficient
traveling funds

1C

 Create a well-designed and
thought-out funding plan
 Develop a welcome package
that can be distributed to local
companies requesting support

2E

Table 3.2.2-5: Launch Vehicle and Recovery System Risk Assessment
Hazard

Drogue or main
parachute fails
to deploy

Cause

Effect

 Black powder
 Irreparable
charges fail to
damage to launch
ignite
vehicle, its
components, and
 Malfunction in the
electronics
e-matches

Failure to meet
 Malfunction in
reusability
altimeters
requirement
 Altimeters fail to
 Failure to meet
send signals
landing kinetic
 Incorrect wiring of
energy
avionics and
requirement
pyrotechnics

Pre –
Mitigation
RAC
1B

Mitigation

Verification

Post –
Mitigation

 Redundant black powder charges,
altimeters, and e-matches
 Ground testing of electric ignition
system (igniting black powder
charges)
 Detailed launch procedure
checklist, that includes all the
procedures of properly installing
all avionics and pyrotechnics in
the launch vehicle, will be created
and followed

 Sub-scale
and full
scale
testing, and
observing
that the
recovery
system
deployed
properly

2E
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Launch vehicle
is unstable after
leaving launch
pad

Structural
failure/shearing
of fins during
launch

Failure of
launch vehicle’s
internal
bulkheads

 Does not reach a
high enough
velocity after
leaving launch pad
 Launch vehicle
motor does not
have enough
thrust
 Launch vehicle is
too heavy
 Too much friction
between launch
rail and launch
vehicle
 Insufficient epoxy
used during
installation of fins
 Epoxy used to
install fins is
improperly cured

 Unpredictable
trajectory that
could lead to
crash
 Failure to meet
altitude
requirements
 Non-ideal launch
vehicle position
for drogue and
main parachute
deployment

3E

 Create model to determine the
launch vehicle’s stable velocity
based on fin and launch vehicle
size
 Create model to predict launch
vehicle’s launch pad exit velocity
and use model to select
approximate motor size
 Use lubricant to reduce launch rail
friction

 Sub and
full-scale
launch
testing of
the launch
vehicle, and
observe that
the launch
vehicle has
a stable
velocity

4D

 Unstable launch
vehicle, resulting
in an
unpredictable
trajectory
 Possible launch
vehicle crash and
injury to
personnel
 Launch force on
 Main and drogue
bulkheads is larger
parachutes
than they can
attached to
support
bulkhead will
become useless
 Bulkheads are
poorly
 Internal
manufactured
components
supported by
bulkheads will
become insecure

1D

 Reinforce fins with sheets of
carbon fiber
 Examine epoxy for any cracks
prior to launch
 Perform test on fin installation
 Ensure all personnel are alert and
are the appropriate distance away
from launch pad during launch

 Full-scale
testing of
the IIS and
observation
that the IIS
functions
properly

2E

1D

2E
 Create prediction models of the
 Perform
force the bulkheads will receive
static load
during launch
test on all
bulkheads
 Use model to ensure all bulkheads
are within a margin of safety
 Analyze
bulkheads
 Perform static load test on all
after fullbulkheads
scale launch
 Perform detailed inspection of all
for any
manufactured bulkheads prior to
failures
launch
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and could be
damaged
 Damage to
critical avionics
systems
 Failure of
recovery system
and loss of
launch vehicle
 Launch vehicle
will not launch
 Failure to meet
launch
requirements

Launch vehicle
motor fails to
ignite

 Poorly installed
e-match
 Malfunction in
e-match
 Defective motor

Buckling of the
launch vehicle’s
main body tube
during launch

 Body tube
receives greater
forces than it can
support

 Structural failure
of launch vehicle
during flight
 Failure to meet
launch vehicle
requirements

1E

 Improper storage
of pre-preg carbon
fiber leading to

 Voids, wrinkles,
and

3C

Poorly
manufactured

2E

4E
 Follow NAR safety guidelines, by  Ground test
waiting a minimum of 60 seconds
of ebefore approaching launch vehicle
matches
 Once the RSO gives the all clear,
check the ignition system for any
loss of connection or faulty
igniters and fix connection or
igniters
 If problem continues, replace
motor with spare
1D
 Create SolidWorks and ANSYS
 Analyze the
models and run simulations of the
body tube
forces the body tube will receive
after fullduring launch
scale launch
test
 Ensure body tube was correctly
manufactured with good structural
properties (correct curing process
was used in the creation of the
carbon fiber)
 Perform static load test on the
body tube
3D
 Ensure that carbon fiber is stored
 Perform
in the lab freezers when they are
static load
not in use
test on the
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carbon fiber
components

break down of
chemical
properties
 Incorrect ramp
rate used
 Incorrect curing
temperature used

 Team member will be aware of
carbon fiber’s shelf-life and will
ensure that the carbon fiber used
for manufacturing is not kept out
longer than its shelf-life

imperfections in
carbon fiber
 Structural failure
in the carbon
fiber body tube
 Rough fin and
body surfaces
 Misalignment of
different rocket
sections

carbon fiber
tubing
 Analyze all
carbon fiber
components
after sub
and fullscale launch
test

Table 3.2.2-6: Personnel Risk Assessment
Hazard

Cause

Effect

Personnel
using power
tools

 Improper training
with the power tool
in use.
 Improper
awareness around
the power tool in
use.

 Injury/death to
one or more
personnel.

Personnel
using hand
tools

 Improper training
with the power tool
in use.
 Improper
awareness around
the power tool in
use.

 Injury to/death of
one or more
personnel.

PreMitigation
RAC
1B

1B

Mitigation

Verification

 Personnel trained with the
power tool being used.
 Personnel that are
potentially at risk informed
prior to tool use.

 Completion of
Yellow Card
Training seminar.

 Personnel trained with the
power tool being used.
 Personnel that are
potentially at risk informed
prior to tool use.

 Completion of
Yellow Card
Training seminar.

PostMitigation
RAC
1E

1E
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Personnel
using epoxy

 Improper use or
lack of PPE.
 Improper use of
epoxy.

 Respiratory
irritation.
 Eye irritation.
 Skin irritation

2C

 Personnel informed on the
use of required PPE (gloves,
goggles, and respirator if in
poor ventilation).
 Work done near emergency
eye wash/shower station
 MSDS sheets made
available for item in use.

 Safety Officer
check.

2E

Personnel
using oven for
curing of
carbon fiber
body tubes
and/or other
items
Personnel
soldering
circuitry.

 Improper use or
lack of PPE.
 Malfunction in the
temperature
reading of the
oven.

 Respiratory
irritation due to
insulation.
 Skin irritation
due to insulation.
 Burns

2B

 Personnel informed on the
use of required PPE (heat
resistant gloves, goggles,
and respirator).
 Back-up temperature
sensing equipment.

 Infrared
temperature sensor
implemented.


2E

 Improper training
in circuitry work.
 Improper use or
lack of PPE.

2B

 Personnel trained in the use
of soldering equipment.
 Personnel informed on the
use of required PPE (eye
glasses).
 Personnel informed of the
hazards of power sources.

 Safety Officer
check.

2D

Personnel
handling black
powder.

 Improper training
on the use of black
powder.

 Burns
 Fire (when
dealing with
power source).
 Explosion (when
dealing with
power source).
 Injury from
trimming
components
(potential metal
projectiles).
 Ignition of black
powder.
 Injury to/death of
personnel.

1C

 Personnel trained in the
proper use and handling of
the black powder.

 Safety Officer
Check

1D
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Personnel
handling HPR
motor.

Explosion
when
personnel
activates the
electronics.
Premature
ignition of
HPR motor
when
personnel
inserts the
igniter.

 Improper use of
black powder.
 Use of black
powder near
possible ignition
sources.
 Improper training
on the handling of
the HPR motor.
 Improper use of the
HPR motor.
 Use of HPR motor
near possible
ignition sources.
 Powder charges
prematurely fire.

 Power source
active and
connected to
igniter.

 Black powder packed away
from any potential ignition
sources.

 Ignition of
motor.
 Injury to/death of
personnel.

1C

 The HPR motor will only be
purchased and handled by
personnel with proper
NAR/TRA certification.

 Safety Officer
Check

2E

 Injury to one or
more personnel.

1D

 Safety checklist
completed.

2E

 Injury to one or
more personnel.

1D

 Wiring inspected before
assembly.
 Only necessary personnel
present upon activation at
the launch pad.
 Only necessary personnel
present upon insertion of
igniter at the launch pad.
 Circuit for ignition is not
connected.

 Ignition system
only activated
once the area is
clear and ready for
launch.

2E

Table 3.2.2-7: Environmental Risk Assessment
Hazard

Cause

Effect

PreMitigation
RAC

Mitigation

Verification

PostMitigation
RAC
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High wind
speeds

 Weather

 Rocket will be
blown off course.
 Stability
effected.
 Inability to
launch.
 Stability
effected.
 Inability to
launch.
 Launch visibility
inhibited.
 Inability to
launch.
 Inability to
launch.

2C

 Weather reports for launch
day will be monitored.
 Back-up launch date
planned

 Weather report

3D

Rain

 Weather

2C

 Weather reports for launch
day will be monitored.
 Back-up launch date
planned
 Weather reports for launch
day will be monitored.
 Back-up launch date
planned
 Launches ideally scheduled
for weekends when the air
traffic near the launch site is
minimal.

 Weather report

3D

Low cloud
cover

 Weather

 Weather report

3D

High volume
of air traffic

 Busy day

 Schedule


3D

High humidity

 Weather

 Negative effects
on carbon fiber
pieces.

2D

Low humidity

 Weather

2B

High
temperatures

 Weather

 Increased chance
of personnel
becoming
dehydrated.
 Increased chance
of personnel

2C

2C

2C

 Carbon fiber pieces properly  Proper
coated in epoxy to protect
manufacturing
from the elements.
processes
implemented.
 Carbon fiber manufacturing
not performed in high

humidity environments.
 Large quantities of water
 Ensure water is
brought, enough to hydrate
packed.
the entire team.

2E

 Large quantities of water
brought, enough to hydrate
the entire team.

3E

 Ensure water is
packed.

4E
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Contamination
of runoff
and/or ground
water

 Improper disposal
of materials used
for manufacturing.

Exhaust from
the HPR motor

 Burning of the
ammonium
perchlorate solid
fuel.

Ejection
charges firing

 Necessary for
launch vehicle
recovery.

Fragmentation
of the 3D
printed
components.
Fragmentation
of carbon fiber
components
Litter from
launch day
procedures

suffering heat
stroke.
 Water pollution

2D

 Air pollution

4A

 Litter from
wadding used.
 Litter from shear
pins
 Improper recovery  Litter from
and an excess of
component
kinetic energy upon
fragmentation
touchdown

3A

 Improper recovery  Litter from
and an excess of
component
kinetic energy upon
fragmentation
touchdown
 Improper disposal
 Litter
of trash.
 Improper storage of
materials brought
to site.

3D

3C

3D

 MSDS sheets, which list
proper disposal procedures,
will be provided.
 Only necessary personnel
present upon activation at
the launch pad.
 The use of this type of fuel
produces minimal negative
pollution.
 Burned only for scheduled
launches.
 Use of biodegradable
wadding.

 MSDS kept up to
date.

3E

 Commercially
made motor.

4B

 Ensure wadding is
biodegradable.

4A

 Use of PLA plastic, a
naturally derived plastic.
 Recovery system design to
slow launch vehicle to a
safe kinetic energy.
 Recovery system designed
to slow launch vehicle to a
safe kinetic energy.

 Recovery system
testing

4D

 Recovery system
testing

3E

 Proper waste receptacles
used.
 All materials brought to the
site, are taken from the site.

 Final check before
leaving the site.

3E
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Noise pollution  Use of a HPR
motor

 Loud noises
 Law enforcement
contacted

3A

 Launch in a remote area.

 Launch area
selection

4A
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Final Assembly and Launch Procedures Checklist

Recovery Preparation:
Powder Charge Preparation:
Equipment Needed:
Safety glasses (x3)
E-matches (x10)
Duct tape
Blue painters tape
Scale

Aluminum Tape
4F black powder
Modified shotgun shells (x6)
“Dog barf” wadding
Measuring spoon

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

___Ensure handler and those in the vicinity are wearing safety glasses.
___Insert the e-match into the modified shotgun shell.
___Ensure the pyrotechnic end of the e-match is inside the shell.
___Ensure seal at insertion point with either duct tape or blue painters tape.
___Carefully pour the measured amount of 4F black powder into the modified
shotgun shell.
6. ___Pack the remaining space of the modified shotgun shell with “dog barf” wadding.
7. ___Seal the top of the modified shotgun shell with duct tape or aluminum tape.
8. ___Place prepared powder charge into the ammunition can until ready to mount.
Recovery Bay Preparation:
Equipment Needed:
Safety glasses (x4)

#10-32 x 3/4 inch bolt (x8)

Drogue bay
Parachute bay
Pliers

Two (2) batteries
Electronics board
Recovery bay bulkhead (x2)

1. ___Perform visual inspection of all electronics and wire connections.
2. ___Ensure handler and those in the vicinity are wearing safety glasses.
3. ___Ensuring powder charges are facing away from all personnel; connect main
powder charges to exterior terminals on the fore payload bay bulkhead.
4. ___Mount powder charges onto the payload bulkhead.
5. ___Ensure continuity and secure placement of powder charges.
6. ___Bolt bulkhead and main parachute bay onto the front of the payload bay.
7. ___Ensuring powder charges are facing away from all personnel; connect drogue
powder charges to exterior terminals on the forward recovery bay bulkhead.
8. ___Mount powder charges onto the front bulkhead.
9. ___Ensure continuity and secure placement of powder charges.
10. ___Connect altimeters to the terminal leads.
11. ___Ensure continuity.
12. ___Announce the intention to connect batteries and clear area of all unnecessary
personnel.
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13. ___Connect two (2) batteries.
14. ___Carefully slide electronics board into place.
15. ___Bolt bulkhead and drogue parachute bay onto the front of the recovery bay.
Parachute Preparation:
Equipment Needed:
Nylon shock cords
Nomex Thermal
Protection Blankets

Parachute
Quick links

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

___Perform visual inspection of nylon shock cords.
___Perform visual inspection of Nomex Thermal Protection Blankets.
___Perform visual inspection of connection points (quick links and eye bolts).
___Perform visual inspection of the parachute.
___Attach Nomex Thermal Protection Blankets to the parachute/shock cord
connection point.
6. ___Fold parachute according to proper folding procedure.
7. ___Wrap the folded parachute in Nomex Thermal Protection Blankets ensuring there
is no exposed parachute material.
8. ___Connect to the respective eye bolt on the recovery bay.
9. ___Insert into the respective parachute bay.
10. Set aside until ready to mount.
Scientific Payload Preparation:
Avionics Bay/Nose Cone Preparation:
Equipment Needed:
Nose Cone
Electronics board
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Socket set screws (x4)
Nose Cone bulkhead

___Perform visual inspection of all electronics and wire connections.
___Connect batteries.
___Slide electronics board into the aft portion of the Nose Cone.
___Bolt the bulkhead of the Nose Cone in place.
___Set aside until ready to mount.
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Payload Bay Preparation:
Equipment Needed:
Payload Acquisition
System
Payload Bay bulkhead (x2)
Batteries

#10-32 x 3/4 inch bolt (x8)
Motor bay
Cameras

1. ___Perform visual inspection of all electronics, wire connections, and mechanisms of
the Payload Acquisition System.
2. ___Connect batteries to the PAS.
3. ___Insert the PAS into the forward section of the Payload Bay.
4. ___Bolt into place, ensuring a secure mounting.
5. ___Perform visual inspection of all electronic and wire connections of the
observation board.
6. ___Connect batteries to the observation board.
7. ___Slide board into place and mount cameras.
8. ___Ensure a secure and proper placement of the board and cameras.
9. ___Bolt the aft Payload Bay bulkhead and motor bay into place.
Motor Preparation:
Motor Assembly:
Equipment Needed:
Safety glasses
Motor tube

Wood screws
Silicon O-ring lubricant

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

___Ensure handler and those in the vicinity are wearing safety glasses.
___Ensure motor casing not damaged or modified.
___Unwrap the motor and place on an appropriate surface.
___Ensure all materials listed in the manual are present and not damaged.
___Apply a thin film of silicon O-ring lubricant to the inside of the motor casing.
___Apply a thin film of silicon O-ring lubricant to the outside of the motor.
___With the protective nozzle cap on, insert the motor into the motor tube.
___Apply lubricant to the threads of the aft closure.
___Remove the nozzle cap and thread aft closure onto the case. Tighten until the
motor is properly seated.
10. ___Reinstall the nozzle cap onto the nozzle.
11. ___Wipe clean the motor casing ensuring there is no residue.
12. ___Insert the motor casing into the motor mount.
13. ___Attach retention ring.
14. ___Insert motor mount into the motor bay.
15. ___Secure in place.
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Final Assembly and Launch Preparation
Final Assembly:
Equipment Needed:
Module 1
Module 2

Module 3
Shear pins

1. ___Connect the Nose Cone to the main parachute bay with shear pins.
2. ___Connect the front of the Payload Bay to the drogue parachute bay with shear pins.

Setup on Launcher:
Equipment Needed:
Launch vehicle
Launch rail

Ignition Insertion System
Ignition system

1. ___Lower launcher to the horizontal position.
2. ___Ensuring no personnel are in the flight path of the launch vehicle, carefully slide
the launch vehicle onto the launch rail.
3. ___Ensure the launch vehicle is properly seated on the launch rail.
4. ___Set Payload Bay door to the open position.
5. ___Ensure the igniter is properly fed into the Ignition Insertion System.
Autonomous Process:
Equipment Needed:
Launch vehicle
1.
2.
3.
4.

AGSE

___Initiate autonomous process.
___Ensure launch vehicle is safely erected.
___Ensure payload door is closed.
___Ensure igniter is properly inserted.

Launch Procedure: (unnecessary personnel removed from the area)
Equipment Needed:
Launch vehicle

AGSE

1. ___Once the launch vehicle is in launch position and the igniter is inserted, arm the
electronics.
2. ___Safety officer check to ensure the checklist is properly completed.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

___The LCO enables the master arming switch.
___Once LCO allows, the hard switch will be activated.
___The LCO will commence the countdown of 5 seconds.
___Once the countdown is completed. The LCO says “fire” and ignition is triggered.

Trouble Shooting:
Equipment Needed:
AGSE
Payload

Ignition Insertion System
Launch vehicle

If the payload is not captured by the AGSE arm:
1.
2.
3.
4.

___Pause the AGSE procedures.
___Get team lead and official permission to continue.
___Reposition the payload.
___Restart the AGSE procedures from the beginning.

If the motor igniter is not inserted correctly:
1.
2.
3.
4.

___Pause the AGSE procedures.
___Get team lead and official permission to continue.
___Adjust the motor igniter inserter.
___Restart the AGSE procedures from the beginning.

If the electronics are not giving a heartbeat signal or transmitting while on the AGSE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

___Remove the launch vehicle from the launch rail.
___Open section and remove the electronics.
___Adjust electronics and test.
___Insert the electronics in the launch vehicle.
___Load launch vehicle back onto the launch rail.

Post-Flight Inspection:
1. ___Visually track launch vehicle and payload from the time of launch to the time of
recovery.
2. ___Assemble a team of two groups of at least two team members to recover the launch
vehicle and the payload capsule.
3. ___Wait a minimum of sixty seconds before securing the launch vehicle and payload
capsule.
4. ___Inspect the launch vehicle’s external components for any clear signs of damage.
5. ___Document the launch vehicle through inspection and photographs for the later
assessment.
6. ___Download pictures, video, and scientific data and review altimeter data.
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Launch Vehicle Criteria

Flight Reliability and Confidence
Mission Statement and Launch Vehicle Requirements
The launch vehicle will simulate a Mars return mission by safely securing and launching a
payload, as well as, collecting scientific data during flight. The launch vehicle will be designed
and manufactured with this mission concept as the foundation from which the launch vehicle
requirements will be satisfied.
Several driving requirements for which the launch vehicle needs to address are safety,
apogee, recovery, payload containment, and repeatability of flight. If each of these aspects are
addressed in the launch vehicle design, the specified mission shall be successful. Shown in Table
4.1.1-1 below are the requirements given specifically for the launch vehicle and the corresponding
success criteria. All requirements are addressed, however, not every requirement is applicable to
the specified launch vehicle design.

Table 4.1.1-1: Launch vehicle requirements and success criteria
Requirement

Success Criteria

Requirement 1.1
The vehicle shall deliver the payload to an
apogee altitude of 5,280 feet above ground
level (AGL).

The launch vehicle will safely attain an
apogee of 5,280 feet with the payload secured
inside.

Requirement 1.2
The vehicle shall carry one commercially
available, barometric altimeter for recording
the official altitude used in the competition
scoring.

The barometric altimeter incorporated into
the launch vehicle design records the correct
data during competition.

Requirement 1.3
The launch vehicle shall be designed to be
recoverable and reusable.
Requirement 1.4
The launch vehicle shall have a maximum of
four (4) independent sections.
Requirement 1.5

The launch vehicle is easily recovered after
launch, and launched again within two hours.

The launch vehicle design has less than four
independent sections.

The launch vehicle design does not have
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The launch vehicle shall be limited to a single
stage.

more than one stage.

Requirement 1.6
The launch vehicle shall be capable of being
prepared for flight at the launch site within 2
hours, from the time the Federal Aviation
Administration flight waiver opens.

The launch vehicle is prepared and ready for
launch within 2 hours.

Requirement 1.7
The launch vehicle shall be capable of
remaining in launch-ready configuration at
the pad for a minimum of 1 hour without
losing the functionality of any critical onboard component.

The launch vehicle remains in launch-ready
configuration on stand-by for 1 hour without
losing software or hardware functionality.

Requirement 1.8
The launch vehicle shall be capable of being
launched by a standard 12-volt direct current
firing system.

The launch vehicle launches when connected
to a 12-volt power source.

Requirement 1.9
The launch vehicle shall use a commercially
available solid motor propulsion system
using ammonium perchlorate composite
propellant (APCP) which is approved and
certified by the National Association of
Rocketry
(NAR),
Tripoli
Rocketry
Association (TRA), and/or the Canadian
Association of Rocketry (CAR).

The launch vehicle launches successfully
with CTI Pro54 K1440-17A.

Requirement 1.10
The total impulse provided by a launch
vehicle shall not exceed 5,120 Newtonseconds (L-class).

The CTI Pro54 K1440-17A launches with a
specified impulse of 2,372 Newton-seconds
(K-class).
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Requirement 1.11
Pressure vessels on the vehicle shall be
approved by the RSO

N/A

Requirement 1.12
All teams shall successfully launch and
recover a subscale model of their full-scale
rocket prior to CDR.

The subscale launch vehicle successfully
launches prior to CDR.

Requirement 1.13
All teams shall successfully launch and
recover their full-scale rocket prior to FRR in
its final flight configuration.

The full-scale launch vehicle successfully
launches prior to FRR.

Requirement 1.15
The launch vehicle shall not utilize forward
canards.

N/A

Requirement 1.16
The launch vehicle shall not utilize forward
firing motors.

N/A

Requirement 1.17
The launch vehicle shall not utilize motors
that expel titanium sponges (Sparky,
Skidmark, MetalStorm, etc.).

N/A

Requirement 1.18
The launch vehicle shall not utilize hybrid
motors.

N/A

Requirement 1.19
The launch vehicle shall not utilize a cluster
of motors.

N/A
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Major Milestones Schedule
The major milestone schedule is located in Section 7.6.

System Level Design and Functional Requirements
System Level Design
Final Drawings and Specifications
The overall launch vehicle is made up of 3 modules. With all three modules attached, the
total length is 98 inches. The launch vehicle has a total wet weight of 22.8 lbs. The body tubes are
manufactured in house from carbon fiber while the Nose Cone and Fins will be 3D printed with
carbon fiber PLA plastic. The launch vehicle will contain a CTI-K1440 motor and the fins will be
easily removable. The dimensions of all the individual sections of the launch vehicle can all be
seen below in Figure 4.1.3.1.1-1

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Figure 4.1.3.1.1-1: Final Drawing of Launch Vehicle

Test Description and Results
Prior to subscale launch, there were multiple tests carried out to ensure the integrity of the
material as well as the design of the component. Structural and aerodynamic tests were done on
the launch vehicle body tube, bulkheads, Nose Cone and fins, with the description and results
described below.

Critical Load Test on Carbon Fiber
The launch vehicle carbon fiber tubes manufactured by the UMBRA-NSL Team will
experience a compressive buckling force from the motor during launch. These tubes are thinwalled cylinders and due to the compressive force from the motor, buckling is a major concern. In
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order to analyze and determine the carbon fiber material properties, a structural load deflection test
was carried out on carbon fiber specimen. Using the beam deflection formula;
𝑃𝐿3

𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 48𝐸𝐼 Eqn 4.1.3.1.3.2-1
The Young’s Modulus was then derived to be
𝑃𝐿3

𝐸 = 48𝐼𝛿

𝑚𝑎𝑥

Eqn 4.1.3.1.3.2-2

From the test results evident in Table 2-1 in Test Report #2 of Appendix A, the Young’s Modulus
was determined to be 8500 ksi, which then resulted in a critical buckling force of 18,300 lbs. With
the launch vehicle’s motor producing only a maximum thrust of 411 lbf, the carbon fiber tube is
guaranteed to withstand this force with a 44.4 margin of safety.

Bulkhead Strength Test
The observation bay bulkhead is a major component in the launch vehicle and will
experience majority of the impulse force that will result from the parachute deployment. The
bulkhead is secured to the launch vehicle body tube with 4 steel-head cap screws placed
symmetrically around its circumference. Additionally, the shock cords are connected to the
bulkhead through the eyebolt at its center. The bulkhead-eyebolt configuration is shown in Figure
4.1.3.1.2.2-1.

Figure 4.1.3.1.2.2-1: Bulkhead-Eyebolt configuration

The impulse due to the parachute deployment, from the shock cord, was simulated in a
drop test. This allowed the calculation of the impact velocity, and thus, the impact force could be
calculated. This was necessary in order to determine the points of failure and critical force that
would cause the bulkhead to fail. Through multiple tests, the bulkhead-eyebolt configuration was
observed to endure the impart force of a 25 lb weight dropped at heights up to 12 feet, resulting in
a maximum impact force 436.8 lbs. (Test Report #1 of Appendix A). The bulkhead-eyebolt
configuration was not tested at heights larger than 12 feet because at 12 ft the test set-up failed,
however the bulkhead was never damaged. The force from the parachute deployment is estimated
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to be 30.63 lbs, thus the bulkhead-eyebolt configuration would be able to withstand the impulse
during flight.

PLA Plastic Strength Test
The launch vehicle Nose Cone is made of 3D printed PLA plastic. A bulkhead is secured to its
open end with 4 socket screws placed symmetrically around its circumference. This is depicted in
Figure 4.1.3.1.2.3-1 below.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1.3.1.2.3-1: (a) 3D printed PLA plastic Nose Cone and (b) Nose
Cone-bulkhead configuration

The drogue parachute deployment results in an impulse force on the bulkhead and this
causes the 4 screws to shear the PLA plastic. The impulse, which is the change in momentum of
the object, is mainly resulting from the velocity of the falling Nose Cone during descent since it
has a constant mass. Thus in order to ensure that the PLA plastic would not fail, a cylindrical PLA
plastic test specimen was used in a load drop test that simulated the impulse from the drogue
parachute deployment.
The impact velocity was calculated, as well as the kinetic energy, with the results recorded
in Table 3-1 in Test Report #3 of Appendix A. At the max drop height of 30 feet, the Nose Cone
attained a velocity of 44 ft/s (30mph). The PLA plastic showed no signs of shear. Additionally, a
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static load test was done to determine whether the specimen would withstand the drag forces from
the drogue chute. The drag from this parachute was estimated to be 20.3 lbs however during testing
the test specimen was tested at static loads up to 160 lbs and showed no signs of damage. This
showed that the PLA plastic will be able to withstand impulse and drag forces from the deployment
of the drogue chute.

Nose Cone and Fin Flow Visualization Test
Nose cone
The launch vehicle was in between two designs, the Von Karman nose cone and the
ellipsoid nose cone. The Von Karman nose cone is commercially available, but is not a preferable
shape in the subsonic regime due to the shape pointed tip. The ellipsoid nose cone is a more
preferred shape for the subsonic regime, but there is not much information about this shape. It is
important to be able to visualize the flow over the nose cones and the fin to validate the theory of
their shapes. Utilizing the water tunnel will provide the visualization of the flow over the two nose
cone shapes and the fin. An indicator of a smoother airflow over the nose cones is the distance in
which the flow transitions from laminar flow to turbulent flow and the amount of turbulence in the
aft end of the nose cone.
The nose cones were tested at 0, 5 and 8 degrees with flow speed of 1 inch per second and
5 inches per second. Although the Reynold’s number is much lower than the flight speeds, it still
serves as a good visualization of the flow around the nose cone. The following pictures show the
flow over the two nose cone shapes.

Figure 4.1.3.1.3.4-1: Nose cone comparison at 1 inch per second
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Figure 4.1.3.1.3.4-2: Nose cone comparison at 5 inches per second
From the above pictures, it is easy to see that there is a lot more vortex shedding from the
Von Karman nose cone. Also, the turbulent region exists further in the flow with the Von Karman
nose cone than the ellipsoid nose cone. A problem with the experiment is at higher speeds, the
motor vibration would cause the ink dye wand to oscillate and not give a clear picture. However,
it is still better to see the flow characteristics over the nose cones and this led to the selection of
the ellipsoid nose cone as the design that will be used on the launch vehicle.
Fin Flow
The fin was also placed into the water tunnel for testing. The fin has a peculiar shape which
was worth taking a look at. In order to take estimations on loading to use the wind tunnel, the fins
had to be compared to a NACA airfoil that already has data available. The closest airfoil shape
found is what would be a NACA 0008 airfoil shape. In order to use this estimation, a flow
visualization test was conducted to ensure that the sharp edge on the fin would not trip the
boundary layer. The following pictures were taken from the water tunnel tests.
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Figure 4.1.3.1.3.4-3: Fin analysis at various speeds and angles of attack
Once again, the flow was oscillating due to the motor vibrations. However, from the lower
speeds, it is seen that the flows are not tripped by the shape of the fin. Therefore, the fin loading
for stability can be estimated with a NACA 0008 shape. The analysis of the fin will be given with
the wind tunnel testing for the Flight Readiness Review.

Final Motor Selection
The final selected motor, the Cesaroni Technology Incorporated (CTI) Pro54 2372K144017A reloadable motor, imparts 322.9 pounds of force to the rocket with a total impulse of 533 lbs. This is sufficient to propel our launch vehicle to an altitude of between 5,282 feet and 5,240 feet
according to the MATLAB® program and OpenRocket, respectively. This altitude window can be
fine-tuned using ballast in the case of an overshoot for a final altitude of 5,280 ft. (Reqt 1.1). The
thrust duration is 1.65 seconds. This short burn time ensures that the rocket will reach a stable
velocity, quickly allowing for a shorter possible launch rail. The specifications for the K1440
motor as well as the thrust curve can be found below in Table 4.1.3.1.3-1 and Figure 4.1.3.1.3-1.
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Table 4.1.3.1.3-1: CTI Pro54 2372K1440-17A Motor Data
Manufacturer

CTI

Average Thrust (lbf.)

322.9

Motor Dimensions (in.)

2.13 x 22.52

Maximum Thrust (lb.)

411

Loaded Weight (lb.)

4.17

Total Impulse (lb-s)

533

Propellant Weight (lb.)

2.49

Isp (s)

214.1

Burnout Weight (lb.)

1.61

Burn time (s)

1.65

Color

White Thunder

Class

85% K

Figure 4.1.3.1.3-1: CTI Pro54 2372K1440-17A Thrust Curve
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System Level Functional Requirements
The specific functional requirements as outlined in the 2015-2016 NSL Handbook are listed
below in Table 4.1.3.2-1. These requirements will determine the functionality of the launch vehicle
system as a whole.
Table 4.1.3.2-1: Functional Requirements and Methods to Meet the Requirements
Functional Requirement

Method to Meet Requirement

Reqt 1.1 The vehicle shall deliver the payload
to an apogee altitude of 5,280 feet AGL.

Proper
motor
class
selection,
an
aerodynamically efficient Nose Cone design,
and an effective fin design for stability.

Reqt 1.2 The vehicle shall carry one
commercially available, barometric altimeter
for recording the official altitude used in the
competition scoring.

Barometric altimeter housed in the Recovery
Bay for maximum altitude measurements.

Reqt 1.3 The launch vehicle shall be designed
to be recoverable and reusable.

The use of strong composite material, and an
effective recovery system design.

Reqt 1.7 The launch vehicle shall be capable
of remaining in launch-ready configuration at
the pad for a minimum of 1 hour without
losing the functionality of any critical onboard component.

All
avionics
components
will
be
independently powered by on-board batteries
in their respective housings, and will remain
in launch-ready configuration on stand-by for
at least 1 hour.

Structures
The structure of the launch vehicle includes all individual components of the launch
vehicle. The system level performance characteristics based on structural capabilities are defined
and rationalized in the following sections.
Selection Rationale, Concept, and System Characteristics
Launch Vehicle Overview
The launch vehicle will be composed of three independent sections called Module 1, 2, and
3. Module 1 consists of the Nose Cone. Module 2 will be composed of the Drogue Parachute Bay
and the Recovery Bay, and Module 3 will be composed of the Main Parachute Bay,
Payload/Observation Bay, and Motor Bay. The layout of the launch vehicle can be seen in Figure
4.1.3.2.1.1-1. Each module is connected to each other using #4-40 shear pins. The different
sections within each module are attached via bulkhead using steel flat-head cap screws. Overall
length of the launch vehicle is 98 inches.
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Nose Cone

Recovery Bay

Drogue Parachute
Bay

Module 1

Module 2

Payload/Observation Bay

C.G.
58.69
Main Parachute Bay 52.5” 66.54

Black Powder
Charge
Locations

C.P.
62.3”
Motor Bay

Module 3

Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-1: Layout of the Bays and Modules Comprising the Launch Vehicle

The Nose Cone, which can be seen in Figure
4.1.3.2.1.1-2, will be made of PLA-plastic because it is
light weight, strong, and will allow the Nose Cone to
be easily manufactured by the use of a 3D printer. The
Nose Cone, which is 11.0 inches in length, will be
printed as one piece, with interval slots that allow the
avionics sled and antenna to be placed within. The
bottom 3 inches of the Nose Cone is designed to be the
shoulder. This portion of the Nose Cone will be
inserted into the Drogue Parachute Bay. The shoulder
will be attached to the Drogue Parachute Bay using
four #4-40 shear pins that will be arranged
symmetrically around the shoulder. The shear pins are
strong enough to hold the Nose Cone in place during
launch, but weak enough to release the Nose Cone
once the drogue ejection charge is fired. At the base
Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-2: Nose cone drawing
of the shoulder, a bulkhead will be attached using
steel flat-head cap screws. Attached to this bulkhead will be a steel eye bolt to which the drogue
parachute shock cords will be connected.
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Drogue Parachute Bay

The Drogue Parachute Bay,
shown in Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-3, will be
constructed out of carbon fiber which
will be 22 inches in length and have
constant inner and outer diameters of 4
and 4.1 inches, respectively. The tube
will be made with three layers of carbon
fiber which is a sufficient amount of
layers to keep the tube strong and sturdy
without adding any unnecessary weight.
The upper section of the Drogue
Parachute Bay will contain an area where
the shoulder of the Nose Cone can be
inserted and connected using shear pins.
This will create the separation point
Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-3: Drogue Parachute Bay
between the Drogue Parachute Bay and
the Nose Cone, and will allow the main parachute to be deployed. The Recovery Bay will be
inserted into the lower section of the Drogue Parachute Bay and will be connected using steel
flat-head cap screws. The black powder charges, used for main parachute deployment, will be
mounted on the fore bulkhead of the Recovery Bay. This bulkhead will also have a steel eye bolt
where the main parachute shock cord will be attached via quick link. The central section of the
Drogue Parachute Bay will store the main parachute along with its shock cord.

Recovery bay
The Recovery Bay, shown in
Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-4, will also be
constructed out of carbon fiber and will
be 7.5 inches long. First, a 7.5-inch
tube with an inner diameter of 3.9
inches and an outer diameter of 4
inches will be constructed. Then, a 1.5inch section, 3 inches from the edge
will be built up using additional carbon
fiber creating a 1.5-inch center section
with an outer diameter of 4.1 inches.
The reason for having the top and
bottom regions at 4-inch outer
Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-4: Recovery Bay
diameters is to allow the Recovery
Bay to be inserted and connected to the adjacent bays using zinc-plated alloy steel flat-head cap
screws. The center section, known as the collar, allows the launch vehicle to maintain a constant
outer diameter, therefore keeping the outside skin between all sections flushed. The collar will also
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have two 0.5 inch holes drilled
into it that will allow for the
installation of Schurter 0033.450
S switches, which will activate
the altimeters from the outside of
the launch vehicle once it is in
launch position (Reqt. 2.7). Four
0.125 inch vent holes will be
drilled symmetrically around the
collar to allow the altimeters to
make pressure readings. Inside
Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-5: Centering Ring
the Recovery Bay, four centering
rings will be epoxied in place that will be used to hold the sled containing the avionics. These
centering rings, shown in Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-5, will be made out of 0.25-inch thick birch plywood
and will be designed to ensure that the avionics sled will be held secure so the components remain
functional when experiencing forces and vibrations during launch, as well as keep the masses along
the centerline of the launch vehicle. They will also act as a guide to allow the avionics sled to be
easily inserted and removed from the bay (Reqt. 1.6). On both ends of the Recovery Bay, there
will be bulkheads attached to act as barriers between the different sections. They will protect the
internal electronics from launch forces and black powder charge blasts in the adjacent Parachute
Bay. These bulkheads will also contain steel eye bolts that allow the shock cords of the main and
drogue parachutes to be attached.

Main Parachute Bay
The Main Parachute Bay will be the same material as the Drogue Parachute Bay as well as
have similar dimensions, 24-inches in length and constant inner and outer diameters, 4 and 4.1
inches, respectively. The fore section of the Main Parachute Bay will allow for the insertion of the
aft section of the Recovery Bay and will be attached using shear pins. This will create the second
separation of the launch vehicle and will allow the Main Parachute to be deployed. The fore
bulkhead of the Payload Bay will be mounted with the black powder charges used for the
deployment of the Main Parachute. This bulkhead will also have a steel eye bolt to which the Main
Parachute shock cord will be connected via quick disconnect. The sleeve of the Payload Bay will
be inserted into the aft section of the Main Parachute Bay. The Main Parachute and its shock cords
will be stored in the center section of the Main Parachute Bay.
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Payload/Observation Bay
The
Payload
and
Observation Bay will be
positioned together in one
carbon fiber tube having a total
length of 18.5 inches and a
constant inner diameter of 3.9
inches. This can be seen in
Figure
4.1.3.2.1.1-6.
Two
bulkheads will be positioned at
each end on this tube and a third
bulkhead will be position
between the Payload and
Observation
Bay sections,
separating each from one
another. The bulkheads will be
made of birch plywood laminated
Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-6: Payload/Observation Bay
with three layers of carbon fiber.
Attached symmetrically around the bulkheads at each end of the tube, using steel flat-head cap
screws, will be four L-brackets. Each L-bracket will provide an area where the bulkheads can be
attached to the body tube using the steel flat-head cap screws. This allows the outside bulkheads
to be easily removed when avionics or the Payload Acquisition System (PAS) needs to be installed,
modified, or repaired. The middle bulkhead will be epoxied in place and will not be removable.
The fore section, in front of the middle bulkhead, is the Payload Bay. The top 3 inches of
this section is a shoulder and has a 4 inch outer diameter. This shoulder slides into the aft section
of the Main Parachute Bay and is connected via the aft bulkhead using steel flat-head cap screws.
Contained inside this section is the Payload Acquisition System (PAS). Along the outside of this
section is a 3 inch by 6 inch door that will be attached to the launch vehicle using a hinge. After
the payload is inserted, the PAS will close this door and the door will be kept closed with magnets
installed on the inside of the door and Payload Bay.
The aft section, behind the middle bulkhead, will be the Observation Bay. Inside the
Observation Bay, two centering rings made of birch plywood will be epoxied in place, and will be
used to hold the Observation Bay’s avionics sled in place. On the outside of this section, two 1inch holes will be drilled symmetrically around it to serve as ‘windows’ for the cameras of the
avionics board. In these ‘windows’, two view fairings will be inserted, which are made of a clear
casting epoxy. Mirrors will be mounted in these fairings to allow viewing of the fore and aft
sections of the launch vehicle from the inside of the bay. The bottom 3 inches of the observation
bay will be a shoulder that will have a 4-inch outer diameter. This will be inserted into the motor
bay and will be connected via the fore bulkhead using steel flat-head cap screws.
Motor Bay
The Motor Bay, which can be seen in Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-7, will be 30 inches in length, will
have a 4-inch inner diameter and will be constructed out of four layers of carbon fiber. Three slots,
8 inches long and 0.5 inches wide, will be cut into the aft section of the fuselage for the fins to
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slide into. These fins are mounted directly on the motor tube within the Motor Bay and are a part
of the motor tube assembly. This design allows the entire motor tube assembly to be modular,
making the assembly easy to be inserted and removed from the Motor Bay. This can be seen in
Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-8. Having the fins attached to the motor tube assembly, instead of directly
attached to the outside of the motor bay, adds further protection and strength to the fins. Since the
fins are not epoxied directly to the motor bay, they can be easily removed and replaced from within
the motor tube assembly when necessary.

Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-7: Motor Bay

Figure 4.1.3.2.1.1-8: Motor Tube Assembly Modularity
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Fins
There will be three fins made of carbon fiber PLA plastic. The fins will be 3-D printed and
will be coated with epoxy to protect the fins from moisture. The modified airfoil shape of the fins
will be discussed more in detail in the next section.
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Performance Characteristics, Evaluation and Verification Methods
Table 4.1.3.2.1.2-1: Performance Characteristics, Evaluation, and Verification Method Table
Component

Characteristic

Evaluation

Verification Method

Body Tube

The body of the launch vehicle must be
strong enough to withstand the
compressive launch forces and must
protect and prevent damages to the
avionics during the landing impact. It
must also be light enough to allow the
launch vehicle to satisfy apogee
requirements.

Body tube will be made of multiple
layers of carbon fiber using a wet
lay-up method.
Simple hand
calculations will be performed to
determine the launch forces the body
tube will experience.

Materials testing was performed on a
sample of the manufacture carbon
fiber. Using the material properties
and Young’s Modules determined
from static load testing, critical
buckling forces were obtained.

Bulkhead and Steel
Eye Bolt

The bulkhead must be strong enough to
withstand the impulse caused by the
parachute shock cords upon discharge.
The steel head cap screws used to attach
the bulkhead to the body must not shear
the body tube when this impulse is
applied. The steel eye bolt must also be
able to withstand the impulse of the
parachute shock cords during parachute
deployment, and not be pulled out of the
bulkhead.

Each bulkhead will be constructed
out of two rings of ¼-inch thick birch
plywood and will be laminated on
both sides with carbon fiber. Each
bulkhead will be attached to the body
tube through 4 attachment points
using 4 steel head cap screws to
dissipate the impulse. Simple hand
calculations will be performed to
determine the parachute deployment
forces the bulkhead must withstand.

A statics load hang test was performed
on a body tube bulkhead attachment
setup. Loads were suspended on a
shock cord that is attached to the
bulkhead of the body tube to verify the
bulkhead could withstand the load
without shearing the body tube. Using
the same setup, loads were dropped to
verify the bulkhead attachment setup
can withstand the drop impulse
without shearing the body tube.

Centering Ring

The centering ring must be sturdy enough
to hold the avionics plate in place during
launch and landing.

Birch plywood with guiding slots for
positioning the avionics sled into the
body tube will be epoxied in place.
The centering ring slots will tightly
fit around the avionics sled to ensure
a secure fit.

The recovery bay with its centering
rings and avionics sled attached inside
will be placed on a shake table, to
verify the avionics sled will not
become loose during flight.
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Fins

The fins of the launch vehicle must be
strong enough to prevent bending or
becoming damaged from landing impact.

PLA-plastic fins may be layered with
carbon fiber. Strength testing must
be done to see if carbon fiber
laminate is necessary. The use of
forward sweep on the trailing edge to
prevent direct initial impact when
landing.

Perform load testing on the fin’s point
of maximum pressure during flight
using testing equipment from the
Dynamic Structures Lab. This will be
done to analyze the bending properties
of the fins and ensure that the fin can
withstand the aerodynamic forces it
will experience during flight.

Nose Cone

The Nose Cone of the launch vehicle
must be strong enough to withstand the
aerodynamics forces it will experience
during flight. It must also protect the
avionics and antenna from flight forces
and landing impact.

3D printed PLA plastic Nose Cone
with
sufficient
thickness
to
withstand impact.
Simple hand
calculations will be made to ensure
the possible Nose Cone forces are
not excessive.

Low-speed wind tunnel testing will be
performed on the Nose Cone. The
data will be scaled up to higher speeds
to accurately find the drag the Nose
Cone will experience. Compression
testing will then be performed on the
Nose Cone using the equipment in the
Dynamic Structures Lab to ensure the
Nose Cone can withstand the drag and
impact forces it will experience during
flight.

Bulkhead and Steel
Eye Bolt within
Nose Cone Shoulder

The bulkhead within the Nose Cone
shoulder must not shear the Nose Cone
when the impulse from the parachute
shock cord is applied to it during its
deployment.

The bulkhead will be attached to the
Nose Cone using 4 steel cap screws
to dissipate the impulse over 4 areas.
Simple hand calculations will be
performed to approximate the force
the Nose Cone bulkhead will
experience.

A statics load hang test was performed
on a Nose Cone bulkhead attachment
setup. Loads were suspended on a
shock cord that is attached to the
bulkhead of the Nose Cone to verify
the Nose Cone could withstand the
loads without shearing. Using the
same procedure, loads were dropped
to verify the Nose Cone attachment
setup can withstand the drop impulse
without shearing the body tube.
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Engine Block of the
Motor Bay

The engine block must withstand the
launch vehicle motor launch forces. It
must take the bulk of these launch forces
and prevent the motor tube assembly
from sliding up into the launch vehicle.

The engine block will be made of 4
layers of birch plywood epoxied
together and will be laminated with
carbon fiber at each end. The engine
block will be epoxied in place in
front of the motor tube assembly.
Simple hand calculations will be
performed to approximate the loads
and stresses the engine block will
experience.

A static load test will be performed on
an engine block using equipment from
the Dynamic Structures Lab to ensure
that the engine block can withstand
the launch forces.
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Aerodynamics
The aerodynamic features of the launch vehicle includes the Nose Cone, fins, as well as
the motor selection which has been identified in Section 4.1.3.2.2. Since the PDR, the fin thickness
was changed in order to add structural rigidity. The thickness of the full scale fin will be 0.5 inches
and leads to a thickness to chord ratio of 0.083.
In addition, the Nose Cone shape has been further analyzed to determine an
aerodynamically efficient shape that may be utilized for the launch vehicle. Information on both
designs will be described more in detail in the section devoted to their selection rationales. The
system level performance characteristics based on the aerodynamic features of the launch vehicle
are defined and rationalized in the following sections.

Selection Rationale, Concept, and System Characteristics
Modified Airfoil Fins
The launch vehicle remains with three fins with a modified airfoil shape. From flow
visualization testing, it was determined that the fins were able to be compared to a NACA 0008
airfoil shape. The characteristics of this airfoil was obtained using XFOIL and gave the following
plots.

Figure 4.1.3.2.2.1-1 Airfoil characteristics for a NACA 0008
A full analysis on the fins and the testing will be given in the Flight Readiness Review
along with the wind tunnel test data. The values from these graphs are used to develop possible fin
loading and safety margins in order to gain permission to use the wind tunnel.
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The fin dimensions were also updated to add structural rigidity. A scaled version of the fins
were used on the subscale rocket flight. The fins came back in one piece at a flight altitude of about
7,000 feet above ground level. From this test, we have concluded that the fin shape will be rigid
and will be able to handle the loads for the full-scale launch vehicle. The results from analyzing
the video of the subscale launch show that the rocket was stable and did not weathercock. The
stability of the launch vehicle seemed to correlate with the results from OpenRocket which show
that the analysis from the simulation software are viable. The new dimensions are shown below.

Figure 4.1.3.2.2.1-2 Subscale fin dimensions
Nose Cone Shape
The nose cone shape is critical for the launch vehicle. A poorly designed nose cone can
change altitude by more than a hundred feet as observed in OpenRocket simulations and numerical
calculations. There are two configurations that are being considered for the launch vehicle design:
the ellipsoid nose cone and the Von Karman nose cone. The comparison between the two are
shown in Figure 4.1.3.2.2.1-3 below. The nose cone will be 3-D printed, which led to the downsizing of options to these two due to manufacturability. The nose cone must be able to hold the
electronics, as well as withstand the largest pressure due to aerodynamic forces and ground impact.

Figure 4.1.3.2.2.1-3: Comparison of ellipsoid (left) and Von Karman (right) nose cones.
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In order to make accommodations for avionics, the
body must be hollow. The original design required the nose
cone to be printed in two pieces. However, this led to having
to bolt the two pieces together with limited amount of area.
This led to structural integrity concerns which ultimately
pushed for a new design. An alternative 3-D printer with a
larger print area will be used to manufacture the nose cone.
This led to the design shown in Figure 4.1.3.2.2.1-3. The nose
cone will now be one solid piece that will have a hollowed-out
interior for avionics, as shown in Figure 4.1.3.2.2.1-4.
The ellipsoid nose cone and body tube of the launch
vehicle have an estimated drag coefficient of 3.9x10-3. This
value is larger than the Von Karman nose cone drag coefficient
of 3.5x10-3. However, there is a significant difference in base
drag. With the ellipsoid nose cone having a base drag value of
0.46 and the Von Karman having a base drag value of 0.50.
The nose cone shapes were put to the test in the water
tunnel to view the base drag effects since it contributes the most
to the drag build up. After testing, the shape chosen for the
launch vehicle is the ellipsoid nose cone. The testing of the
water tunnel models is shown in Test Report #4 in Appendix A.

Figure 4.1.3.2.2.1-4: Nose
Cone Transparent View

Performance Characteristics, Evaluation and Verification Methods
Table 4.1.3.2.2.2-1: Performance Characteristics, Evaluation and Verification Methods
Performance
Characteristics
Optimal
Stability

Description

Evaluation Metric

Verification Metric

The center of
gravity must be
positioned fore
of the center of
pressure with a
stability margin
between 1.5 and
2.5 calibers.

The
distance
between center of
gravity and center of
pressure must be
measured
to
a
desired
stability
margin
of
1.9
diameters of the
launch
vehicle.
Achieving
this
margin will be done
by optimizing mass
distributions along
the length of the
vehicle.

Determine the location of the
center
of
gravity
by
performing a balance test and
marking this point and
recording the distance aft of
the Nose Cone. To locate the
center of pressure, the “swing
test” will be done for the
subscale launch vehicle.
This location will be measured
aft of the Nose Cone, and the
distance between the two
points will be measured.
Stability will be additionally
verified by observing the flight
trajectory to apogee during
subscale launch test.
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Low Drag

The
launch
vehicle must be
aerodynamically
efficient.

The fins and Nose
Cone shape will be
designed to provide
minimal drag based
off research on their
previous
performance
on
high-powered
rockets.

Computational fluid dynamic
analyses will be performed on
the fins and Nose Cone.
Results will be compared to
drag values resulted from wind
tunnel testing using 3-D
printed models of the fins and
Nose Cone, which will be
placed within Cal Poly’s LowSpeed Wind Tunnel.

Motor
Performance

The proper class
motor must be
able to provide
sufficient thrust
to propel the
launch vehicle to
the
required
altitude within
±75 feet, and
have a burn time
under
two
seconds.

A Class K motor
will be selected,
based on impulse
and thrust values,
which will provide a
burn time of less
than two seconds.
Calculations
performed
in
MATLAB
with
motor specification
inputs will provide
altitude predictions,
and
OpenRocket
simulations
will
corroborate
these
values.

Full-scale launch tests will
determine maximum altitude.
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Subsystem Level Design and Functional Requirements
Subsystem Level Design
Final Drawings and Specifications
The drawings of the nose cone electronics can be seen in Figure 4.1.4.1.1-1.

Figure 4.1.4.1.1-1: Assembly of Nose Cone electronics
The Arduino MEGA 2560 (See Table 4.1.4.1.1-1 below for technical specifications) can be seen
in the figure above is mounted to the fiber glass avionics sled using 4-40 screws. Resting on top
of the Arduino MEGA is the Wireless XBee shield with an SD card slot and XBee mounted to the
shield. A 900 MHz antenna is connected to the XBee (see Table 4.1.4.1.1-2 for technical
specifications) and transmits the data the 10 DOF IMU (Table 4.1.4.1.1-3) collects. The 10 DOF
and the GPS modules (Table 4.1.4.1.1-4) are not pictured in the figure because they are soldered
onto the underside of the wireless shied. An 11.1V 800mAh LiPo battery can be seen on the
underside of the sled, and will be mounted using zip-ties.

Table 4.1.4.1.1-1 Specifications of Arduino
Mega2560
Microcontroller
ATmega2560
Operating Voltage
5V
Input Voltage
7-12V
Clock Speed
16 MHz
Length
101.52 mm
Width
53.3 mm
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Weight

37 g

Table 4.1.4.1.1-2: Specifications of XBee Pro
Frequency Band 900 902-928 MHz
RF Data Rate
Outdoor / LOS range
Supply Voltage
Transmit Current
Data Interface
Transmit Power

10 Kbps or 200 Kbps
9 miles
2.1 – 3.6 VDC
229 mA
UART (3V), SPI
Up to 24 dBm (250mW)

Table 4.1.4.1.1-3: Manufacturer sensor specifications for the 10-DOF IMU.
10-DOF IMU Sensor Specifications
Sensor Model
Function
Precision
Measurement Range
Number
±245/±500/±2000 dps
Gyroscope
8.75/17.50/70.00 mdps
L3GD20H
(Selectable)
±1.3/±1.9/±2.5/±4.0/±4.7/±5.6/±
Compass
205-1100 LSB/gauss
LSM303
8.1 gauss (Selectable)
Accelerometer
1/2/4/12 mg/LSB
±2g/±4g/±8g/±16g (Selectable)
LSM303
Barometer/
-40 to 185 °F; 0.30 to 1.09 atm (.03hPa; .17m; ±2 °C
BMP180
Temperature
1640ft to 29528ft)
dps= Degree per second
LSB = Least significant bit
g = Acceleration due to gravity

Table 4.1.4.1.1-4 Specifications of Ultimate GPS
Breakout
Satellites
22 Tracking
Update rate
1 to 10 Hz
Position Accuracy
< 3 meters
Velocity Accuracy
0.1 m/s
Warm/cold start
34 seconds
Vin range
3.0-5.5 VDC
Current Draw
20 mA
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Figure 4.1.4.1.1-2: Observation Bay electronics assembly

The Observation bay electronics assembly shown in Figure 4.1.4.1.1-2 consist of two Raspberry
Pi 2 Bs (Table 4.1.4.1.1-6) and two Raspberry Pi Cameras (Table 4.1.4.1.1-5). The cameras shown
in the figure can be seen extending from the Raspberry Pi’s. They will be mounted onto the inside
of the body tube using 3D printed mounts. One 11.1V 1100mAh E-flite LiPo batter will power
both Raspberry Pi’s. A slot will cut in the sled and zip ties will secure the battery in place. The
reason why the battery is sunk into the board is because of the height and width limitations of the
body tube surrounding the electronics assembly.
Table 4.1.4.1.1-5 Specifications of Raspberry Pi Camera
Resolution
Video modes
Optical size
Sensor Image area
Dynamic Range

5 Megapixels
1080p30
¼”
3.76 x 2.74 mm
67 dB @ 8x gain
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Table 4.1.4.1.1-6 Specifications of Raspberry Pi Model 2 B+
RAM
1 GB
4 x USB 2 ports
Power Rating
800 mA (4.0W)
Power source
5V
Length
85.60 mm
Width
56.5 mm
Weight
45g
Analysis Results
During the manufacturing of the subscale launch vehicle, the avionics team was working
towards completion of the Nose Cone avionics, Recovery Bay avionics, and the
Observation/Payload Bay avionics. Multiple functionality tests of the Nose Cone avionics were
conducted. The tests consisted of simply compiling the code implemented on the Arduino and
verifying that the 10 DOF IMU, GPS, and XBee were all working in conjunction with one another.
The process of programing all these modules started with just the Arduino and the 10 DOF IMU.
Once the 10 DOF IMU was working properly and collecting data, the wireless XBee shield was
implemented and the data being collected by the IMU was data-logged onto the SD card. Once the
data was being data-logged, the GPS unit was implemented and verified that the GPS information
was not overclocking the Arduino. Once the GPS was correctly implemented, the XBee module
was added and the downlink to the GCS was established. Once GCS and the Nose Cone electronics
were working in conjunction, the testing process was complete.

Test Description and Results
Pre-flight testing of both the primary and redundant altimeters was crucial to ensure the
flight was a success. The StratoLoggerCF altimeters were tested by wiring them up to a battery
and an e-match, then by utilizing the StratoLoggerCF program, called PerfectFlite, which has a
function to fire a test charge. The program commands the altimeter to send a current out of its main
or drogue parachute terminals causing the e-match to fire. Both the drogue and main parachute
terminals on the primary and redundant altimeters were tested. A total of four tests were performed.
One of these tests can be seen below in Figure 4.1.4.1.3-1.

The testing can confirm that the wiring configuration would perform as intended. All four
tests were successful and both altimeters were cleared for flight. After the entire Recovery Bay
was assembled without the black powder charges, continuity checks were performed to ensure that
the wiring was correct. These continuity checks were performed using a digital multimeter to
ensure that the connections between terminals were not interrupted. One of the final pre-flight tests
that were “tug checks.” Each and every connection point between wires was tugged on to ensure
that they would not break free during flight.
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Switch
Battery

Ematch
Altimeter

Figure 4.1.4.1.3-1: Test firing e-match
from primary StratoLoggerCF altimeter.

Integrity of Scientific Payload Design
The team is confident in the scientific payload design; the design has been under
consideration since the beginning of the project. The two parts of the scientific payload consist of
the electronics within the Nose Cone and the Observation Bay electronics. The Observation Bay
electronics did not fly in the subscale launch due to time constraints. However, there have been
multiple successful ground tests using the Raspberry Pi cameras. The team chose to use the
Raspberry Pi camera modules because of their ease of use with the Raspberry Pi microcontroller.
These two modules paired together give the team confidence that the Observation Bay will be
successful. The electronics within the Nose Cone were ground tested and verified that the sensors
were working correctly and all components were chosen for reliability and compatibility with each
other. Unfortunately, due to human error, the sensors were reset before the data could be saved
after the subscale was recovered. The team is still confident in the sensors and the datalogging
capabilities of the Arduino and will be tested in the next flight.

Subsystem Level Functional Requirements
The launch vehicle’s subsystem functional requirements are shown below in Table 4.1.4.21 along with the component of the launch vehicle design, which satisfies the requirement. Since
the team is participating in the MAV competition, the recovery system is the only subsystem with
specified requirements.
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Table 4.1.4.2-1: Launch Vehicle Subsystem Functional Requirements
Recovery System Requirements Trace
Requirement

Satisfied By

Requirement 2.1
The launch vehicle shall stage the
deployment of its recovery devices, where
a drogue parachute is deployed at apogee
and a main parachute is deployed at a
much lower altitude.

Drogue parachute launch sequence, main
parachute launch sequence

Requirement 2.2
Teams must perform a successful ground
ejection test for both the drogue and main
parachutes.

Ground ejection test before subscale launch

Requirement 2.3
At landing, each independent section of
the launch vehicle shall have a maximum
kinetic energy of 75 ft-lbf.

Custom Drogue Parachute, Custom Main
Parachute

Requirement 2.4
The recovery system electrical circuits
shall be completely independent of any
payload electrical circuits.

Avionics Bay

Requirement 2.5
The recovery system shall contain
redundant,
commercially
available
altimeters.

Stratologger A, Stratologger B

Requirement 2.6
An electronic form of deployment must be
used for deployment purposes.

Copper Fireworks Firing System Igniters
(Electric Matches)

Requirement 2.7
A dedicated arming switch shall arm each
altimeter, which is accessible from the
exterior of the rocket airframe when the
rocket is in the launch configuration on the
launch pad.

Schurter 0033.450 S
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Requirement 2.8
Each altimeter shall have a dedicated
power supply.

Eflite Lipoly Battery Primary (7.4 V),
Eflite Lipoly Battery Secondary (7.4 V)

Requirement 2.9
Each arming switch shall be capable of
being locked in the ON position for
launch.

Rotary Cam Switch

Requirement 2.10
Removable shear pins shall be used for
both the main parachute compartment and
the drogue parachute compartment.

Parachute Bay

Requirement 2.11
An electronic tracking device shall be
installed in the launch vehicle and shall
transmit the position of the tethered
vehicle or any independent section to a
ground receiver.

Adafruit GPS Breakout 66 Channel, 10 Hz

Requirement 2.12
Any rocket section, or payload
component, which lands untethered to the
launch vehicle shall also carry an active
electronic tracking device.

N/A

Requirement 2.13
The electronic tracking device shall be
fully functional during the official flight at
the competition launch site.

Adafruit GPS Breakout 66 Channel, 10 Hz

Requirement 2.14
The recovery system electronics shall not
be adversely affected by any other onboard electronic devices during flight
(from launch until landing).

Recovery System Bay
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Requirement 2.15
The recovery system altimeters shall be
physically located in a separate
compartment within the vehicle from any
other radio frequency transmitting device
and/or magnetic wave producing device.

Recovery System Bay

Requirement 2.16
The recovery system electronics shall be
shielded from all onboard transmitting
devices, to avoid inadvertent excitation of
the recovery system electronics.

Recovery System Bay

Requirement 2.17
The recovery system electronics shall be
shielded from all onboard devices which
may generate magnetic waves (such as
generators, solenoid valves, and Tesla
coils) to avoid inadvertent excitation of the
recovery system.

Recovery System Bay

Requirement 2.18
The recovery system electronics shall be
shielded from any other onboard devices,
which may adversely affect the proper
operation of the recovery system
electronics.

Recovery System Bay

Scientific Payload Design
Key Components, Concept Features, and Definitions
The key components of the scientific payload are an inertial-measurement unit (IMU) that
gives 10 axes of data. The IMU includes an accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetic compass, and a
barometer. The IMU is unique due to its integrated sensors. All the sensors are built into the
breakout unit.
The second key component of the scientific payload is the Raspberry Pi camera system.
This system utilizes two cameras that collect video feed during the launch. One camera will view
the top-half of the launch vehicle using an internal angled mirror setup, while the other camera
will be able to view the bottom half of the launch vehicle using a similar setup. The camera system
will allow the team to watch the video recording of the flight and access any abnormalities during
flight.
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The third key component is the GPS unit. The unit has built in data logging, as well as, an
internal antenna. This key features makes this component ideal for tracking the launch vehicle
during flight.
The fourth key component is the XBee Pro 900. It is a crucial component to the scientific
payload system. Without a functioning XBee, the data being collected by the IMU would not be
transmitted to the ground station. A key-supporting component of the XBee is the Arduino mega.
This unit will be handling all of the processing power and communication between the IMU, GPS,
and XBee.

Selection Rationale, Concept, and System Characteristics
Scientific Payload Overview
The scientific payload for the launch vehicle consists of the electronics within Module 1
and 3. Module 1 contains the Arduino mega with an Adafruit 10-DOF IMU breakout, an Adafruit
GPS breakout and an XBee Pro 900 RPSMA. Module 3 contains the Raspberry Pi and the
Raspberry Pi camera module. Each section of the electronics, in Module 1 and 3, are mounted on
an electronics sled.

Nose Cone
Adafruit 10-DOF IMU Breakout
The Adafruit 10-DOF IMU breakout board, shown in Figure 4.1.4.2.1.2-1, was chosen due
to the multitude of quality sensors contained on one board. The 10-DOF IMU breakout board
provides three axes of accelerometer data, three axes of gyroscopic data, three axes of magnetic
data, barometric pressure/altitude and temperature data. The scientific data gathered from this
board will be streamed to the GCS during flight. The featured board is slightly larger than a quarter
and has a mass of 0.10 ounces, thus provided the most scientific data without having a large
footprint on the launch vehicle.

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.2-1: Adafruit 10-DOF IMU Breakout Board
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XBee Pro 900 RPSMA
The XBee Pro 900 RPSMA, shown in Figure
4.1.4.2.1.2-2, will be the interface between the data collected
by the Arduino Mega and the GCS. The XBee Pro was
chosen due to its heritage of reliability from the previous
years. The XBee Pro is used as an out-of-the-box RF
communications board, that is, it will be capable of
integrating with the other electronics in Module 1 without
heavily modifying it. The XBee Pro is 0.962 inches by 1.312
inches, provides a 156 Kbps RF data rate and can provide a
signal from up to 6 miles away with a high gain antenna.

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.2-2: XBee Pro
900 RPSMA

Adafruit Ultimate GPS Breakout
The Adafruit Ultimate GPS module, shown in Figure 4.1.4.2.1.2-3,
was selected to be the component that provides the position of the launch
vehicle, satisfying Requirement 2.13. Due to its low 20 mA current draw,
the rest of the current provided to the Arduino can be used to power other
electronics within Module 1. The Ultimate GPS module provides a built-in
datalogging capability and is able to track up to 22 satellites on 66 channels.
This provides the team a guarantee that there will almost always be a
satellite overhead to track the launch vehicle. The module is capable of
producing up to 10 location updates per second, which is highly desirable
as the ascent time of the launch vehicle lasts less than 20 seconds.

Figure
4.1.4.2.1.2-3:
Adafruit Ultimate
GPS Breakout

Arduino Mega 2560 R3
The Arduino Mega 2560 R3, shown in Figure 4.1.4.2.1.2-4, microcontroller will be the
communication hub in which all of the electronics transfer data is to be sent out of the launch
vehicle through the XBee Pro. The Arduino Mega was
selected due to the increase in SRAM that was required to
enable the use of the previously stated electronic modules.
This would allow for the launch vehicle to stream a
plethora of scientific data live to the GCS. Rather than the
Arduino Uno, the Arduino Mega was an optimal choice
as it has ten more analog inputs than the Arduino Uno,
which has six. This is a key point to cover as the Adafruit
10-DOF IMU breakout board alone will require more
analog inputs than the Arduino Uno can provide. The
Arduino Mega is about 4 inches by 2 inches. This long but
Figure 4.1.4.2.1.2-4:
sleek form factor allows for the microcontroller to be able
Arduino Mega 2560 R3
to fit into the Nose Cone.
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Observation Bay
Raspberry Pi Camera Module

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.2-5:
Raspberry Pi Camera
Module

The Raspberry Pi camera module, shown in Figure
4.1.4.2.1.2-5, was the primary choice for the Observation Bay in
Module 3 as it is capable of recording in slow-motion and in timelapse mode. The form factor of the Pi camera allows the team to
place the camera anywhere within the launch vehicle. A longer flex
cable may be installed to allow for the Pi camera to be placed further
away from the Raspberry Pi microcontroller. Two Pi cameras will
be used to record visuals fore and aft of the launch vehicle. The Pi
Camera has a maximum frame rate of 90 fps, which is highly valued
as the ascent time of the launch vehicle lasts less than 20 seconds.

Raspberry Pi 2 Model B+
A Raspberry Pi was selected for the Observation Bay located in Module 3 of the launch
vehicle. The Raspberry Pi will be the communications hub for the Raspberry Pi camera modules,
similar to the function of the Arduino Mega. The Raspberry Pi, shown in Figure 4.1.4.2.1.2-6, was
the selected microcontroller due to the fact that the Raspberry Pi camera modules are only created
for the Raspberry Pi microcontroller. Two Raspberry Pi microcontrollers are to be used since there
is only one camera interface installed. The Raspberry Pi has a 900 MHz quad-core processor that
enables the use of recording video and taking screenshots at the same time at a high frequency.

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.2-6: Raspberry Pi 2 Model
B+
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Performance Characteristics, Evaluation, and Verification Methods
Shown in Table 4.1.4.2.1.3-1 below, are the performance characteristics for the scientific
payload along with each of the evaluation metrics and how these metrics will be verified.
Table 4.1.4.2.1.3-1: Performance Characteristics, Evaluation and Verification Methods
Component

Characteristic

Evaluation

Verification Method

10-DOF IMU

Measures
acceleration,
gyroscopic,
magnetic field, and
pressure

From Spec Sheet:
accelerometer: ±2g
gyroscope: ±250
degree-per-second

Using a rotation table,
place IMU on table with
calculated rotation speed
and set distance from
center, and compare
what IMU is reading to
actual values

Raspberry Pi
Camera

Captures video
footage of flight

From Spec Sheet:
Supports 1080p30,
720p60 video
recording

Set up camera on the
ground and test the video
quality

Measures position

From Spec Sheet:
Position accuracy: <
3m
Velocity accuracy: 0.1
m/s

Measuring how accurate
unit is using a known
position and comparison
to an alternative GPS

XBee Pro 900

Transmits data

From Spec Sheet:
Range: up to 6 miles
w/ antenna
156Kbps data rate

Set up IMU and XBee
and transmit data from
over a mile away to
simulate launch vehicle
in flight

Arduino Mega

Processes and
stores data from
IMU and GPS,
sends out data to
XBee

From Spec Sheet:
Clock Speed 16Mhz
54 Digital I/O pins

Set up IMU, XBee, and
GPS unit and run all
three to verify the Mega
can handle the process

GPS

Precision of Instrumentation and Repeatability of Measurements
Sensor precision values for the 10-DOF IMU were located via respective sensor
manufacturer datasheets, and are tabulated below in Table 4.1.4.2.1.4-1. These values are adequate
for scientific payload application; the quality of flight data is more likely to be affected by sample
rate. To test instrumentation precision, 10 samples per second will be considered as the minimum,
while considering a rate of 15 samples per second as the goal.
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Measurement repeatability is expected to be within 90% of norm since expected
accelerations will be well within manufacturer designated maximums. Empirical testing will be
required to verify this.
Table 4.1.4.2.1.4-1: Manufacturer sensor specifications for the 10-DOF IMU.
10-DOF IMU Sensor Specifications
Sensor Model
Number

Function

Precision

L3GD20H

Gyroscope

8.75/17.50/70.00 mdps

LSM303

Compass

205-1100 LSB/gauss

Accelerometer
Barometer/
BMP180
Temperature
dps= Degree per second
LSB = Least significant bit
g = Acceleration due to gravity
LSM303

1/2/4/12 mg/LSB
.03hPa; .17m; ±2 °C

Measurement Range
±245/±500/±2000 dps
(Selectable)
±1.3/±1.9/±2.5/±4.0/±4.7/±5.6/±
8.1 gauss (Selectable)
±2g/±4g/±8g/±16g (Selectable)
-40 to 185 °F; 0.30 to 1.09 atm (1640ft to 29528ft)

Scientific Payload Integration
Integration Plan
The Integrated Avionics Package (IAP) will be comprised of all electronic components
responsible for measurements, recordings, as well as transmission of data to the Ground Control
Station. The IAP will be mounted onto the electronics sled within the Nose Cone. The sled will be
mounted in the Nose Cone by the use of integrated eboard slots designed into the 3D printed Nose
Cone, which will secure the sled in place.
The IAP will consist of:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Arduino MEGA 2560 R3 (Fig. 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-1)
Wireless SD Shield (Fig. 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-2)
XBee Pro 900 RPSMA (Fig. 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-3)
Adafruit 10-DOF IMU (Fig. 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-4)
Adafruit Ultimate GPS Module (Fig. 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-5)
900 MHz Duck Antenna RP-SMA (Fig. 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-6)
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Figure 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-1:
Arduino MEGA 2560 R3

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-4:
Adafruit 10-DOF IMU

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-2:
Wireless SD Shield

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-3:
XBee Pro 900 RP-SMA

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-5:
Adafruit Ultimate GPS
Module

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-6:
900 MHz Duck Antenna
The 10-DOF IMU and Ultimate GPS module will be soldered onto the SD Shield. The XBee Pro
900 will be located on the brought-out headers on the shield. The shield will then be interfaced
with the Arduino MEGA. Use of the SD Shield yields the following advantages:
1) Since it contains an on-board MicroSD slot, it eliminates the need for a separate datalogging component.
2) Close proximity of components makes the most efficient use of limited space.
3) Overall circuit simplification leads to increased durability and reliability.
The increased physical durability of the IAP is a crucial consideration given the high acceleration
experienced during operation.
All the wiring of the IAP will consist of 18 gauge multicore copper stranded wire. The wire
has a max allowable voltage at 600 V. This wire was chosen because of its durability and its
reliability when connecting the wire to terminals. The wire is also flexible which allows the sled
to slide into place without any hindrance.
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The IAP will be mounted onto a fiberglass electronics board located within the Avionics
Bay located in the nose cone. The fiberglass sled will be comprised of two layers of fiberglass
weave coated in epoxy resin that are offset 45 degrees. This is done to greatly improve bending,
torsional, and compression resistances while the launch
vehicle is in flight. The next layer is a layer of Aero-Mat,
which is a honeycomb foam mat that increases the integrity
and thickness of composite structures, which greatly resists
compression stresses. The remaining two layers are once
again two 45-degree offset layers of fiberglass weave. A
completed sled can be seen in Figure 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-7, to the
right. The avionics sled will be placed between the two
avionics bay bulkheads such that it will be incapable of
significant movement. Nylon standoffs and standard #4-40
screws will be used to secure the IAP to the sled. High gain
antennas for the XBee Pro and Ultimate GPS will be routed
from the IAP to the Nose Cone. Placing the antennas in the
Nose Cone is also necessary due to the signal-blocking
properties of carbon fiber.
Figure 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-7:
Fiberglass sled
The integration process is made simple by use of the sled and the integrated slots in the
Nose Cone centering rings. Once the electronics are secured onto the sled, an 11.1 V, 800mAh
LiPo battery will be secured onto the sled using two zip-ties as seen below in Figure 4.1.4.2.1.5.18:. The next step is to hook the battery up to the Arduino and simply slide the sled into the nose
cone.

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.5.1-8: Avionics Sled Front
(Top) and Back (Bottom) View

Compatibility of Elements
All elements of the Integrated Avionics Package are highly compatible with each other.
The Arduino MEGA and the Wireless SD Shield are made by Arduino. The Wireless SD shield
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was designed by Arduino for ease of use with an XBee. Therefore these components are highly
compatible. The 10 DOF IMU and the Ultimate GPS module are made by Adafruit, and they are
intended to be interfaced with an Arduino. All elements of the Observation Bay, which are
comprised of the Raspberry Pi B+ and the Raspberry Pi cameras, are manufactured by Raspberry
Pi and are intended to be interfaced with each other, allowing for ease of integration between these
two elements.

Payload Changes Since Subscale Launch
Since the Subscale launch, no changes to the individual components have been made.
However, slight revisions to the code of the scientific payload are planned on being made, this
includes organization and optimization of the code. In addition, the telemetry from the XBee and
the GPS modules will be added in the next test launch. In the full-scale launch, a switch will be
used to turn on the Nose Cone electronics. This Schurter switch will be located on the outside of
the launch vehicle at the base of the Nose Cone, this will allow for the electronics to be turned on
after the launch vehicle has been fully assembled, and not waste the battery even though the
selected batteries would be able to last hours after the launch vehicle performed its mission.

Scientific Payload Electronics
The scientific payload electronics consist of the avionics stored within the Nose Cone and
the Observation Bay. The avionics contained within the Nose Cone consist of the Arduino Mega,
10 DOF IMU, XBee Pro 900 and the Ultimate GPS Breakout module. The ATMEGA 2560
microcontroller will be managing the scientific and location data gathered by the modules and will
transmit the live data to the GCS. The data gathered will also be stored on the attached microSD
card for redundancy. The avionics contained within the Observation Bay consist of two sets of
Raspberry Pi computers with an installed Raspberry Pi Camera module. The first set will have the
Raspberry Pi Camera module viewing fore the launch vehicle and the second viewing aft of the
launch vehicle. The avionics in the Observation Bay
are connected to the 7.4V LiPo battery via the Schurter
rotary switch. The rotary switch also acts as a safety
precaution in case the Observation Bay avionics need
to be shut down. The avionics in the Observation Bay
are also connected to a wattage indicator LED to show
that the avionics are in an active state. A 12V rated
indicator green LED is selected for this purpose and
Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6-1: 12V Rated
can be seen in Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6-1.
Indicator Green LED
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The Nose Cone avionics will have a safety electric key switch that will complete the circuit
with the 11.1V LiPo battery and provide power to the avionics, which can be seen in Figure
4.1.4.2.1.6-2. The key switch will be able to set the
avionics in the Nose Cone in the off state in case a
safety hazard was to be present. The avionics will also
be linked to a wattage indicator LED like that shown in
Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6-1. This will assure the team that the
avionics are functioning after installation before flight.
The indicator will also show that the Ultimate GPS
Module has established connection with the local
Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6-2: Electric Key
satellites for location data and retrieval.
Switch

Scientific Payload Electrical Schematics and Block Diagrams
The scientific payload of the launch vehicle consists of the avionics stored within the Nose
Cone. The 10 Degree of Freedom (DOF) Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) collects the scientific
data and the Ultimate GPS Module produces the absolute geographic location of the launch vehicle
at any given moment. The ATMEGA 2650 microcontroller onboard the Arduino MEGA handles
the scientific data and location data and transmits them to the GCS via the XBee Pro 900. The
scientific and location data is also stored on the installed microSD card as a backup should the
ability to transmit fail. The design of the avionics contained in the Nose Cone is depicted in Figure
4.1.4.2.1.6.1-1 as a block diagram. Electrical schematics for the Nose Cone avionics are shown in
Appendix E-1. The electrical schematic shows the specific pins that were used to connect all of
the avionics together.
Save to the
microSD
Card

10 DOF
IMU

Scientific &
Location
Data

Arduino MEGA
Microcontroller
(ATMEGA 2650)

XBee 900
• Transmit
to GCS

Ultimate
GPS
Module

11.1V Li-Po
Battery

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6.1-1: Nose Cone Scientific Payload
Block Diagram
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The electronics in the Observation Bay consist of two sets of Raspberry Pi B+ computers,
each with an installed Raspberry Pi Camera module. The Raspberry Pi Camera module will take
pictures and record video of the flight fore and aft of the launch vehicle. The pictures and video of
the flight are then stored on the attached microSD card. The design of the Observation Bay
electronics is visually represented in the form of a block diagram shown in Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6.1-2.
Electrical schematics for the Observation Bay electronics are not shown as the Raspberry Pi
Camera module has a quick interface for removal from the Raspberry Pi computer.

Save to the
microSD Card

Pictures and
Video

Raspberry
Pi B+

Raspbery
Pi
Camera

7.4V Li-Po
Battery
Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6.1-2: Observation Bay Electronics Block Diagram
Scientific Payload Power
The power of the scientific payload is crucial to mission success. The recommended input
voltage of the Arduino MEGA is 9-12V, therefore, the Nose Cone power supply will be an 11.1V,
800 mAh lithium polymer (LiPo) battery seen in Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6.2-1. All avionics within the
Nose Cone require roughly 330 mA. The battery can supply power to the avionics for up to 2 hours
and 40 minutes. The avionics will be
active for an estimated time of 30
minutes starting from the point the
avionics are turned on to when the
launch vehicle is recovered after its
flight. Therefore, the LiPo battery is
more than capable of supplying
current for the duration of the flight,
Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6.2-1 11.1V, 800 mAh
thus allowing the avionics to perform
LiPo Battery
their duties. The LiPo battery will complete the circuit with Ultra Plugs, which can be seen in
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Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6.2-2. These plugs allow the battery to be quickly connected or disconnected,
which allows for a more efficient assembly process. The positive terminal of the Ultra Plug is
connected to a Schurter rotary switch, which can be seen in Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6.2-3. The rotary
switch is exposed at the surface of the launch vehicle, allowing for the team to activate the avionics
when the launch vehicle is in position.

Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6.2-2
Ultra Plugs
Figure 4.1.4.2.1.6.2-3
Schurter rotary switch
The switch is wired with redundancy to ensure proper operation. As seen in Figure
4.1.4.2.1.6.2-3, a red and green wire are soldered onto separate terminals. These terminals are
structurally weak and have a tendency to break off. The red and green wires provide redundancy
by being in parallel configuration which ensures the current will pass through the switch when
activated. The Observation Bay electronics have a similar configuration, except the power supply
is two 11.1V, 1000mAh LiPo batteries, one for each Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi consumes an
estimated 600 mA while taking pictures and recording video. Using the 1000mAh LiPo battery,
the Raspberry Pi will be able to operate for approximately 1 hour and 40 minutes. Therefore the
batteries chosen for this application will be able to perform nominally.

Test Plans
Planned testing for the avionics within the Nose Cone consist of activating the 10 DOF
IMU module and cross referencing the scientific data acquired with the known data available. The
module will be placed in a pressure vacuum to test the barometric BMP180 sensor. The BMP180
sensor will also be used to test the temperature by applying heat to the sensor with a heat gun and
cross referencing the temperature shown with a non-contact infrared temperature gun. The
LSM303DLHC accelerometer sensor will be attached to a moving frame that indicates the
acceleration. Testing of the L3DG20H gyroscope sensor will be conducted by placing the module
on a slow spinning surface with a compass near it to cross reference the axis of rotation data.
Lastly, the BMP180 altitude sensor will be tested by physically moving the module up to a known
height. The electronics in the Observation Bay will be tested by running a stress test on the
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Raspberry Pi camera modules. The modules will be programmed to start recording and run for an
estimated launch to physical recovery time of 30 minutes, then automatically save the recordings
to the installed microSD card.

Scientific Payload Value
The main purpose of the scientific payload is to collect data and transmit it to the ground
control station. If this is successful, specific success criteria will be met. Some of the equipment
used in this part is a 10-DOF IMU Breakout Sensor to measure temperature, acceleration, pressure,
and orientation during flight, as well as two Raspberry Pi cameras to record video data.

Objectives and Success Criteria

Table 4.1.4.2.1.7.1-1: Objectives and Success Criteria
Science Value
Objectives

Description

Success Criteria

To
measure
temperature,
acceleration, pressure,
and orientation during
flight

A 10-DOF IMU Breakout
Sensor
will
measure
temperature,
acceleration,
pressure, and orientation during
flight, and transmit collected
data to the ground station using
XBee Pro 900 RPSMA and the
onboard 900 MHz antenna.

Sensor collects and stores
atmospheric data during
flight in specific time
intervals.

Raspberry Pi cameras will be
positioned to view both forward
and aft of the launch vehicle
during flight.

Video is recorded during
flight and stored on-board.

Video data recordings
during flight

Transceiver
relays
atmospheric data to ground
control station during flight.

Experimental Logic, Approach, and Method of Investigation
The experimental logic and approach used to analyze the scientific elements of each system
is as follows:
The testing and analysis of the scientific payload is focused on the evaluation of each
performance characteristic. All systems are broken down into subsystems and specific evaluation
metrics are defined. In order to verify these metrics, experiments are developed to test each
subsystem. For instance, the launch vehicle scientific payload was broken down into two
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subsystems, one that measures atmospheric and launch vehicle data, and another that records
observational data during flight. The performance characteristics for each subsystem is specified
as accurately measuring pressure, temperature, tilt, acceleration and clearly recording video.
Evaluation of these characteristics will consist of checking manufactured specifications of each
component (sensor, cameras). The verification of the evaluation metrics for the sensor will consist
of comparing it to an accurate thermometer and barometer as well as attaching it to a tilt table and
actuating disk to calculate the theoretical acceleration and tilt. The camera will also be attached to
the actuating disk and the quality of the video recorded will be observed. This testing will be done
multiple times. The subsystems will then be installed on the subscale launch vehicle. If any of the
metrics do not produce results as expected, a new design will be sought out.

Test Measurement, Variables, and Controls
The launch vehicle scientific payload has several key variables. The first and most
important is the communication between the ground station and the XBee Pro sensor. The interface
between the onboard antenna and the Yagi antenna of the ground station will be tested extensively
during subscale and full-scale test launch. The Ground Control System will be programmed and
tested before each test launch to ensure that the system is communicating with the launch vehicle.
The frequency of this interface will be controlled to maintain consistent data transfer.
Measurements for acceleration and pressure will be compared to the StratoLoggerCFs of the
recovery system. Temperature measurements will be compared to scientific sources.
The video component of the scientific payload will be subject to vibrations that may cause
the video data to be unusable for flight analysis. In order to control such variables, the mounting
system will be tested extensively before test flights using a shake plate. If the video collected does
not represent suitable quality, the design will be modified and tested again. If the stability of the
mirrors is the reason for the poor data results, the mounting of each mirror will be adjusted and
changed.

Relevance of Expected Data and Error Analysis
The relevance of the data collected by the payload is twofold. First the atmospheric
measurements will give insight on the many aspects of designing a scientific payload. If the data
is determined to be erroneous, then a new approach must be considered. Second, the collected
data will give valuable information about the launch vehicle system as a whole. For example, if
the gyroscope on the XBee Pro sensor measures unexpected launch vehicle tilt during flight, this
data can be verified by recorded video data.
The error in the expected data collected by the XBee Pro sensor will be determined by
checking reliable sources for the temperature and pressure variables at each testing location. These
calculated errors will then be compared to the manufacture specifications to determine if they are
within an acceptable range. This is important for the accelerometer of the XBee Pro, which will
be used to compare the data collected by the StratoLoggerCFs.
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Preliminary Experimental Process Procedures
For each experiment deemed necessary to thoroughly test the scientific payload, a test
procedure will be outlined. The procedure will include expected results and measured results. This
data will be filed and compared to each consecutive test. During each test, at least one member
from the Avionics and Structures Work Packages will be present to discuss any abnormal results.
If a major design change needs to be addressed, the team leader and safety officer will be notified
and the change will be discussed within 24 hours to ensure the problem is addressed appropriately
and in a timely matter.

Recovery Subsystem Design
The recovery subsystem facilitates the ejection and inflation of the main and drogue
parachutes in order to decelerate the launch vehicle to a safe terminal velocity that maintains the
kinetic energy of the launch vehicle under a maximum of 75 ft-lbf. Additionally the parachutes
were optimized so that the launch vehicle drifts no farther than 2,500 feet from the launch pad.
Once the launch vehicle reaches apogee, an altimeter in the Recovery Bay activates the
electric matches in the Drogue Parachute Bay, which detonates the black powder charges. The
detonation of the black powder charges breaks the shear pins in the fore section of the Recovery
Bay, ejecting the drogue parachute and its fire retardant blanket. The drogue parachute acts to
stabilize and decelerate the launch vehicle to approximately 500 feet above ground level. At this
altitude another altimeter activates the ejection charges on the forward bulkhead of the Payload
Bay, breaking another set of shear pins, releasing the main parachute and its fire retardant blanket.
From this point on, the launch vehicle descends in three separate modules connected by shock
cords. This process can be seen more clearly in Figure 4.1.4.2.2-1, with the major events described
in Table 4.1.4.2.2-1.
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Event 1

Event 2

Event 3

Figure 4.1.4.2.2-1: Trajectory Sequence

Table 4.1.4.2.2-1: Major Recovery Subsystem Events
Event

Altitude (ft.)

Description

1

~5,280

Apogee. Fore ejection charges fire, Nose Cone ejects,
and drogue parachute is released.

2

500

Aft ejection charges fire and main parachute released.

3

0

Touchdown. Rocket has landed safely and is ready to
be retrieved by the team.

Selection Rationale, Concept, and System Characteristics
Main Parachute
The main parachute must be designed such that each independent section of the launch
vehicle does not exceed a maximum kinetic energy of 75 ft-lbf (Reqt. 2.3), as well as not allow
the launch vehicle to drift further than the allowable drift distance set by NAR HPR Safety Code
10. The diameter of the main parachute is 5.9 feet to provide an acceptable horizontal drift distance
within safety regulations. To that effect, a toroidal shape, as shown in Figure 4.1.4.2.2.1-1, has
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been chosen for the main parachute due to its relatively large value for its estimated drag
coefficient. While estimates put the drag coefficient at 2.2, this will be verified through analysis
and testing. The large value for the drag coefficient allows the team to fabricate an optimized
parachute where the least amount of material can be used to the greatest effect. The diameter of
the main parachute has been determined to be 5.9 feet in order for the terminal velocity of the
launch vehicle to be roughly 16.5 ft/s. Additionally the diameter of the spill hole will be 20% of
the entire diameter, which comes out to 1.2 feet. The value for the terminal velocity allows a
margin of safety when considering the kinetic energy requirement; the calculated kinetic energy
of the most massive module was roughly 55.4 ft-lbf. The relationships used to determine the sizing
of the main parachute are explored more exhaustively in the kinetic energy analysis section.

Figure 4.1.4.2.2.1-1: Example of a toroidal parachute. Notice the additional shroud lines attached
to the spill hole to achieve the 3-dimensional shape.

Drogue Parachute
The purpose of the drogue parachute is to provide stability upon descent and adequate drag
so that the main parachute can be deployed safely and effectively. To that effect the drogue can be
more simply designed with a hemispherical shape. Hemispherical parachutes have an estimated
drag coefficient of 1.75, which is less than that of a toroidal parachute. This shape should be more
than sufficient to provide adequate descent stability and drag. The drogue parachute will be sized
with respect to the main parachute; its effective diameter will be approximately 25% the diameter
of the main, however, in order to meet the drift distance requirement, the diameter was sized
slightly smaller (~21% of the main parachute) to be roughly a 1.25 foot diameter drogue parachute.
Additionally the drogue will have a spill hole, which will be sized to 20 percent of its entire
effective diameter, which comes out to 0.25 feet.

Parachute Construction Method
Both the main and the drogue parachutes will be handmade and constructed from
lightweight 1.1-ounce calendared rip stop nylon fabric. The sheets of fabric will be cut into a
tessellated pattern of trapezoids, called gores, which will be sewn at the edges using a flat-felled
seam. Being double-stitched and having 4 layers of material that form the parachute and its spill
hole, is advantageous because it will provide for a sturdier connection. The main and drogue
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parachutes will be comprised of 8 gores. Additionally shroud lines, made from 550 Paracord Type
III 7 Strand Mil-Spec Parachute Cord, will be sewn onto the parachutes. The length of the shroud
lines will be 115% of the effective diameter of the parachute to which the respective shroud lines
are connected. The shroud lines connected to the main parachute will be 6.84 feet long and the
shroud lines connected to the drogue parachute will be 1.73 feet long. For the main parachute,
shroud lines will be sewn onto both the edge and the spill hole in order to achieve the toroidal
shape. The shroud lines for each parachute will be connected to a high strength bridle, which in
turn will be connected to the 0.5-inch 1,500-lb Kevlar shock cords leading to the bulkheads of the
launch vehicle. Furthermore a 14 feet length of shock cord will connect Module 1 and the drogue
parachute; Module 2 will be connected to both the main and drogue parachutes with a 14-ft length
of shock cord on either side; and finally Module 3 will be connected to the main parachute with a
15-ft length of shock cord. All connections use quick links.

Ejection Charges
The black powder charges shall consist of a spent shotgun shell shortened and filled with
black powder. The charges used for drogue parachute deployment will contain 3.5 grams of black
powder each. The main parachute deployment charges will contain 5 grams of black powder each.
The black powder will be compacted using “Dog Barf” Recovery Wadding and contained with
masking tape. An e-match will be mounted in the base of the shell from the side and the leads will
be connected to a wire connector position barrier terminal block. The leads from the primary and
secondary altimeters will be connected to the terminal block allowing the altimeters to fire their
respective charges. The drogue deployment charges will be inserted into empty shotgun shells
seated within PVC tubing mounted to the fore bulkhead of the Recovery Bay on either side of the
steel eye bolt. The main parachute charges will be mounted in the same fashion to the forward
bulkhead of the Payload Bay to ensure proper deployment during descent.

Altimeters
The Recovery Bay will house the two PerfectFlite StratologgerCF flight altimeters, shown
in Figure 4.1.4.2.2.1-2 (Reqt. 2.15). These altimeters have been selected as the team has had
previous flight experience with these altimeters, as well as being the industry standard for
reliability. The altimeters will be shielded with a faraday cage to prevent any electronic excitement
from any onboard electronic devices (Reqt. 2.14, 2.16, & 2.17). The altimeters will be located in
a single purpose electronic sled in the Recovery Bay, thus rendering them independent of any other
electrical circuits (Reqt. 2.4). Each of the altimeters will have their own dedicated power supply,
a 7.4V Rhino LiPo battery (Reqt. 2.8). Each of the altimeters will have a dedicated arming switch,
the Schurter 0033.4501 rotary cam switch, installed and located on the outside of the Recovery
Bay to arm the altimeters to the ON position for launch (Reqt. 2.7 & 2.9). The primary altimeter
will deploy the drogue parachute at apogee and the main parachute at a designated altitude (Reqt.
2.1). A secondary altimeter will serve as a redundant altimeter in the event that the primary
altimeter should malfunction (Reqt. 2.5). One of the altimeters within the Recovery Bay will be
selected to serve as the official altimeter for competition. (Reqt. 1.2)
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Figure 4.1.4.2.2.1-2: PerfectFlite StratologgerCF

Performance Characteristics, Evaluation, and Verification Methods
Performance
Characteristics

Description

Evaluation Metric

Verification Metric

Charge
Deployment

The
ejection
charges must be
able to break the
shear pins on
either side of the
recovery bay and
fully eject both
parachutes.

Using the energy
density
of
black
powder, the pressure
necessary to break the
shear pins and eject the
parachutes
will
determine the mass of
black powder needed.

Detonating predetermined
amounts of black powder
with a packed recovery bay
to determine if the shear
pins were broken and the
parachutes were ejected.

Material
Strength

The
major
components of
the
parachutes
must be able to
withstand
the
impulses
produced from
their inflation.

The
advertised
strengths of the shroud
lines, shock cords, and
nylon comprising the
main
and
drogue
parachutes must be
able to withstand the
calculated
force
exerted
by
their
inflation.

Weights simulating the
mass of the launch vehicle
will
be
attached
to
parachutes during drop tests
to determine if the force of
their inflation is within the
tolerances of the materials
comprising the parachutes.

Parachute
Deployment

Once
ejected
from
the
Recovery Bay,
both the main and
drogue
parachutes must
be able to selfinflate.

Packing
methods
designed to facilitate
expedient inflation of
parachutes will be
investigated.

Further drop tests will be
performed to test inflation
of
the
parachutes.
Additionally, testing the
inflation of the parachutes
outside moving vehicles at
velocities
simulating
descent velocities will be
performed.

Avionics
functionality

Avionics, namely
altimeters, must
be
able
to

The altimeters will be
programmed
to

Placing altimeters within a
partial vacuum to simulate
increasing
altitude.
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activate
at
specific altitudes.

activate at
altitudes.

specific

Activation
at
specific
pressures can correspond to
specific altitudes.

Bulkhead
Strength

The bulkheads
and
their
components must
be
able
to
withstand
the
impulses of the
parachutes
inflating.

The
advertised
strengths
of
the
material
comprising
the
bulkheads,
including attachment
hardware must be able
to
withstand
the
calculated
tension
produced
by
the
inflation
of
the
parachutes.

Impulse
drop
testing,
simulating the impulsive
forces experienced during
parachute
deployment,
were performed on the
bulkhead
attachment
configuration to verify the
bulkhead can withstand the
expected flight loads.

Kinetic Energy

The
launch
vehicle
must
have a terminal
velocity
corresponding to
an
appropriate
kinetic
energy
less than 75 lbfft.

Calculated parachute
area
and
drag
correspond
to
appropriate
kinetic
energies for each
vehicle module.

Drop
testing
with
parachutes and weights
simulating
the
launch
vehicle to ensure that the
terminal
velocity
corresponds to acceptable
kinetic energies.

Recovery Subsystem Electrical Schematics
The recovery system is comprised of two StratoLoggerCF altimeters. Each altimeter has a
dedicated power supply, the Eflite 7.4V 400mAh LiPo battery. The primary and secondary charges
of the main and drogue parachute deployment systems are connected to the altimeters through the
terminal block. One altimeter is dedicated to the primary recovery subsystem and the secondary
altimeter is for redundancy. The positive lead from both of the LiPo batteries will be broken and
connected to a Schurter rotary switch. Each set of electronics will be placed on their own side of a
carbon fiber sled. The block diagram of the recovery subsystem is shown in Figure 4.1.4.2.2.3-1,
and the electrical schematic can be seen in Appendix E. Figure 4.1.4.2.2.3-2 shows the actual setup of the recovery electronics used during the sub-scale launch.
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Main
Parachute

Ambient
Conditions

Drogue
Parachute

StratoLoggerCF
(Primary)

StratoLoggerCF
(Redundant)

7.4V
Li-Po
Battery

7.4V
Li-Po
Battery

Ambient
Conditions

Figure 4.1.4.2.2.3-1: Electrical Flow Chart of the recovery subsystem
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Figure 4.1.4.2.2.3-2: Set-up of recovery bay electronics used in the subscale

Parachute Dimensional Drawings
Both the main and drogue parachutes will be composed of 8 individual isosceles
trapezoidal gores that will be sewn along the diagonals in order to create an octagonal shape as
shown Figure 4.1.4.2.2.4-1. In order to construct the individual gores of both parachutes, rip stop
nylon must be cut into the dimensions shown in Figure 4.1.4.2.2.4-1. R1 is equal to the non-inflated
(flattened) radius, R2 is equal to the distance between the outer circumference and the edge of the
spill hole, B1 is one-eighth of the spill hole circumference, and finally B2 is one-eighth of the outer
circumference.
From the flattened diameter of the main parachute, the dimensions of the gores can be
defined. The flattened diameter of the main parachute is equal to 8.33 ft. Therefore R1 is equal to
4.17 ft, R2 is equal to 3.33 ft, B1 is equal to 0.64 ft, and B2 is equal to 3.19 ft. using the same exact
method, the dimensions of the drogue parachute can be determined as well since their gores share
the same shape and construction method. The flattened diameter of the drogue parachute is 1.75
ft. Therefore, in the drogue parachute dimensions R1 is equal to 0.88 ft, R2 is equal to 0.7 ft, B1 is
equal to 0.13 ft, and B2 is equal to 0.67ft.
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Figure 4.1.4.2.2.4-1: Dimensions of the Trapezoidal Gores and General Shape of the Parachutes

Kinetic Energy
In order to satisfy the requirements specified for building a reusable launch vehicle (Reqt
1.3), the recovery system is expected to be able to return the vehicle modules to the ground with a
maximum kinetic energy of 75 ft-lbf (Reqt 2.3). The determining factor for whether or not the
launch vehicle will meet this requirement is the terminal velocity, which is an effect of the size
and shape of the main parachute. Using the established weight of the launch vehicle to be 20.3
pounds dry weight, and the finalized inflated (effective) diameter of the main parachute to be 5.95
feet, it is possible to calculate the projected kinetic energies for each of the vehicle modules.
The terminal velocity of each section of the launch vehicle can be calculated using the
following:

𝑉=√

2𝐾𝐸
𝑚

(1)

Where KE is the maximum allowable kinetic energy of each vehicle module and m is equal to
their respective masses.
Additionally the terminal velocity of the launch vehicle and its main parachute can be
expressed as a function of the effective area of the parachute among other constant values, which
is as follows:
2𝑚𝑔

𝑉=√
𝜌𝐶

𝑑 𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓

(2)
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Where g is the acceleration due to gravity at sea level, ρ is the density of air, Cd is the drag
coefficient of the launch vehicle, and Aeff is the effective (inflated) area of the parachute.
Combining the previous equations allows the calculation of the effective area of the main
parachute as follows:

𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 =

𝑚2 𝑔

(3)

𝜌𝐶𝑑 𝐾𝐸

Using the effective area, it is possible to calculate the parachute’s effective diameter:

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓 = √

4𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓

(4)

𝜋

Where Deff is the effective diameter of the parachute.
To find the flattened diameter and area of the parachute, the following relationships are
used:

𝐷 = 1.4𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐴=

(5)

𝜋𝐷2

(6)

4

Where D is the flattened diameter and A is the flattened area of the parachute.

Using the established masses of each vehicle module and the effective diameter of the main
parachute, the team calculates that the terminal velocity of the launch vehicle at the maximum
kinetic energy is approximately 20 ft/s. To allow for a margin of safety, the team sized the main
parachute in order to produce a terminal velocity equal to approximately 16.5 ft/s. The calculated
specifications of each launch vehicle module are shown in Table 4.1.4.2.2.4-1.

Table 4.1.4.2.2.5-1: Kinetic Energy Analysis for Each Vehicle Module
Launch
Vehicle
Module

Mass
(slugs)

Inflated
Parachute
Area
(ft2)

Inflated
Parachute
Diameter
(ft)

Velocity
(ft/s)

Kinetic
Energy
(lbf-ft)

Module 1

0.062

27.8

5.95

16.5

8.44

Module 2

0.093

27.8

5.95

16.5

12.7

Module 3

0.407

27.8

5.95

16.5

55.4

As demonstrated by Table 4.1.4.2.2.5-1, the final kinetic energy of module 3 does not
exceed 75 lbf-ft and therefore the recovery system meets the kinetic energy requirement for the
launch vehicle’s impact with the ground.
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Additionally, the kinetic energy of the entire launch vehicle at major stages of the trajectory
can easily calculated using the predicted mass and simulated velocity at these stages. The values
for the kinetic energy at important stages in the trajectory can be found in Table 4.1.4.2.2.5-2.

Table 4.1.4.2.2.5-2: Kinetic Energy Analysis at Major Stages of Trajectory
Stage

Exiting Launch Rail
Apogee
Main Deployment
Touchdown

Total Launch
Vehicle Mass
(slugs)
0.708
0.629
0.629
0.629

Velocity (ft/s)

Total Kinetic
Energy (lbf-ft)

87.1
0
97.8
16.5

2690
0
3010
85.6

Test Results
Multiple tests were performed to ensure the recovery system design was qualitatively
strong, and are briefly described below. These tests include the subscale launch test, ejection
charge testing, and parachute material strength testing. All test reports can be found in Appendix
A of the report.
Parachute Deployment Test
The expedient deployment and inflation of both the main and drogue parachutes is critical
to the successful completion of the mission. This test simply demonstrates that the parachutes can
be effectively deployed and fully inflated.
The nature of the test is entirely qualitative and
had a pass-fail structure, as can be seen in Table 6-1 in
Test Report # 6 of Appendix A. Either the parachutes
were able to completely deploy and inflate or they were
unable to. As such the described data table simply
catalogs whether each parachute deployed with a yes or
a no, which were determined through a visual
inspection of the launch vehicle throughout its
trajectory and upon landing.
While both parachutes were able to eject and
inflate properly, they were ejected from their respective
parachute bays simultaneously at apogee. This was an
unintended consequence of packing too much black
powder into the drogue ejection charge, which was
activated at apogee.

Figure 4.1.4.2.2.6.1-1: Parachute
successfully inflating
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Ejection Charge Deployment Test
The objective of this test was to ensure that
the internal pressure created by the detonation of the
ejection charges, within both parachute bays, was
sufficient to both shear the shear pins fastening the
sections of the launch vehicle together and to
completely eject the packed parachutes.
Examination of the ejection charges and their ability
to both separate the individual sections of the launch
vehicle and fully eject both parachutes is critical to
the success of the mission since this one component
is responsible for the successful deployment of the
recovery subsystem. The nature of this test was
Figure 4.1.4.2.2.6.2-1: Testing aft charges
qualitative in that the team was measuring whether
or not the modules of the launch vehicles separated, by ejecting Module 1 and 2 from Module 3.
the shear pins sheared, and the parachutes were
completely ejected from their respective parachute bays, which can be seen in Table 7-2 in Test
Report # 7 of Appendix A.
The main issue throughout this test was that both the main and the drogue parachutes did
not have enough space within their respective bays to be easily ejected. Once the packing method
was revised, the packed parachutes fit much more easily in their compartments. When transitioning
to the full-scale launch vehicle, the same packing method will be used in order to ensure the
successful ejection of both parachutes.

Avionics Functionality Test
This test has been described in Section 4.1.4.1.3 of the report.

Recovery System Material Strength Test
The parachute must be able to withstand a nearly instantaneous force of 695 lbs. as well as
its resulting impulse. To that effect it is imperative that the material strength of the components of
the parachute be able to withstand the rigor expected from it. Ultimately this test will analyze the
shock cords, harnesses, quick links, as well as the stitching and the nylon itself.
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This test attempted to determine whether or not the material comprising the parachute could
withstand the constant force produced by inflating at the
terminal velocity of the launch vehicle with the drogue
parachute deployed. Shown in Table 8-1 in Test Report # 8 of
Appendix A are the results of the strength test with respect to
the parachute’s individual components.
Ultimately the design and construction of the main parachute
is extremely robust, however the failure of the 1/8 inch Kevlar
shock cord indicated that the larger width ½ inch Kevlar shock
cord should be used for all future designs of the launch vehicle.
While the shock cord snapped, the rest of the parachute held
up extremely well and the design will be implemented in
future designs of the full-scale launch vehicle.

Figure 4.1.4.2.2.6.4-1: Failure
of 1/8-inch shock cord.

Workmanship
The level of workmanship for the scientific payload was monitored throughout the
construction process. Many manufacturing techniques (drilling, soldering, welding) were
researched to ensure that the smallest details were kept up to a standard suitable for flight testing
with the subscale launch vehicle. Even though most of the scientific components were off-theshelf, the workmanship was inspected to verify secured soldered connections, as well as, electrical
connection points. Any off-the-shelf parts that were modified, such as an Arduino wireless SD
shield from the previous year’s team, were carefully altered to make sure they could withstand
shock and vibration testing. The quality of workmanship was tested successfully during the
subscale launch.
The workmanship of the body tube manufacturing was subject to the necessary
requirements for strength and stability during flight. This required each piece to be constructed
with precision. Every sheet of carbon fiber was sized and cut using specific patterns and measuring
techniques that allowed all pieces to be uniform dimensions across all shapes. This ensured an
“assembly line” like procedure, which kept a high level of workmanship quality and consistency
for each section of the launch vehicle.
In order to guarantee correct positioning of the drill holes for each section of the launch
vehicle, alignment templates were made and placed directly on the body tubes along the
circumference. The template would align the tubes with markers to ensure that the location of holes
needed for underlying material that was not visible, were placed correctly. The process proved
successful at aligning each section correctly. The quality of the alignment of each screw hole was
tested and proven successful during the subscale launch.
Bulkhead manufacturing required attention to details for several different aspects of the
design. First, the carbon fiber coated plywood-bulkhead were notched according to the size and
location of the mounting brackets. A small template was created to ensure the alignment of the
bracket notches and anchoring bolt drill holes. Welding of a nut to each of the brackets was done
by an outside source. The quality of the weld was examined and successfully tested along with the
bulkheads prior to subscale flight.
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In order to ensure safety during full-scale and subscale launches, the parachutes were
manufactured by hand with the highest quality material. Each line of stitching was examined and
measured to ensure a consistent strength and accurate stitch alignment. The workmanship was then
tested using several techniques to ensure the quality could withstand the forces experienced during
flight. The shock cords were also hand sown into the parachutes. Again, the stitching was
thoroughly inspected and tested to confirm a quality of workmanship that could withstand the
flight environment.
All 3-D printed components of the launch vehicle were examined during and after each
print to access the quality of the print. Any discrepancies discovered were noted and a new print
method was used. The use of 3-D printing has proven to be very efficient and successful.

Verification Plan and Status
The requirements for the launch vehicle (including recovery subsystem), as stated in the
SOW, are listed below in Table 4.1.6-1 along with methods for their verification. The statuses have
been updated since PDR.
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Table 4.1.6-1: Launch vehicle and recovery subsystem requirements trace
Vehicle Requirements Trace
Requirement
Requirement 1.1
The vehicle shall deliver the payload to an apogee altitude
of 5,280 feet above ground level (AGL).

Satisfied By

Verified By

Status

CTI Pro54 K1440-17A,
Airfoil Fin, CYCOM® 5250
Epoxy Resin System,
custom Nose Cone

Subscale and full-scale
test launching

Successful subscale
launch. Full-scale in
pre-testing.

Primary StratoLogger,
Secondary StratoLogger

N/A

Successful subscale
launch. Full-scale in
pre-testing.

Custom Drogue Parachute,
Custom Main Parachute,
Kevlar Shock chords 1500#

Subscale and full-scale
test launching

Successful sub-scale
launch. Full-scale in
pre-testing.

Module 1, Module 2,
Module 3

N/A

N/A

Module B, Motor Bay

N/A

N/A

Requirement 1.2
The vehicle shall carry one commercially available,
barometric altimeter for recording the official altitude
used in the competition scoring.
Requirement 1.3
The launch vehicle shall be designed to be recoverable and
reusable.
Requirement 1.4
The launch vehicle shall have a maximum of four (4)
independent sections.
Requirement 1.5
The launch vehicle shall be limited to a single stage.
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Requirement 1.6
The launch vehicle shall be capable of being prepared for
flight at the launch site within 2 hours, from the time the
Federal Aviation Administration flight waiver opens.

Avionics Bay sled,
Observation Bay sled,
Nomex Blanket, Launch
Vehicle modular numbering
code, AGSE modular
numbering code

Record assembly time
during assembly test

Successful subscale
launch. Full-scale in
pre-testing.

Full-scale launch testing

Successful subscale
launch. Full-scale in
pre-testing.

CTI Pro54 K1440-17A

Full-scale launch testing

Successful subscale
launch. Full-scale in
pre-testing.

CTI Pro54 K1440-17A

N/A

N/A

CTI Pro54 K1440-17A

N/A

N/A

Requirement 1.7
The launch vehicle shall be capable of remaining in
launch-ready configuration at the pad for a minimum of 1
hour without losing the functionality of any critical onboard component.

Ground Station Electronics

Requirement 1.8
The launch vehicle shall be capable of being launched by
a standard 12-volt direct current firing system.
Requirement 1.9
The launch vehicle shall use a commercially available
solid motor propulsion system using ammonium
perchlorate composite propellant (APCP) which is
approved and certified by the National Association of
Rocketry (NAR), Tripoli Rocketry Association (TRA),
and/or the Canadian Association of Rocketry (CAR).
Requirement 1.10
The total impulse provided by a launch vehicle shall not
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exceed 5,120 Newton-seconds (L-class).
Requirement 1.11
Pressure vessels on the vehicle shall be approved by the
RSO

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sub-scale test launch vehicle

Launch scheduled for
December 12 with the
19th as backup

Successful subscale
launch

Full scale test launch vehicle

Launch scheduled for
January 30th with the
February 6th as backup

Manufacturing/testing
started.

N/A

N/A

N/A

CTI Pro54 K1440-17A

N/A

N/A

CTI Pro54 K1440-17A

N/A

N/A

CTI Pro54 K1440-17A

N/A

N/A

Requirement 1.12
All teams shall successfully launch and recover a subscale
model of their full-scale rocket prior to CDR.
Requirement 1.13
All teams shall successfully launch and recover their fullscale rocket prior to FRR in its final flight configuration.
Requirement 1.15
The launch vehicle shall not utilize forward canards.
Requirement 1.16
The launch vehicle shall not utilize forward firing motors.
Requirement 1.17
The launch vehicle shall not utilize motors that expel
titanium sponges (Sparky, Skidmark, MetalStorm, etc.).
Requirement 1.18
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The launch vehicle shall not utilize hybrid motors.
Requirement 1.19
The launch vehicle shall not utilize a cluster of motors.

Requirement

Motor Bay, CTI Pro54
K1440-17A

N/A

Recovery Subsystem Requirements Trace
Satisfied By

Verified By

Status

Parachute deployment
testing. Sub-scale and fullscale test launching

Unsuccessful
subscale
deployment
sequence. Fullscale in pretesting.

Ground ejection test
scheduled for November 24

Successful
subscale test. Fullscale in pretesting.

Custom Drogue Parachute,
Custom Main Parachute

Kinetic energy drop test

Successful subscale launch. Fullscale in pretesting.

Recovery Bay design

N/A

N/A

Requirement 2.1
The launch vehicle shall stage the deployment of its
recovery devices, where a drogue parachute is deployed
at apogee and a main parachute is deployed at a much
lower altitude.

Drogue parachute launch
sequence, main parachute
launch sequence

Requirement 2.2
Teams must perform a successful ground ejection test
for both the drogue and main parachutes.

Ground ejection test

Requirement 2.3
At landing, each independent section of the launch
vehicle shall have a maximum kinetic energy of 75 ftlbf.
Requirement 2.4

N/A

The recovery system electrical circuits shall be
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completely independent of any payload electrical
circuits.
Requirement 2.5
The recovery system shall contain
commercially available altimeters.

redundant,

Requirement 2.6
An electronic form of deployment must be used for
deployment purposes.

Primary StratoLoggerCF,
Redundant StratoLoggerCF

N/A

N/A

Copper Fireworks Firing
System Igniters (Electric
Matches)

Testing will be done with
recovery system testing

Successful
subscale launch.
Full-scale in pretesting.

Schurter 0033.450 S Rotary
Cam Switch

The switches will be tested,
pre-integration
into
subscale and full-scale
launch vehicle. Tested
again during subscale and
full-scale launches

Successful
subscale launch.
Full-scale in pretesting.

E-flite LiPo Battery Primary
(7.4 V), E-flite LiPo Battery
Secondary (7.4 V)

N/A

N/A

Requirement 2.7
A dedicated arming switch shall arm each altimeter,
which is accessible from the exterior of the rocket
airframe when the rocket is in the launch configuration
on the launch pad.

Requirement 2.8
Each altimeter shall have a dedicated power supply.
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Requirement 2.9
Each arming switch shall be capable of being locked in
the ON position for launch.

Schurter 0033.450 S Rotary
Cam Switch

The switches, will be tested
pre-integration
into
subscale and full-scale
launch vehicle. Tested
again during sub-scale and
full-scale launches

Successful
subscale launch.
Full-scale in pretesting.

Parachute Bay design includes
removable shear pins

N/A

N/A

Adafruit GPS Breakout 66
Channel, 10 Hz

Pre-test launch testing of
GPS components. Tested
again during subscale and
full-scale launches

Pre-Testing

N/A

N/A

N/A

Requirement 2.10
Removable shear pins shall be used for both the main
parachute compartment and the drogue parachute
compartment.
Requirement 2.11
An electronic tracking device shall be installed in the
launch vehicle and shall transmit the position of the
tethered vehicle or any independent section to a ground
receiver.
Requirement 2.12
Any rocket section, or payload component, which lands
untethered to the launch vehicle shall also carry an
active electronic tracking device.
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Requirement 2.13
The electronic tracking device shall be fully functional
during the official flight at the competition launch site.

Adafruit GPS Breakout 66
Channel, 10 Hz

N/A

N/A

Recovery Bay design

Subscale and full-scale test
launches

Successful
subscale launch.
Full-scale in pretesting.

Recovery Bay design

N/A

N/A

Recovery Bay design

Faraday cage design utilized
by the Recovery Bay will be
tested using electromagnetic
field detector

Successful
subscale launch.
Full-scale in pretesting.

Requirement 2.14
The recovery system electronics shall not be adversely
affected by any other on-board electronic devices during
flight (from launch until landing).
Requirement 2.15
The recovery system altimeters shall be physically
located in a separate compartment within the vehicle
from any other radio frequency transmitting device
and/or magnetic wave producing device.

Requirement 2.16
The recovery system electronics shall be shielded from
all onboard transmitting devices, to avoid inadvertent
excitation of the recovery system electronics.
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Requirement 2.17
The recovery system electronics shall be shielded from all
onboard devices which may generate magnetic waves
(such as generators, solenoid valves, and Tesla coils) to
avoid inadvertent excitation of the recovery system.

Recovery Bay design

Faraday cage design utilized
by the Recovery Bay will be
tested using electromagnetic
field detector

Successful
subscale launch.
Full-scale in pretesting.

Recovery Bay design

Faraday cage design utilized
by the Recovery Bay will be
tested using electromagnetic
field detect

Successful
subscale launch.
Full-scale in pretesting.

Requirement 2.18
The recovery system electronics shall be shielded from
any other onboard devices, which may adversely affect
the proper operation of the recovery system electronics.
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Planned Additional Testing
Several areas for the full-scale launch vehicle and AGSE are scheduled for testing ahead
of the team’s FRR. The outline of these tests is as follows.

Full-scale launch vehicle:
1. CP deflection of the fins utilizing carbon fiber PLA will be tested to determine if the
material is comparable to regular PLA plastic with a coating of epoxy, as was flown during
the sub-scale launch. This test will load the fin at the location of the C P and determine what
force is necessary for the fin to fail.
2. Wind tunnel testing of model fins and nosecone is planned and ready to be carried out. Due
to the restrictions placed on student use of the wind tunnel, verification of the test plan is
still being discussed. This test will allow the stability of the rocket to be determined based
on a 37.5% scale model rocket. The drag coefficient will also be extrapolated from the
data.

Scientific Payload:
3. The GPS unit is scheduled to be tested ahead of FRR. This test will consist of comparing
values at a known location and comparing them with the values outputted by the GPS unit.
4. The observation bay of the launch vehicle houses the components necessary to collect
video footage during flight. These components are going to be tested prior to full-scale
launch to ensure the cameras and data storage units are compliant with each other and
operating correctly.
Other:
5. The carbon fiber PLA filament is unique in that it is more rigid than regular PLA plastic.
Due to this feature, it is necessary to employ a more suitable printer extruder that is capable
of handling this type of filament. Testing will be performed to ensure that the extruder and
filament setup is capable of producing satisfactory prints.
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AGSE:
6. Structural loading and stability tests will be performed on the SSS of the AGSE once full
construction is complete. This will ensure integrity of design and workmanship across the
system. The testing will include direct and offset loading for all critical joints of the
structure.
7. The LVPS motor provides the power to rotate the launch vehicle to the launch ready
position. Scheduled testing of the motor will be prior to FRR. Testing will consist of
loading the motor above the necessary loads to carry out the mission and observing its
performance.
8. The LVPS pivot joint will be tested fully prior to FRR. Testing will consist of loading the
component including a safety margin of 2. Workmanship will be tested to ensure negligible
risk of failure during launch vehicle rotation to the launch ready position.
9. The PRS will travel from ground level to the height of the launch vehicle on the APL. The
ball screw and platform system will be tested to withstand the required load of the retrieval
arm including a safety margin. This testing will ensure the mobility of the platform will
not be hindered by the angle of the ball screw system.

Shown in Table 4.1.7-1 is the status of the full-scale launch vehicle manufacturing and Assembly
at the time of CDR.
Table 4.1.7-1: Launch Vehicle Manufacturing/Assembly Status
Component

Status

Full-scale carbon fiber body tube

Manufacturing started

Full-scale 3-D printed fins

Manufacturing started

Full-scale 3-D printed nose cone

Manufacturing started

Full-scale electronics bay

Assembly started

Full-scale observation bay

Assembly started

Full-scale motor bay

Assembly started

Full-scale bulk heads

Manufacturing started
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Full-scale centering rings

Manufacturing started

Full-scale avionics sleds

Manufacturing started

Full-scale avionics

Assembly started

Full-scale parachutes

Manufacturing started

Integrity of Launch Vehicle Design
Suitability of Shape and Fin Style
The selected fins are a 3-D printed Carbon Fiber PLA plastic with an asymmetric sweep,
trapezoidal shape fin. The leading edge sweep angle is 42.7° and the trailing edge sweep is about
-17°. The three fins are placed at precisely 120 degrees apart which are mounted by laser cut
centering rings on the motor tube. The fins have an aspect ratio of 2.16 with an exposed root chord
length of 8 inches and a tip chord length of 4 inches. The fin span is 3.25 inches for the full-scale
launch vehicle with a thickness of half an inch. This provides a thickness to chord ratio of 0.83.
The fins are placed at the very aft end of the launch vehicle to push the center of pressure as far
back as possible. With this placement, the fins give the launch vehicle a stability margin of 1.9
caliber.
The fins have a unique airfoil shape, where from quarter-chord to half-chord it has a straight
profile. This is to add rigidity to the fin during higher speeds to help mitigate flutter. Since the
shape at quarter-chord is sharp, flow visualization analysis, seen in Figure 4.1.8.1-1, was
conducted to make sure that it would not trip the boundary layer and separate the flow or add to
drag. The airfoil shape passed its test and was put to the real test during the subscale flight. The
fin provided a very stable flight of the launch vehicle and was not damaged during touchdown.
This proved that the airfoil shape is solid and the PLA plastic fin is rigid enough to provide stability
even to 7,000 feet. The three view of the fins as well as the integration into the motor bay can be
seen in Figure 4.1.8.1-2 and Figure 4.1.8.1-3, respectively.

Figure 4.1.8.1-1 Flow visualization over the chosen launch vehicle fin
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Figure 4.1.8.1-2 Fin dimensions for the full scale

Figure 4.1.8.1-3 Subscale launch vehicle with PLA plastic fins assembled
and mounted
Proper Use of Materials
The body tube of the launch vehicle is fabricated entirely out of carbon fiber. This means
the body tube is light weight enough to meet launch apogee requirements and strong enough to
withstand the aerodynamic and launch loads experienced during operation. Materials testing
(Appendix A) of the manufactured carbon fiber revealed that the carbon fiber had an approximate
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Young’s Modulus of 8500 ksi. This means the body tube has a critical buckling force of 18,300
lbf. Since the largest compressive load the launch vehicle is expected to experience is 411 lbf, the
launch vehicle has a margin of safety of over 44.
The materials that make up the bulkhead are 0.25 inch thick birch plywood that is laminated
with 3 layers of carbon fiber on each side. At the center of the bulkhead a steel eye bolt is attached
using Flex-Top Expanding Locknuts secured with Loctite. Four L-brackets are attached
symmetrically around the bulkhead and they allow the bulkheads to be secured to the body tube
via four 10-32 steel head cap screws. This combination of materials allows the bulkheads to endure
the impulsive force caused by the ignition of black power charges and parachute deployment.
Testing of the bulkhead design was performed (Appendix A) and it showed the bulkhead could
experience impact forces of over 436 lbf without obtaining any damage and without shearing the
body tube at the four points where it is attached.
The nose cone and fins are 3-D printed out of PLA plastic. This allows for a nose cone of
an elliptical shape and the fins to have airfoil design, which would be otherwise difficult to create
used other manufacturing techniques. The PLA plastic is light weight and has the necessary
strength to withstand all expected flight and launch loads. The sub-scale flight demonstrated that
the fin will not sustain any damage during launch and recovery. Bulkhead drop test using the
nosecone shoulder demonstrated that bulkhead will not shear the PLA plastic of the nose cone
during expected launch loads (Appendix A).

Proper Assembly Procedures
Assembly of the launch vehicle starts with the assembly of each of the three individual
modules of the launch vehicle. Once each module is assembled, all the modules are connected
together and attached using shear pins.
Module 1
Module 1 is assembled by first inserting the fully prepared Nose Cone avionics sled into
the internal slots of the Nose Cone. Once this is properly seated in place, the Nose Cone bulkhead
is set into the end of the Nose Cone shoulder. The pre-drilled holes on the Nose Cone shoulder
must be lined up with the nuts on the L-brackets of the bulkhead. Once the bulkhead is aligned
properly, it is secured in place using four socket set screws.
Module 2
Module 2 is assembled by first mounting the black powder charges on the fore bulkhead
of the Recovery Bay and then sliding in the fully prepared Recovery Bay avionics sled into the
Recovery Bay. Once the sled is properly seated in place, the fore bulkhead is put into place at the
end of the fore shoulder of the Recovery Bay. The pre-drilled holes on the Recovery Bay shoulder
must be lined up with the nuts on the L-brackets of the bulkhead. Once the bulkhead is in its proper
place, the Drogue Parachute Bay is slid over the forward shoulder of the Recovery Bay and again,
all pre-drilled holes must be aligned. Once in place, four steel head cap screws are inserted through
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both the Drogue Parachute and Recovery Bay and fastened to the nut on the L-Bracket of the fore
bulkhead. This fastens the two components together, creating Module 2.
Module 3
For assembling Module 3, the Payload/Observation Bay must first be prepared. The
Observation Bay avionics sled must be slid into the aft end the Payload/Observation Bay and
secured in place. The PAS must also be properly integrated through the payload door of the
Payload/Observation Bay. Once this is complete, the fore bulkhead, with the black powder charges
installed, will be put into place at the end of the fore shoulder of the Payload/Observation Bay.
The pre-drilled holes on the Payload/Observation Bay shoulder must be lined up with the nuts on
the L-brackets of the bulkhead. Once in place, the fore shoulder of the Payload/Observation Bay
will be slid into the aft portion of the Main Parachute Bay. All the pre-drilled holes must be
properly aligned. Then, all portions are secured together by inserting the four steel head cap screws
through the drilled holes and fastening them to the nuts of the L-brackets of the bulkhead. Once
this is complete, the aft Payload/Observation Bay bulkhead is inserted at the end of the aft shoulder
of the Payload/Observation Bay. Once the pre-drilled holes of the of the Payload/Observation Bay
shoulder are properly lined up with the nuts on the L-brackets of the bulkhead, the fore end of the
Motor Bay is slid over the aft shoulder of the Payload/Observation Bay. Once the Motor Bay predrilled holes are properly line up, everything is fastened together using four steel head cap screws.
Then the fully prepared Motor Tube assembly with motor properly inserted and retained
by the aluminum retainer ring attached to the aft-most bulkhead of the motor tube assembly using
machine screws, and fins properly installed, is slid into the aft end of the Motor Bay. The fins must
be aligned with the fin slots on the aft end of the Motor Bay. The Motor Tube Assembly is fully
inserted until it is resting against the Motor Block within the Motor Bay. Once properly in place,
the pre-drilled wood screw holes of the Motor Bay must be aligned with the drill holes on the
centering rings of the Motor Tube Assembly. Once properly aligned, wood screws will be fastened
in place, securing the Motor Tube Assembly within the Motor Bay.
Load Path
During launch, the launch vehicle will experience the greatest loads. The launch vehicle
configuration allows this load to be dissipated along several paths. The motor produces a
maximum thrust of 411 lbf. This load pushes against the entire Motor Tube Assembly, this
dissipates the force over the 9 wood screws that secure the Motor Tube assembly to the Motor Bay
and the Motor Block within the Motor Bay that the Motor Tube Assembly rests against. The
combination of these several load paths allows the launch forces to be dissipated safely across the
rocket body.
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Sufficient Motor Mounting and Retention
The motor will be inserted into the motor housing and retained in the housing by an
aluminum retention ring mounted to the aft most centering ring of the motor housing assembly.
The housing is then inserted and seated against the 1 inch carbon fiber reinforced birch plywood
engine block epoxied into place within the Motor Bay. The housing is then secured in the Motor
Bay using three sets of three wood screws. The 411 pound max thrust is distributed to the rocket
body through the engine block, and 9 screws distributed evenly among the CR1, 3, and 5 as seen
in Figure 4.1.8.4-1. When bulkhead testing was done, as can be seen in Appendix A a cylindrical
rod finally sheared through a carbon fiber tube at an impact force 436.8 lbs. During this test there
were 6 points of contact, the rod going through the tube and a bulkhead with 4 screws. Having 9
screws and a bulkhead will be more than enough contact points to distribute the load and prevent
any shearing. It was also found through testing that, seen in Appendix A, that it would take 1,800
pounds force to cause the tube to buckle. This amount is sufficiently above 411 pounds ensuring
secure mounting.

Figure 4.1.8.4-1: Wood screw connection locations

Mass Statement
The overall weight of the launch vehicle was estimated by weighing in-stock components
or using simple density calculations. Most avionics are readily accessible, therefore the masses
were found by using a digital scale. The masses of the carbon fiber tubes and avionic board were
estimated using linear density calculated from the manufactured components. Other components,
such as 3D printed parts that had not been created yet had their mass calculated based on the
density and volume of the object found using SolidWorks. The launch vehicle mass statement is
shown in Table 4.1.8.5-1 below.
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Table 4.1.8-5: Overall mass of the launch vehicle
Component

Total Mass (lbs.)

Module 1

2.0

Module 2

4.7

Module 3

16.1

Total Wet

22.8

Total Dry
20.3
In addition, a breakdown of every module section is shown in Tables 4.5-2 through 4.5-4, which
lists every component and their respective masses.
Table 4.1.8.5-2: Module 1 Component Masses
Module 1
Part Name

Description

Qty.

Mass
(lbs.)

3D-printed Nose Cone

PLA plastic

1

1.1

Adafruit 10-DOF IMU
Breakout

Measures acceleration, pressure, and attitude

1

0.01

Arduino Mega

Microcontroller for XBee/10-DOF/GPS

1

0.08

XBee Pro 900 RPSMA

Transmitter

1

0.02

Adafruit Ultimate GPS
Breakout

66 Channel w/ 10 Hz

1

0.02

SMA to RF Adapter

Connector from GPS to Antenna

1

0.01

900MHz Duck Antenna Antenna for XBee

1

0.06

3V Coin Battery

12mm diameter lithium battery

1

0.00

GPS Antenna 3.5V

Antenna for GPS

1

0.01

11.1V 1100mAh LiPo
Battery

Mega/Raspberry Pi Power Source

1

0.15

Schurter 0033.450 S

Rotary Switch

1

0.01

22 gauge Solid Copper
Wire

Wiring for electronics

1

0.01

Bulkhead (wood)

Removable bulkheads (includes aluminum
attachment points and screws)

1

0.30

Fiberglass E-board

Avionics mount in the Nose Cone

1

0.23

Total Module 1 Mass (lbs.):

2.0
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Table 4.5-3: Module 2 Component Masses
Module 2
Part Name

Description

Qty.

Mass
(lbs.)

Paracord

Parachute shroud lines

1

0.02

Shock cord

30 feet of shock cord

1

0.79

Recovery Bay

Recovery bay carbon fiber housing

1

0.31

Carbon fiber e-board

Avionics mount in the recovery bay

1

0.23

Centering rings

Rings to center e-board in recovery bay

4

0.20

Bulkhead (birch plywood)

Removable bulkheads (includes aluminum
attachment points and screws)

1

0.30

Bulkhead (perm. wood)

Permanent bulkhead at recovery bay base

1

0.17

Black Powder canisters

Empty shotgun shell for drogue ejection charges

4

0.05

Canister containment seat PVC tubing to contain BP canisters

4

0.07

Black powder

Drogue ejection charges

4

0.02

Eyebolt

Hardware piece for parachute attachment

2

0.20

Quick link

Connection link between eyebolt and shock cord

2

0.34

Drogue Parachute Bay

Drogue parachute carbon fiber housing

1

0.66

Drogue Parachute

Fabric with spill hole cut-out

1

0.88

Shear pins

Parachute deployment hardware

16

0.03

StratoLoggerCF

Altimeters

2

0.05

Wire Connector Terminal
Wire terminal connector
Block

1

0.06

T-connectors

1

0.04

7.4v 400mAh LiPo battery Altimeter power source

2

0.21

22 gauge solid copper
wire

Wiring for electronics

1

0.00

Schurter 0033.450 S

Rotary Switch

2

0.03

Total Module 2 Mass (lbs.):

4.7

Connections for batteries
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Table 4.5-4: Module 3 component masses.
Module 3
Part Name

Description

Qty.

Mass
(lbs.)

Main Parachute Bay

Main parachute carbon fiber housing

1

0.66

Main Parachute

Fabric with spill hole cut-out

1

1.2

Paracord

Parachute shroud lines

1

0.02

Shock cord

30 feet of shock cord.

1

0.79

Quick link

Connection link between eyebolt and shock cord

2

0.34

Eyebolt

Hardware piece for parachute attachment

2

0.20

Payload Bay

Payload carbon fiber housing

1

0.68

Payload Acquisition
System

Payload-securing mechanism

1

2.40

Payload

PVC tubing filled with sand and BB's

1

0.18

Bulkhead (Aero-Mat)

Permanent bulkhead

1

0.14

Bulkhead (birch
plywood)

Removable bulkheads (includes aluminum attachment
points and screws)

1

0.60

Carbon fiber e-board

Avionics mount in the recovery and observation bay

1

0.23

Centering rings

Rings to center e-board in recovery and observation
bay

2

0.10

Raspberry Pi 2 Model
B+

Microcontroller for camera

2

0.18

Raspberry Pi Camera

Camera for Raspberry Pi

2

0.02

1

0.00

2

0.31

22 gauge solid copper
wire
11.1V 1100mAh LiPo
battery

Wiring for electronics
Mega/Raspberry Pi power source

Schurter 0033.450 S

Rotary switch

2

0.03

View fairings

Clear polyester casting resin

2

0.08

View fairing screws

Attachment hardware for view fairings

8

0.02

Mirror assembly

Includes mirror and mirror mount

2

0.02

Camera plate mount

Plate for mounting Raspberry Pi camera

2

0.05

Motor Bay

Motor carbon fiber housing

1

0.99

Motor Mount

Carbon fiber motor sheath w/ 5 centering rings

1

1.06

Motor Casing

CTI Pro54-6G Casing

1

0.48
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Rear Closure

CTI Pro54 Rear Closure

1

0.22

Motor

CTI K1440

1

4.17

3D-printed Airfoil Fins PLA plastic

3

0.81

Short screw

Hardware piece for motor mount attachment

16

0.09

Engine block

Permanent bulkhead

1

0.28

Total Module 3 Mass (lbs.):

16.1

The selected CTI K1440 reloadable motor has an average thrust (found from the
manufacturer data sheet) of 322.9 lbs. The total weight of the entire launch vehicle is
approximately 22.8 lbs. Therefore, the thrust-to-weight ratio is given by:
𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

=

322.9 𝑙𝑏
22.8lb

= 14.16

This satisfies NAR HPR safety code #8 which requires a thrust-to-weight ratio to be greater than
3:1. The launch vehicle design is mature and as such, the current mass estimate is not expected
to grow significantly. If mass growth occurred it would not exceed ± 0.5 lbs.

Subscale Launch Vehicle Flight Results
The subscale launch vehicle was designed to roughly mirror a 3/4th scale version of the
full-scale competition launch vehicle. The diameter of the subscale was manufactured to have an
inner diameter of three inches. The recovery avionics present in the sub-scale launch vehicle
consisted of the two altimeters housed in the Recovery Bay. The Nose Cone avionics, however,
did not stay in the Nose Cone section due to the Nose Cone avionics not being able to be altered
in length from the full-scale, thus the Nose Cone avionics were housed in the Observation Bay for
the subscale launch. The original Observation Bay electronics were not completed before the
scheduled launch. Fortunately, this switch allowed the Nose Cone to be used as housing for a 1.38
pound ballast to achieve the desired stability margin. The two overruling factors to the importance
of the subscale launch vehicle were to simply test the manufacturing procedures of a model as a
team effort as well as provide further confidence towards the chosen stability margin of the fullscale launch vehicle designed for competition day.
The subscale launch vehicle presented a total length of 83.5 inches with the CG and CP
being located 50.18 and 56.26 inches from the nose cone respectively. The total mass of the
subscale launch vehicle, with a value of 15.9 pounds, matched our simulation due to each
individual component being weighed and recorded once manufactured. The drogue parachute was
designed to have an effective diameter of 50 inches with a 7 inch diameter spill hole. The main
parachute followed the toroidal parachute design with an effective diameter of 78 inches with a 14
inch spill hole. Both the nosecone and fins were printed in PLA to test the fin assembly desired for
the full-scale launch vehicle.
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The subscale launch vehicle was successfully launched on January 2 nd at the Friends of
Amateur Rocketry (FAR) site near Cantil, California on the outskirts of Koehn Dry Lake as seen
in Figure 4.2-2. Wind speeds at the launch site were approximately 2 mph with an average
temperature of 63.7 °F. A picture of the launch site can be seen in Figure 4.2-1.

Figure 4.2-1: Launch Site at Friends of Amateur Rocketry
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Figure 4.2-2: Successful Sub-Scale Launch at FAR
site

Flight Data
The avionics contained within the Nose Cone were relocated to the Observation Bay for
the subscale launch. They were programmed to collect flight data during launch and were tested
to determine whether or not they were properly collecting data while on the ground. The avionics
were operational and were inserted into the launch vehicle. However, the recovered flight data was
found to be inconclusive for several reasons. The first hypothesis for the missing data is the
collection was interrupted due to vibrations caused by the motor during takeoff. Since the location
of the avionics was changed, they were now contained within the Observation Bay, which is closer
to the motor. The vicinity of avionics to the motor may have hindered the ability of the avionics to
collect data. Another possibility is that the avionics was not actually set up correctly before
installation into the subscale launch vehicle, thus preventing the avionics from collecting data.
Finally, the best assumption is that the avionics did, in fact, collect flight data, but was overwritten
due to an accidental reset of the avionics during dis-assembly. The avionics has two reset buttons;
one located on the Arduino Mega and one on the Wireless SD Shield. This assumption is the most
viable, as a team member needs to separate the ultra plugs to disconnect the power from the
avionics. Handling the avionics in such a way could have led the team member to accidently
pressing the reset button, thus only collecting data for five seconds from when the avionics was
reset to the separation of the ultra plugs. This would render the flight data unusable. Mitigation of
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all three conclusions has been discussed in depth and proposed solutions will be implemented
before any full-scale launches.
The primary and redundant altimeters were capable of collecting and storing flight data
from the subscale launch. As seen in Figure 4.2.1-1, the primary and redundant altimeters both
show a similar altitude versus time relationship. There are some anomalies at the 20.35 second
mark. This is due to the black powder ejection charges for the drogue bay that were set off at
apogee. Due to this ejection charge force, the data after 20.2 seconds are deemed unreliable as the
pressure sensors on the primary and redundant altimeters registered frantic, fluctuating data during
the next 4 seconds of the flight. The flight data following the ejection charge blast can be seen in
Figure 4.2.1-2.

Altitude vs. Time of the Altimeters
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Figure 4.2.1-1: Altitude vs. Time Graph of both the Primary and Redundant Altimeters
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Close Up of Altitude vs. Time Graph of the Altimeters
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Figure 4.2.1-2: Close Up of the Altitude vs. Time Graph from the
Primary and Redundant Altimeters

Predicted Flight Model to Actual Flight Data
To predict the mission performance, a few methods were used. The first method used was
OpenRocket, which is an open source software that uses a realistic model to predict flight profiles
and other launch vehicle characteristics. Also, a MATLAB code using Barrowman equations and
flight dynamics equations was developed to predict altitude and drag coefficient. The last method
used was a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was created with VBA coded cells to predict altitude with
using manufacturer specifications for the rocket motor, predicted drag coefficient and density
changes with altitude. Table 4.2.2-1 puts together all of the values given by the three methods of
prediction.
Table 4.2.2-1 Predicted flight characteristics for the subscale launch vehicle
Subscale
Cd
Stability Margin
Max Altitude(ft)

OpenRocket
0.48
1.9
6404

MATLAB
0.47
N/A
6240

Excel
0.48
N/A
6870
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Actual flight data from the StratoLoggerCFs gave an altitude of 6,861 feet. This value was
comparable to the Excel worksheet. However, the stability margin from the OpenRocket was a
driving factor on fin design and it proved to be fairly accurate since the launch vehicle left the
launch rail in a stable trajectory. At the moment, all three of the methods are being used and
compared to each other for verification. Soon, the wind tunnel testing will give real life data of the
drag coefficient and stability margin so that a more exact altitude can be calculated. The flight
profile from the sub scale flight was examined after the subscale launch. The data was imported
into an excel spreadsheet (Figure 4.2.2-1). However, the IMUs in the launch vehicle malfunctioned
and did not record data at the launch. The velocity and acceleration were calculated as averages
from the altitude flight data. These graphs are compared to the OpenRocket flight simulation data
as expressed in Figure 4.2.2-1.

Figure 4.2.2-1 Altitude vs. Time for predicted (left) vs. actual (right)

Figure 4.2.2-2 Velocity and acceleration vs. time for predicted (left) and actual (right)
The graphs for altitude, velocity and acceleration follow the same trend as expected, as is
shown in Figure 4.2.2-2. The velocity and acceleration vs. time graphs were both calculated with
average values which might be the reason that they are different from each other. Overall, the
OpenRocket was a good source for baseline numbers and is a good start for up to critical design.
The three prediction methods are once again implemented for the full scale flight characteristics.
This is seen in Table 4.2.2-2 below.
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Table 4.2.2-2 Predicted Full-Scale flight characteristics
Full Scale
Cd
Stability Margin
Max Altitude(ft)

OpenRocket
0.56
1.91
5282

MATLAB
0.47
N/A
5240

Excel
0.46
N/A
5078

Since these three models have proven to be an effective source for flight characteristics,
they will be modified to include full scale testing, and wind tunnel modeling to reach the goal of
5280 feet.

Subscale Impact on Full-Scale Launch Vehicle
The two main sources of knowledge gained from the subscale launch vehicle were the
construction of the vehicle and the fight test of the finished product. Before the introduction of the
subscale, all models and designs were restricted by flight simulations containing minor
approximations of subcomponents physical properties supported by numerous raw calculations.
The subscale launch vehicle allowed for the reason and theory behind the design process to not
only reveal any inaccuracies, but resulted in a much stronger sense of confidence in the final design
of the launch vehicle to be used on competition day.
Manufacturing the subscale launch vehicle seemed to present minor lessons to take note of
and learn from as a team gradually over a span of approximately two weeks. The first design
discrepancy realized occurred when the bulkhead for the nosecone was not able to be fastened
through the wall of the nosecone shoulder due to the additional clearance required for the L-bracket
assemblies. Unfortunately the time required in order to perfect the structural quality and surface
texture of the nosecone took longer than expected. This unnoticed design flaw caused the nosecone
and the bulkhead allocated to it to be physically tested for verification of the assembly without a
sufficient time window to reproduce a corrected version. In order to continue the launch, four large
sections of the nosecone’s lower centering ring had to be removed using an abrasive cutting wheel.
The modification to the shell of the PLA print caused the hollow interior to be exposed, leaving a
single wall of the print to act as the anchor for the four socket set screws. The model for the full
scale competition launch vehicle have been corrected in order to maintain the structural integrity
of the nosecone.
After manufacturing the subscale parachutes by hand, the dry run assembly of the launch
vehicle revealed that the bays for each parachute were significantly short in length, causing both
separation points to not be fastened together with the required shear pins. Thankfully additional
subscale body tube sections were manufactured to be used in situations as the presented design
flaw. This inaccuracy in parachute bay lengths resulted in reexamination of the lengths allocated
to the parachutes of the full-scale launch vehicle. The drogue bay for the full-scale launch vehicle
has been increased in length by 2 inches to resize the section to a total length of 22 inches. The
main parachute bay was increased by 4 inches to increase the dedicated section length to 24 inches.
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Mission Performance Predictions
Mission Performance Criteria
Mission performance criteria, listed below in Table 4.3.1-1, describes how well the launch
vehicle will perform beyond mission requirements based on the allowable range of values defined
by the team. A high performance and effective launch vehicle will be characterized by a minimal
difference between target and actual peak altitudes, optimal stability margin and a minimal ground
impact velocity and drift distance. By meeting performance criteria goals, the launch vehicle will
ensure the completion of overall mission requirements.
Table 4.3.1-1: Mission Performance Criteria
Performance
Criteria
Peak altitude

Stability
Margin

Description
Reach a target peak altitude of 5,280 feet
AGL

Goal/Allowable Range for
Success
Minimize altitude difference
from target peak altitude.
Allowable range: ±75 feet

The center of gravity must be located forward The CG and CP will be
of the center of pressure to provide a stable optimized so that static
flight.
margin is in range:
1.5 caliber < SM < 2.5
caliber

Main
Parachute
Deployment
Altitude

The main parachute must be deployed at an Have a redundant parachute
altitude of 500 feet AGL.
deployment system which
will ensure the parachute is
deployed in range: ±50 feet

Kinetic Energy Each independent section of the launch vehicle Minimize the ground
upon ground must withstand maximum impact kinetic approach velocity:
impact
energy of 75 ft-lbf so that there will be no 0 ft/s < Velocity < 20 ft/s
damage to the structure or any internal
components.
Horizontal
Drift Distance

The distance between the launch pad and each Minimize the distance:
individual section must not exceed a drift
90 feet < Drift distance <
distance of 2,500 feet.
2,500 feet

Mission Analysis
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The mission analysis ensures that the mission fulfills the overall success criteria listed
above in Table 4.3.1-1. By performing a series of calculations and running flight simulations, the
projected peak altitude, launch vehicle stability, kinetic energy upon ground impact, and drift
distance may be analyzed. Changes may be made to the launch vehicle to mitigate altitude
overshoot or undershoot results, as well as exceeding kinetic energy values. Furthermore, variable
wind speeds throughout the duration of the flight will determine launch vehicle stability as well as
drift distance.

Motor Thrust Curve
The flight profile of the launch vehicle will be calculated and simulated using the software,
OpenRocket. In order to obtain a full profile, the launch vehicle was accurately modeled and the
chosen motor, CTI K1440, was selected. The simulated thrust curve for this motor is shown below
in Figure 4.3.2-1. Based on the thrust curve, the CTI K1440 imparts a thrust of 322.9 lbf average,
a total impulse of 533 lb-s, and has an overall burn time of 1.65 seconds. These values allowed
sufficient thrust to the estimated weight of the launch vehicle and stayed within specified motor
performance requirements. Further justification for the final motor selection based on the motor
specifications and simulated launch vehicle information is listed in Table 4.3.2-1.

Figure 4.3.2-1: CTI Pro54 2372K1440-17A Thrust Curve Component Weights
Table 4.3.2-1 Motor Specifications and simulated information
Average Thrust (lbf.)
Maximum Thrust (lb)
Total Impulse (lb-s)
Burn time (s)

322.9
411
533
1.65

14.2
Thrust-to-Weight Ratio
87.1
Rail exit velocity (ft/s)
2
630
Maximum acceleration (ft/s )
5,282
Peak Altitude (ft)
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Component Weights
To fully obtain the flight profile, the weights of each major component of the launch vehicle
– Module 1, Module 2, and Module 3 – were determined through mass estimations based on
component material densities and advertised properties, as well as weighing in-stock components.
Each component of the launch vehicle were then inputted into all calculations as well as in the
OpenRocket model by overriding the masses of each component. Since the PDR, weights have
been updated to obtain a more accurate model of the launch vehicle. The changes in weights are
based from the subscale launch vehicle, which have affected the full-scale launch vehicle to have
a total weight loss of 0.5 pounds, while all other weight estimations remained as overestimates to
compensate for expected actual mass growth. All weights are subject to minor changes which will
allow for peak altitude optimization to hit the target altitude of 5,280 feet AGL. Mass tables will
be closely monitored and updated as new actual weight are obtained. To understand the effect of
minor changes in weight on the peak altitude of the launch vehicle, Figure 4.3.2-2 was generated
to demonstrate the affects. Weight changes of one-tenth of a pound has a noticeable impact on
altitude, however, the team has recognized an acceptable allowable range that the launch vehicle
may weigh, also identified in the figure to be the change in weight of 0.4 lb using the current
weight of 22.8 lbs as the baseline weight. In the case that the weight of the full-scale launch vehicle
is lighter than anticipated, and adversely affects the expected target altitude, ballast weights will
be applied to necessary sections of the launch vehicle while simultaneously maintaining an
acceptable stability margin.

Weight Effects on Peak Altitude
Peak Altitude (ft)

5700
5600
5500
5400

5,280 ft + 75 ft

5300

5,280 ft – 75 ft

5200

5100

Acceptable ∆W range:
22.8 lbs ± 0.4 lbs

5000
4900

-2

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Weight Changes, ∆W (lbs)
Figure 4.3.2-2 Representation of minor weight changes affecting peak altitude
Currently, the estimated weight of Module 1, which includes the Nose Cone and all
avionics components, is approximately 2.0 lbs Module 2 was estimated to weigh 4.7 lbs, which
includes composite material tubing, all internal structural components, and the recovery system
comprised of parachutes and altimeters. The estimated weight of Module 3, which includes the
Payload/Observation Bay, Motor Bay and all internal components, came out to approximately 16.1
lbs, resulting in a total weight of 22.8 lbs for the entire launch vehicle. All component weights are
listed in more detail in the Mass Statement section (Section 4.1.8.5).
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Altitude Predictions
Using the total weight of the launch vehicle of approximately 22.8 lbs, along with the CTI
K1440 motor impulse and thrust of 533 lb-s and 322.9 lbs, respectively, the altitude of the launch
vehicle was determined by utilizing the MATLAB code provided in Appendix C. The MATLAB®
code produced a peak altitude of 5,240 feet AGL. This value took a 15% decrease in air density
during vertical flight into account, however, it did not consider the effect of variable wind speeds,
local flight conditions, humidity effects, or the Coriolis Effect. Additionally, the MATLAB® code
requires the user to input the drag coefficient of the launch vehicle, which was obtained through
drag buildup calculations, and produced a drag coefficient value of 0.47. This value was attained
by implementing Equations 4.3.2-1 to -6 below, which was dependent on the launch vehicle wetted
area, the lengths of Module 2 and 3, as well as the shape of the Nose Cone and fins.
Drag Assessment:
The total equation for the drag coefficient is Equation 4.3.2-1 below:
𝐶𝐷0 = 𝐶𝐷 𝑁 + 𝐶𝐷𝐵𝑇 + 𝐶𝐷𝐵 + 𝐶𝐷𝐹 + 𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡 + 𝐶𝐷𝑅𝑃

(Eq. 4.3.2-1)

The equation states that the total drag coefficient takes into account the drag due to the Nose Cone
(N), the body tube (BT), the base drag (B), the fins (F), the interference drag (int), and the drag
due to the rail pin (RP). In order to get the drag coefficient for the Nose Cone and body tube, the
skin friction coefficient must be calculated. The transition in the boundary layer was calculated at
3 centimeters, which is very small relative to the entire body tube. Therefore the assumption was
made that the boundary layer is completely turbulent. Also, the Reynolds number used was
calculated at the maximum velocity, which would give the maximum drag. With this information,
skin friction drag was calculated using Equation 4.3.2-2:
𝐶𝑓 = 0.455/(log10 𝑅𝑒)

(Eq. 4.3.2-2)

Using the equation for Reynolds number of 33 million at velocity of about 230 meters per second,
the skin friction coefficient is 2.496 x 10-3. With this value, the Nose Cone and body tube drag
coefficient can be calculated using Equation 4.3.2-3:
𝐶𝐷 𝑁 + 𝐶𝐷 𝐵𝑇 = 1.02 ∗ 𝐶𝑓 ∗ [1 +

1.5
3
𝐿 (2)
( )
𝐷

𝑆

] ∗ (𝑆 𝑤 )
𝐵𝑇

(Eq. 4.3.2-3)

The value for length-to-diameter (L/D), wetted area (Sw) and body tube area (SBT) of 23 m2, 0.304
m2 and 0.198 m2, respectively. This gave a value for the Nose Cone and body tube drag coefficient
of 3.95 x 10-3. The base drag was calculated from the Nose Cone and body tube drag with Equation
4.3.2-4:
𝐶𝐷 𝐵 =

0.029
√𝐶𝐷𝑁𝐶 +𝐶𝐷𝐵𝑇

(Eq. 4.3.2-4)

The base drag due to the low pressure area at the end of the launch vehicle was calculated to be
0.461. The next step in the drag build up was to calculate the drag due to the fins. The assumption
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again was made that the boundary layer would be turbulent since the fins are so far back down the
body tube, which already has a turbulent boundary layer. With this, the fin drag coefficient was
calculated from Equation 4.3.2-5:
𝑡

𝐶𝐷 𝐹 = 2 ∗ 𝐶𝑓 ∗ [1 + (𝑐)]

(Eq. 4.3.2-5)

Where the thickness to chord ratio was found to be. The interference drag, which is the drag due
to the change in streamlines between the fin and the body tube, was calculated using Equation
4.3.2-6:
𝑐

𝑑

𝐶𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐶𝐷𝐹 ∗ (𝑆 𝑟 ) ∗ 2 ∗ 𝑛
𝐵𝑇

(Eq. 4.3.2-6)

Where the root chord and diameter are 0.2032 meters each and the number of fins (n) is three. This
gave a value of 8.3𝑥10−4 . The rail pin drag coefficient was based on a circular pin with the drag
coefficient of less than two hundred-thousandths.
To corroborate with the CD of 0.47, the total drag coefficient from OpenRocket was
obtained and provided a value of 0.56, introducing a percent difference of approximately 14%
between the two values. This percent difference allows for the proper use of 0.47 as an estimated
drag coefficient for use in the MATLAB® calculation. The actual total drag coefficient of the launch
vehicle will be determined after the Nose Cone and fin design selection has been finalized,
followed by running the entire launch vehicle model through CFD analyses and wind tunnel tests.
To corroborate the peak altitude produced from MATLAB®, the OpenRocket launch vehicle
model, with the appropriate weight estimations, was ran in a flight simulation at Huntsville,
Alabama’s launch site coordinates, and positioned onto the projected length of the AGSE’s launch
rail at an 85˚ off vertical angle. The peak altitude as predicted by OpenRocket came out to be
approximately 5,282 feet AGL, and can be seen in the flight profile simulation in Figure 4.3.2-2.
This value is desired to be an overestimate since the software makes the following assumptions in
its calculations throughout the duration of the flight:





Neglects local variations in atmospheric conditions.
Does not assume an instantaneous takeoff velocity.
Neglects humidity effects.
Assumes unidirectional wind.

These assumptions may cause the projected peak altitude to decrease to an acceptable
altitude, and actual values will not be attained until the full scale launch test. However, since this
predicted altitude is generally above the target peak altitude, considerations will be made in adding
a ballast, as mentioned earlier, since all component weights were overestimated to compensate for
anticipated mass adjustments once manufacturing begins. The launch vehicle has been
preemptively designed for a possible addition of a ballast, however, this adjustment will not be
determined until actual weights are obtained and updated in the OpenRocket model. Further
simulations will be performed by adding weight in various sections of the launch vehicle, while
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still maintaining the desired stability margin of 1.9 calibers. Consequently, the possible addition
of a ballast will also be taken into account in the MATLAB® code as well.

Altitude (ft)

Vertical Velocity (ft/s), Vertical Acceleration (ft/s2)

The basic flight profile simulation with 0-mph wind speed is shown below in Figure 4.3.23 and flight data values are tabulated in Table 4.3.2-2. The flight profile shows the motor burnout
to occur less than 2 seconds after leaving the launch rail. The flight profile also shows the apogee
of the launch vehicle to reach an altitude of approximately 5,282 feet, which is an appropriate
altitude due to the aforementioned reasons. Also, at this peak, the recovery device, that is the
drogue parachute, is deployed, followed by the main recovery device deployed at 500 feet AGL.
After full deployment, the launch vehicle journeys back to ground level and impacts the ground at
approximately 16.5 ft/sec, which yields a kinetic energy value below the 75 ft-lb kinetic energy
requirement. The kinetic energy analysis as well as the distance the launch vehicle has traveled in
variable wind speeds will be described more in detail in subsequent sections. Based on the flight
simulation data, the performance criteria for peak altitude, stability margin, main parachute
deployment and kinetic energy upon ground impact were met and were within the acceptable
range.
Flight Profile Simulation (0-mph wind)

Time (s)
Figure 4.3.2-3: OpenRocket Flight Profile Simulation
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Table 4.3.2-2: OpenRocket Flight Data
Apogee (ft.)

Motor burnout

Maximum Velocity
(ft./s)

Time to Apogee
(s)

5,282

1.65

701

17.5

Main Deployment
Altitude (ft.)

Flight Time (s)

Ground Hit Velocity
(ft./s)

Kinetic Energy
(most massive
section) (ft-lbf)

500

94.3

16.5

55.4

To observe altitude changes with variable wind speeds of 5-mph, 10-mph, 15-mph, and 20mph, flight profile simulations have been performed and are shown below in Figures 4.3.2-4
through 4.6.2-7, along with the flight data produced from each simulation. The graphs demonstrate
that a maximum altitude of 5,308 feet will be achieved in 20-mph wind speeds, and a minimum
altitude of 5,282 feet in 0-mph wind speeds. In any case, the launch vehicle mass is anticipated to
change, and substantive in-flight effects will also reduce the altitude. Additionally, the maximum
altitude of 5,308 feet is within the acceptable altitude range of 5,280 feet ±75 feet.

Figure 4.3.2-4: Flight Profile with Wind Speed of 5 mph
Flight Profile Simulation (5-mph wind)

Altitude (ft)

Vertical Velocity (ft/s), Vertical Acceleration (ft/s2)

Apogee
(ft.)
5,297
Maximum
Velocity
(ft./s)
701
Time to
Apogee
(s)
17.5
Flight
Time (s)
98.4

Time (s)
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Figure 4.3.2-5: Flight Profile with Wind Speed of 10 mph
Flight Profile Simulation (10-mph wind)

Altitude (ft)

Vertical Velocity (ft/s), Vertical Acceleration (ft/s2)

Apogee
(ft.)
5,304
Maximum
Velocity
(ft./s)
701
Time to
Apogee
(s)
17.5
Flight
Time (s)
97.9

Time (s)
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Figure 4.3.2-6: Flight Profile with Wind Speed of 15 mph
Flight Profile Simulation (15-mph wind)

Altitude (ft)

Vertical Velocity (ft/s), Vertical Acceleration (ft/s2)

Time (s)
Figure 4.3.2-7: Flight Profile with Wind Speed of 20 mph
Flight Profile Simulation (20-mph wind)

Vertical Velocity (ft/s), Vertical Acceleration (ft/s2)

Altitude (ft)

Apogee
(ft.)
5,305
Maximum
Velocity
(ft./s)
701
Time to
Apogee
(s)
17.5
Flight
Time (s)
98.7

Apogee
(ft.)
5,308
Maximum
Velocity
(ft./s)
696
Time to
Apogee
(s)
17.5
Flight
Time (s)

97.5

Time (s)
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4.3.1 Stability Margin, Center of Pressure and Center of Gravity Analysis
1.9 calibers

+X

Douter = 4.1 in

XCG = 58.7 in = 4.9 ft
XCP = 66.5 in = 5.5 ft
L = 98 in = 8.2 ft

Figure 4.3.3-1: OpenRocket center of gravity and center of pressure locations.
Center of Gravity
The center of gravity (CG) of the launch vehicle was calculated using two different
methods. The first method utilized OpenRocket, which shows real-time CG and CP analysis of the
launch vehicle. Figure 4.3.3-1 shows the launch vehicle in OpenRocket and reports a CG of 58.7
inches from the tip of the nose of the launch vehicle. In order to verify the results from OpenRocket,
calculations were made using Excel were utilized. Every section of the launch vehicle was given
a detailed estimated weight (wi). This was done by weighing each sub-component within the
section and summing them to find an overall weight. The centroid of each section (xi) was
estimated using the longitudinal axis of the launch vehicle as the horizontal axis measured from
the tip of the nose cone. The next step was to multiply each section’s centroid by its respective
weight which produced a moment. The moments were summed and then divided by the total
weight of the launch vehicle. This calculation is shown below as Equation 4.3.3-1, and produced
the center of gravity of 57.7 inches from the nose of
Table 4.3.3-1: Summary Of CG Results
the launch vehicle. A summary of the findings can
be seen in Table 4.3.3-1. The full table can be seen CG (OpenRocket) 58.7 in. (from NC)
in Appendix A. Similar values were found between
CG Hand Calc.
57.7 in (from NC)
the two methods. With only a 0.86 % difference,
% Difference
0.86 %
this verifies that both methods are valid.
𝑥𝐶𝐺 =

𝛴𝑤𝑖 𝑥𝑖
𝛴𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(Eq. 4.3.3-1)

Center of Pressure
The center of pressure (CP) location was calculated based on the theoretical predictions
made by James Barrowman. These equations assume small angles of attack and subsonic speeds,
both of which fit the launch vehicle design. The overall center of pressure is calculated by
multiplying the component’s coefficient of pressure by the center of pressure for the component.
The first calculation was the CP for the Nose Cone. The coefficient of pressure for the Nose Cone
was found to be about 2, regardless of the shape as stated by James Barrowman. The location,
however, does depend on the shape. For an elliptical shape, the location is a third of the overall
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length of the Nose Cone. The location for the center of pressure for the Nose Cone was calculated
to be 2.67 inches from the tip of the Nose Cone.
The body tube does not have any contribution to the pressure coefficient, and does not
contribute to the CP calculations. The next components that add to the CP are the fins. This
coefficient of pressure is calculated by Equation 4.3.3-1:
𝐶𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑛 =

𝑆 2
𝑑

4𝑛( )

(Eq. 4.3.3-1)

2
2𝑙
1+√1+(
)
𝑐𝑟+𝑐𝑡

Where n is the number of fins and S is the span of the fins, cr is the root chord and ct is the tip
chord. The location of the CP for the fins is calculated by Equation 4.3.3-2:
𝑥̅ = 𝑥𝑓 +

𝑚(𝑐𝑟 +2𝑐𝑡 )
3∗(𝑐𝑟 +𝑐𝑡 )

1

𝑐 𝑐

+ 6 (𝑐𝑟 + 𝑐𝑡 − (𝑐 𝑟+𝑐𝑡 ))
𝑟

𝑡

(Eq. 4.3.3-2)

Where xf is the distance from the tip of the Nose Cone to the very top end of the fin, and m is the
length that the tip is swept back. The coefficient of pressure and center of pressure were calculated
and are 3.474 and 88.88 inches, respectively. However, a correction factor is added since the
airflow is disturbed due to the body tube. To calculate this, Equation 4.3.3-3 is used:
𝑅

𝐾𝑓𝑏 = 1 + 𝑆+𝑅

(Eq. 4.3.3-3)

where the radius of the body tube is the variable R. The factor is multiplied to the coefficient of
pressure for the fins, to give the final value of 4.82. After this is calculated, the numbers are
inputted into Equation 4.3.3-4 to calculate the location of the center of pressure:
𝑥̅ =

𝐶𝑁𝑓𝑖𝑛 ∗𝑥̅𝑓𝑖𝑛 +𝐶𝑁𝑁 ∗𝑥̅𝑁
𝐶𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(Eq. 4.3.3-4)

From this equation, the center of pressure location was calculated to be 63.6 inches from the tip of
the Nose Cone. The center of pressure obtained from OpenRocket is located at 66.5 inches
measured from the tip of the nose of the launch vehicle. Comparing these two values produced a
percent difference of 2.2%, further verifying the validity of both methods.

Stability Margin
Based on the OpenRocket center of pressure location of 66.5 inches from the tip of the
Nose Cone and the CG location of 58.7 inches from the same point, the distance between the two
locations is 7.8 inches. This value produces a static margin of the launch vehicle to be 1.9 times
greater than the outer diameter of the launch vehicle; resulting in a stability margin of 1.9 calibers,
which can be seen in Figure 4.3.3-1 below. The stability margin of 1.9 calibers was chosen based
from typical model rocket static margins and the length-to-diameter of the launch vehicle. In
typical model rocketry, a stability margin of 1 to 2 calibers is desirable granted their length-todiameter ratios are approximately 10. The length-to-diameter ratio of the team’s launch vehicle is
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significantly larger at 23, thus a slightly larger stability margin is desirable to deem the launch
vehicle stable, and a range of values between 1.5 and 2.5 calibers was considered acceptable by
the team. A stability margin of 1.9 calibers is conservative as it falls within the range that
rocketeers typically launch with, yet it is also accommodating to the larger length-to-diameter of
the launch vehicle by being on the upper end of the typical 1 to 2-caliber margin. Since the launch
vehicle is considerably long and thin, a larger moment arm between the CP and CG locations is
necessary to stabilize the launch vehicle, and prevent body lift forces from weather-cocking the
entire launch vehicle at small angles of attacks. The larger moment arm will allow the launch
vehicle to revert back to its vertical flight path in the event that variable multidirectional winds are
applied to it. Additionally, by defining a higher range of stability margin values, weight changes
that results in having to make the launch vehicle more nose-heavy will be compensated for and
will be considered acceptable. Nevertheless, all changes to the weight of the launch vehicle will
be closely monitored and updated in the OpenRocket model to ensure that the stability margin does
not exceed 2.5 calibers nor fall below one diameter of the launch vehicle.
1.9 calibers
+X

Douter = 4.1in

XCG = 58.7 in = 4.9 ft

XCP = 66.5 in = 5.5 ft
L = 98 in = 8.2 ft
Figure 4.3.3-1: OpenRocket center of gravity and center of pressure locations.

Kinetic Energy Analysis
The analysis for the kinetic energy can be found in Section 4.1.4.2.2.5. The resulted kinetic
energies for each module and at significant stages of the launch vehicle trajectory is reiterated
below in Table 4.3.4-1 and Table 4.3.4-2, respectively.

Table 4.3.4-1: Kinetic Energy Analysis for Each Vehicle Module
Launch
Vehicle
Module

Mass
(slugs)

Flattened
Parachute
Area (ft2)

Flattened
Parachute
Diameter (ft)

Velocity
(ft/s)

Kinetic
Energy
(lbf-ft)

Module 1

0.062

27.8

5.95

16.5

8.44

Module 2

0.093

27.8

5.95

16.5

12.7

Module 3

0.407

27.8

5.95

16.5

55.4

Table 4.3.4-2 Kinetic Energy Analysis at Major Stages of Trajectory
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Stage
Exiting Launch Rail
Apogee
Main Deployment
Touchdown

Total Launch
Vehicle Mass
(slugs)
0.708
0.629
0.629
0.629

Velocity (ft/s)

Total Kinetic
Energy (lbf-ft)

87.1
0
97.8
16.5

2690
0
3010
85.6

Drift Analysis
The launch vehicle drift distance from the launch site is calculated and analyzed in the
series of equations provided in this section. In order to make appropriate estimations, the following
assumptions were made to simplify calculations and exclude the use of advanced differential
equations.
Assumptions
1. When parachute is deployed, horizontal velocity due to launch will be ignored.
2. When parachute is deployed, sink speed will be applied instantaneously.
3. With an increase in air speed, horizontal angle of rocket to the vertical will increase due
to fin stability.
4. When drogue parachute is deployed, density of apogee will be used until main is
deployed.
5. Drag on the launch vehicle will be ignored due to being a small and insignificant value
compared to the drag of the parachutes.
6. The rocket will be traveling at a horizontal distance that is equal to the wind speed while
the parachutes are deployed.
7. ∆V is instantaneous.
The calculated values shall be compared with values produced by the simulation program
OpenRocket.
Horizontal Distance to apogee
The first step to predicting the distance traveled by the launch vehicle is utilization of
Tsiolkovsky’s rocket equation (Eq. 4.6.5-1). It is as follows,
𝑀𝑜

∆𝑉 = 𝐼𝑠𝑝 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑙𝑛 (𝑀𝑓)

(Eq. 4.3.5-1)

Where,
Mo = Initial Mass (slugs)
Mf = Final Mass (slugs)
Isp = Specific Impulse (s)
g = gravity (ft/s2)
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This velocity is the magnitude of the launch vehicle. Using trigonometry, the vertical and
horizontal can be obtained. The vertical velocity can now be used to calculate the time it will take
to reach apogee using simple calculus (Eq. 4.3.5-2).
𝑎=

𝑑𝑉𝑦

Eq. 4.3.5-2

𝑑𝑡

Then by multiplication of both sides by dt and integrating to get (Eq. 4.3.5-3).
𝑎(∆𝑡) = (∆𝑉𝑦 )

Eq. 4.3.5-3

This is the change in vertical velocity and the change in time. In this scenario, the acceleration will
be solely due to gravity on the launch vehicle while initial time is zero and final vertical velocity
is 0 ft/s. This would create (Eq. 4.3.5-4)
𝑡=

𝑉𝑦

Eq. 4.3.5-4

𝑔

With the calculated time, the total distanced traveled vertically before apogee can be found by
using (Eq. 4.3.5-5)
𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑉𝑥 ∗ 𝑡

Eq. 4.3.5-5

Finally the distance to apogee (h) can be found using (Eq. 4.3.5-6)
ℎ = 𝑉𝑦 ∗ 𝑡 −

𝑔𝑡 2

Eq. 4.3.5-6

2

Drift distance
The next step is to calculate the horizontal distance in which the launch vehicle travels.
There are going to be two different sink speeds, first with only the Drogue deployed and the second
with the main and drogue deployed. Sink speed is the terminal velocity the launch vehicle travels
in while the parachutes are deployed. The sink speed will be used to determine the time taken for
the launch vehicle to touch down. The sink speed equation (Eq. 4.3.5-7) is as follows.
𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 = (

1
2

2𝑊
𝑟𝜋
))
2𝑅 𝑖

2
2
𝜌𝜋 ∑𝑁
𝑖 (𝐶𝐷 𝑅 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (

)

(Eq. 4.3.5-7)

Where,
ρ = Air density, (slugs/ft3)
π =Constant Pi
W =Rocket burnout weight (lbs)
R = Flat chute radius (ft.)
r =Flat radius of spill hole (ft.)
CD = Drag coefficient
i = Parachute number; 1, 2 … N
N =Total number of parachutes
Figure 4.3.5-1
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Once the parachute opens the new vertical speed will be the sink speed. The first sink speed will
be calculated from the drogue chute effects alone. The launch vehicle recovery system is
programmed to release the main parachute at an altitude of 500 feet. This means the vertical
distance traveled by the launch vehicle with only the drogue deployed will be the difference
between apogee (assumed 5,280 feet) and 500 feet. With velocity and distanced known, the time
(Eq. 4.3.5-8) can be determined.
𝑡=

∆ℎ
𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘

(Eq. 4.3.5-8)

Here it is assumed that the horizontal velocity will be equal to the wind speed. Therefore, by
multiplying the wind speed with the time it takes for the launch vehicle to reach 500 feet altitude,
the total horizontal distance traveled with only the drogue deployed is obtained. The procedure is
then repeated with the main parachute deployed as well, with the vertical travel distance being 500
feet at the new sink speed (Eq. 4.3.5-9 & Eq. 4.3.5-10).
𝐷𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑢𝑒 = 𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 ∗ 𝑡𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑢𝑒

(Eq. 4.3.5-9)

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 𝑉𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 ∗ 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛

(Eq. 4.3.5-10)

Finally, the total lateral distance traveled by the launch vehicle will be the sum of the
horizontal distance traveled from ascent, descent to 500 feet with the drogue parachute, and then
descent to touchdown with main parachute as shown (Eq. 4.3.5-11).
𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐷𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑒 +𝐷𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑢𝑒 +𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛

(Eq. 4.3.5-11)

These values were compared to results produced by an OpenRocket simulation with a
launch angle of 85 degrees and launched with the wind. Results of the analysis are shown below.
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Results
Drift Distance with 0-mph Wind Speeds

Altitude (ft)

Vertical velocity, Vertical acceleration (ft/s, ft/s2)
Lateral Distance (ft)
Figure 4.3.5-2: Flight parameters versus lateral distance with 0-mph wind speeds

Table 4.3.5-1: OpenRocket and calculated horizontal distances for various stages during flight for
0-mph wind speeds
OpenRocket Data
Stage:
Horizontal Distance (ft)
Ascent
853
During Drogue descent
178
During Main and Drogue descent
0
Total:
1031

Calculated Data
Stage:
Horizontal Distance (ft)
Ascent
462
During Drogue descent
0
During Main and Drogue descent
0
Total:
462
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Drift Distance with 5-mph Wind Speeds

Altitude (ft)

Vertical velocity, Vertical acceleration (ft/s, ft/s2)
Lateral Distance (ft)
Figure 4.3.5-3: Flight parameters versus lateral distance with 5-mph wind speeds

Table 4.3.5-2: OpenRocket and calculated horizontal distances for various stages during flight
for 5-mph wind speeds
OpenRocket Data
Stage:
Horizontal Distance (ft)
Ascent
754
During Drogue descent
516
During Main and Drogue descent
198
Total:
1468
Calculated Data
Stage:
Horizontal Distance (ft)
Ascent
462
During Drogue descent
353
During Main and Drogue descent
200
Total:
1015
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Drift Distance with 10-mph Wind Speeds

Altitude (ft)

Vertical velocity, Vertical acceleration (ft/s, ft/s2)
Lateral Distance (ft)
Figure 4.3.5-4: Flight parameters versus lateral distance with 10-mph wind speeds

Table 4.3.5-3: OpenRocket and calculated horizontal distances for various stages during flight
for 10-mph wind speeds
OpenRocket Data
Stage:
Horizontal Distance (ft)
Ascent
687
During Drogue descent
877
During Main and Drogue descent
390
Total:
1954
Calculated Data
Stage:
Horizontal Distance (ft)
Ascent
462
During Drogue descent
706
During Main and Drogue descent
401
Total:
1569
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Drift Distance with 15-mph Wind Speeds

Altitude (ft)

Vertical velocity, Vertical acceleration (ft/s, ft/s2)

Lateral Distance (ft)
Figure 4.3.5-5: Flight parameters versus lateral distance with 15-mph wind speeds

Table 4.3.5-4: OpenRocket and calculated horizontal distances for various stages during flight
for 15-mph wind speeds
OpenRocket Data
Stage:
Horizontal Distance (ft)
Ascent
658
During Drogue descent
1237
During Main and Drogue descent
585
Total:
2480
Calculated Data
Stage:
Horizontal Distance (ft)
Ascent
462
During Drogue descent
1058
During Main and Drogue descent
601
Total:
2121
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Drift Distance with 20-mph Wind Speeds

Altitude (ft)

Vertical velocity, Vertical acceleration (ft/s, ft/s2)
Figure 4.3.5-6: Flight parameters versus lateral distance with 20-mph wind speeds

Table 4.3.5-5: OpenRocket and calculated horizontal distances for various stages during flight
for 20-mph wind speeds
OpenRocket Data
Stage:
Horizontal Distance (ft)
Ascent
166
During Drogue descent
1510
During Main and Drogue descent
764
Total:
2440
Calculated Data
Stage:
Horizontal Distance (ft)
Ascent
462
During Drogue descent
1210
During Main and Drogue descent
801
Total:
2473
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Table 4.6.5-6: Error analysis
Wind Speed
0
5
10
15
20

Total Distance % Difference
38.1
18.2
10.9
7.8
0.67

The large error for the lower speeds is likely due to the derived calculations not taking into
account the momentum the launch vehicle has in the horizontal direction. The OpenRocket
program appears to have an error at 0-mph wind speed. Another issue with the program is that it
does not seem to account for a spill hole in the parachutes. This causes the reported drift distance
to be greater than the actual value. The team is confident that the rocket will have an acceptable
drift distance (less than 2,500 feet) for wind speeds of 0 mph to 20 mph.

Interfaces and Integration
The entire launch system consists of 3 key parts, the launch vehicle, AGSE, and GCS.
These systems must be properly integrated to ensure a successful mission. The interfaces and
integration of the components are explained in the following sections.

Launch Vehicle Internal Interfaces
Nose Cone
The Nose Cone contains integrated slots in its structure shown in Figure 4.4.1-1. These
slots allow the avionics board of the Nose Cone to be slid into and out of the Nose Cone securely.
The bottom of the Nose Cone has a bulkhead attached using four steel flat-head cap screws. This
bulkhead, shown in Figure 4.4.1-2, has a diameter of 3.76 inches. It is composed of a 0.25 inch
thick birch plywood ring laminated with 3 layers of carbon fiber on each side. Attached
symmetrically around the bulkhead are four L-brackets. These L-brackets are attached to the
bulkhead using two steel flat-head caps screws. The L-brackets allow the bulkhead to be attached
inside the Nose Cone. The bulkhead has a steel eyebolt attached at its center using a Flex-Top
Expanding Locknut that is secured with Loctite. The steel eyebolt is further secured by applying
a carbon fiber putty to the top surface on the bulkhead. This putty consist of a carbon fiber shred
and resin mixture. It further adheres everything together of the bulkhead. The eyebolt is also where
the shock cord of the main parachute is attached via a quick link.
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Slots

Figure 4.4.1-1: Nose Cone Internal Structure

L-Brackets
Eyebolt

Birch Plywood

Carbon Fiber
Laminate

Figure 4.4.1-2: Bulkhead with L-Brackets
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Recovery Bay
The Recovery Bay contains of several internal structures and interfaces including four
centering rings and two bulkheads. The centering rings, shown in Figure 4.4.1-3, are made of 0.25
inch birch plywood. These centering rings provide a guide for the avionics sled to be inserted into
the Recovery Bay. They also secure the avionics sled in place for the duration of the launch. The
installed avionics sled can be seen in Figure 4.4.1-5. The fore bulkhead, shown in Figure 4.4.1-4,
is attached to the fore end of the Recovery Bay. This bulkhead is the same as the bulkhead used in
the Nose Cone, except it has a four inch diameter and two PVC pipe sections attached to it. The
black powder charges, used for the deployment of the drogue parachute, are attached within these
PVC pipes. The aft bulkhead of the Recovery Bay is identical to the fore bulkhead except it does
not contain black powder charges, and is epoxied in place.

Figure 4.4.1-3: Recovery Bay Centering Ring

Figure 4.4.1-4: Recovery Bay Fore Bulkhead

Figure 4.4.1-5: Recovery Bay Avionics
Board Slid in Place
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Payload/Observation Bay
The Payload/Observation Bay’s internal structure includes two centering rings, three
bulkheads, the Observation Bay avionics sled, and the Payload Acquisition System (PAS). The
centering rings are the same as the centering rings used in the Recovery Bay. The rings are
designed to allow the Observation Bay avionics sled, to be easily slid in place and secured within
the Observation Bay during the duration of the flight. Two bulkheads are attached at each end of
the Payload/Observation Bay using steel flat-head cap screws. The bulkhead in the fore section
of the Payload/Observation Bay, between the Payload/Observation Bay and Main Parachute Bay,
is identical to the fore bulkhead of the Recovery Bay. It contains both the steel eyebolts and the
black powder charge attachments. The bulkhead attached to the
other end of the Payload/Observation Bay is also identical to
the aft Recovery Bay bulkhead, except it does not have a steel
eyebolt attached. It is composed of the birch plywood, carbon
fiber and L-Brackets. The third bulkhead is epoxied in place in
the central section of the Payload/Observation Bay and
separates the Payload and Observation Bays. This bulkhead is
composed of two 0.25 inch birch plywood rings that are
epoxied together and laminated with 3 layers of carbon fiber on
each end. It is a non-removable bulkhead and as such does not
contain any L-brackets. The PAS, shown in Figure 4.4.1-6, is
contained within the Payload Bay of the Payload/Observation
Bay. It will consist of insulating foam to dampen all launch
vibrations and two omega style clips that the payload will be
clipped and secured into. These internal centering rings,
Figure 4.4.1-6: Payload Acquisition System
bulkheads, and the PAS are integrated within
Payload/Observation Bay and can all be seen in Figure 4.4.1-7.
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Figure 4.4.1-7: Payload/Observation Bay Internal Components and Interfaces

Motor Bay
The Motor Bay will house the motor
tube assembly and the motor, as well as, act as
a connection point for the aft rail button. The
motor tube assembly will act as the attachment
point for the fins. The motor will be contained
in the CTI Pro54-6G motor casing, which will
then be inserted into the motor tube assembly
and held in place with a motor retention ring.
The motor tube assembly will transfer the
force of the motor to the launch vehicle and
will consist of a motor tube, five centering
rings, and three fins as seen in Figure 4.4.1-7.
The motor tube will be constructed of
4 layers of carbon fiber with an inner
diameter of 2.13 inches and a length of 23.12
inches to accommodate the motor casing. The
motor sheath will be aligned in the Motor
Bay with five centering rings. The centering
rings will be designated as CR1-5, number
counted from fore to aft as shown Figure 4.4.1-8.

Figure 4.4.1-7: Motor Tube Assembly
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Figure 4.4.1-8: Centering Ring Designations
Each centering ring will be constructed of two layers of laser cut 0.25-inch birch plywood
and then laminated with one sheet of carbon fiber on each side for addition structural integrity.
There will be four different centering ring profiles. These profiles and the corresponding centering
ring(s) are in Figure 4.4.1-9a and Figure 4.4.1-9b.
CR1-4 are notched to ensure clearance of the aft rail button mounting bolt. CR3-5 act as
the attachment points for the three fins to the motor tube assembly. The center notch on the fin is
inserted into the fin notch on CR4 and then CR3 and CR5 are slid over the fore and aft extensions
of the fin. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.4.1-10. The entire motor tube assembly will be epoxied
together to ensure structural integrity.

CR1 and CR2

CR3

Figure 4.4.1-9a: Centering Ring Profiles
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CR5

CR4
Figure 4.4.1-9b: Centering Ring Profiles

Figure 4.4.1-10: Fin Attachment
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The motor tube assembly is then inserted into the Motor Bay. There will be a 1-inch thick
engine block constructed of four layers of 0.25-inch birch plywood and then layered with one sheet
of carbon fiber located 23.12 inches from the aft of the fuselage for the motor tube assembly to
rest against. The motor tube assembly will then be secured to the Motor Bay fuselage using wood
screws. Two sets of three equally spaced screws will be secured at CR1 and CR3 in line with the
fins while a third set of three equally spaced screws will be secured at CR5 midway between the
fins. The Motor Bay will be attached with another set of four screws to the aft portion of
Observation Bay. Then a metal retainer ring will be connected over the aft closure of the motor
casing and secured to two screws attached to CR5.

Launch Vehicle and AGSE Interfaces
The electronics within the Nose Cone interface with the Ground Control Station. This is
accomplished utilizing the XBee and the duck antenna transmitting data during flight to the GCS
station where the data will be shown in real time. The XBee uses a 900MHz frequency to transmit
the data due to the long range application of this project. The team needs to do more research on
how to accomplish this. However, it is known that MATLAB, Python, and LabVIEW are all
capable of producing real time data plots.

Launch Vehicle and AGSE Interfaces
The interface between the launch vehicle and AGSE will happen in three ways. The first
interface between the AGSE and launch vehicle will happen through the AGSE’s Payload
Retrieval System (PRS). The PRS will place the Mars sample payload into the Payload
Acquisition System (PAS) in the Payload Bay of the launch vehicle. The second interface between
the AGSE and the launch vehicle will be through the Ignition Insertion system. The IIS will insert
the igniter into the motor of the launch vehicle. The third interface between the AGSE and launch
vehicle will be through the Launch Vehicle Positioning System (LVPS). Attached on the body of
the launch vehicle will be two airfoil rail buttons. These rail buttons will slide into the bottom of
the launch rail of the LVPS, thus attaching the launch vehicle to the AGSE. The LVPS will rotate
the launch vehicle into launch position and it will secure the launch vehicle in place once it reaches
an angle of 5˚ off vertical.
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AGSE Criteria, Design and Verification

Functional, Reliability, and Confidence
Mission Statement and AGSE Requirements
The AGSE will simulate a Mars sample retrieval mission by safely and autonomously
finding, collecting, and positioning a predetermined payload. Each subsystem will be designed and
manufactured with this mission concept as the foundation from which the AGSE requirements will
be satisfied. The subsystems will be integrated in such a way to meet the same demands.
The driving requirements for the AGSE are functional safety, ease of assembly, functional
speed, structural stability, autonomous control, mass, and cost. The mission is considered a success
if these drivers are addressed as well as any requirements that may be derived from them. Shown
in Table 5.1-1 below are the requirements given specifically for the AGSE and the corresponding
success criteria. All requirements are addressed; however, not every requirement is applicable to
the specified AGSE design.
Table 5.1-1: AGSE Requirements and Success Criteria
Requirement

Success Criteria

The AGSE shall capture, contain, and launch a
payload with limited human intervention.

The PRS locates the payload, secures
it in the launch vehicle. The LVPS
raises the launch vehicle to 85 degrees
and the IIS inserts the igniter into the
motor.

Requirement 3.1

Requirement 3.2
Teams will position their launch vehicle
horizontally on the AGSE. Only when the launch
vehicle is in the upright position will the igniter be
inserted.
Requirement 3.3
A master switch will be activated to power on all
autonomous procedures and subroutines.

The AGSE functional flow follows
predetermined commands to raise the
launch vehicle.

The master switch on the GCS
initiates AGSE autonomous functions
when pressed.
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Requirement 3.4
All AGSE will be equipped with a pause switch to
temporarily halt the AGSE. The pause switch halts
all AGSE procedures and subroutines. Once the
pause switch is deactivated the AGSE resumes
operation.
Requirement 3.5
All AGSE systems shall be fully autonomous.

Requirement 3.6
The AGSE shall be limited to a weight of 150
pounds or less and volume of 12 feet in height x 12
feet in length x 10 feet in width.

The pause switch on the GCS initiates
AGSE to stop functional flow when
pressed.

The AGSE completes all specified
requirements independent of human
intervention.
The SSS is less than 12 feet in height,
less than 12 feet in length, less than 10
feet in width once assembled.

N/A

Requirement 3.7
Sensors that rely on Earth’s magnetic field are
prohibited.

N/A

Requirement 3.8
Ultrasonic or other sound-based sensors are
prohibited.

N/A

Requirement 3.9
Earth-based or Earth orbit-based radio aids (e.g.
GPS, VOR, cell phone) are prohibited.
Requirement 3.10

N/A

Open circuit pneumatics are prohibited.
Requirement 3.11

N/A

Air breathing systems are prohibited.
Requirement 3.12

The
launch
vehicle
Payload/Observation Bay securely
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Each launch vehicle must have the space to contain
a cylindrical payload approximately 3/4 inch inner
diameter and 4.75 inches in length. Each launch
vehicle must be able to seal the payload
containment area autonomously prior to launch.

holds the specified payload. The PRS
inserts the payload into the PAS.

N/A

Requirement 3.13
The payload will not contain any hooks or other
means to grab it.
Requirement 3.14
A master switch to power all parts of the AGSE.
The switch must be easily accessible and hardwired
to the AGSE.
Requirement 3.15
A pause switch to temporarily terminate all actions
performed by AGSE. The switch must be easily
accessible and hardwired to the AGSE.
Requirement 3.16
A safety light that indicates that the AGSE power
is turned on. The light must be amber/orange in
color. It will flash at a frequency of 1 Hz when the
AGSE is powered on, and will be solid in color
when the AGSE is paused while power is still
supplied.
Requirement 3.17
An “all systems go” light to verify all systems have
passed safety verifications and the rocket system is
ready to launch.

The master switch successfully
powers on AGSE components after
being hardwired.

The pause switch successfully pauses
AGSE components after being
hardwired.

The orange safety light installed on
the GCS blinks with a frequency of 1
Hz when power is on and remains
solid when the system is paused.

The “all systems go” light displays a
solid green color when all safety
checks have passed.

N/A

Requirement 3.18
The payload shall be placed a minimum of 12
inches away from the AGSE and outer mold line of
the launch vehicle in the launch area for insertion,
when placed in the horizontal position on the
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AGSE and will be at the discretion of the team as
long as it meets the minimum placement
requirements
Requirement 3.19
Gravity-assist shall not be used to place the payload
within the rocket. If this method is used, no points
shall be given for payload insertion.
Requirement 3.20
Each team will be given 10 minutes to
autonomously capture, place, and seal the payload
within their rocket, and erect the rocket to a vertical
launch position five degrees off vertical. Insertion
of igniter and activation for launch are also
included in this time.
Requirement 3.21
In addition to SL requirements, for the CDR
presentation and report, teams shall include
estimated mass properties for the AGSE.
Requirement 3.22
In addition to SL requirements, for the FRR
presentation, teams shall include a video presented
during presentation of an end-to-end functional test
of the AGSE. The video shall be posted on the
team’s website with the other FRR documents.
Teams shall also include the actual mass properties
for the AGSE.

The PRS inserts the payload into the
PAS.

The AGSE autonomous functions
complete all specified requirements
within the designated time constraint.

Mass properties are recorded and
accurate for the design presented.

A complete video of the AGSE
meeting all requirements before FRR
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Major Milestones Schedule
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System Level Design and Functional Requirements
System Level Design
The Payload Retrieval System is the primary method of capturing the payload and loading
it into the Payload Bay of the LV. Using two cameras and a computer vision system to determine
the location of the payload on the ground, a robotic arm will pick up the payload. A platform lift
built into the static structure supporting the LV will raise the manipulator to the required height of
four feet. The robotic arm, using the computer vision system once again, will place the payload
into the LV and close the hatch. The robotic arm will then return to its neutral position. Next, the
ground control station initiates the launch vehicle positioning system to rotate the LV five degrees
off the vertical. Finally, the ignition insertion system will feed the igniter into the LV’s motor. The
AGSE is shown in its entirety in Figure 5.1.3.1-1.

Figure 5.1.3.1-1: AGSE

Final Drawings and Specifications
The final drawings for all AGSE components are located in Appendix B. Detailed
specification of all components are given in the following sections.
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Test Description and Results
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Test
A LED circuit with a button is constructed and connected to the chipKIT Max32 to test its
PWM and interrupt functionalities. A program, written in Visual Studio, will be uploaded to the
board to cause the LEDs to fade and stop when the button is pressed. The PWM section of the
program works as the LEDs fade in and out, however, when the button is pressed, the interrupt
function works intermittently. For further details, see Test Report #12 Appendix A.

Static Image Payload Detection Test
Multiple static images of the payload in different orientations were inputted into the
program to see how accurately it could determine the payload’s position and orientation. The
program was written in C++ using the OpenCV Image Processing Library. While some images
worked well with the program, it failed when confronted with shadows and a barcode on the
payload. See Test Report #13 of Appendix A for more details.

PRA Full Scale Workspace Test
A full size rough prototype of the PRA structure was built y using Balsa Wood and Wooden
Rods for testing the minimum requirement for PRA to reach out 12’’ from the AGSE. The result
is the PRA did meet the minimum required distance to the payload by inspecting and measuring.
See Test Report #9 of Appendix A for further details.

PRA Full Scale Mechanical Test (no end effector)
This prototype of the PRA is comprised of 3D printed PLA plastic for crucially designed
components and wood for components that do not require as much precision, and held together by
many machine screws, nuts, and bearings. By using this prototype for testing, motors can provide
sufficient torque to move the PRA reliably and accurately. Unfortunately, raising and lowering of
the end effector was difficult because the servos at that joint were not able to lift the horizontal
arm to the required position. See Test Report #10 of Appendix A for further details.
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System Level Functional Requirements
The system level requirements of the AGSE are expressed in Table 5.1.3.2-1 as well as
how they are satisfied.

Table 5.1.3.2-1: AGSE System Requirements
Mission Requirement
All AGSE systems
autonomously.

should

Satisfied by
be

run

All components of the AGSE

The entire autonomous process, from
payload retrieval to launch, should be
completed within 10 minutes.

LVPS function, PRS function IIS function

The AGSE shall not exceed a weight limit of
150 pounds or a volume limit of 12 feet in
height x 12 feet in length x 10 feet in width.

The AGSE is designed to have overall
dimensions of 4 feet in height x 5.8 feet in
length x 3.4 feet in width and a weight of
138.7 pounds.

Performance Characteristics, Evaluation, and Verification Methods
The AGSE demonstrates a system that is intended to safely meet its mission requirements
that are demonstrated in Table 5.1.3.2-1. In order to do so, the system is further modularized into
the following subsystems; Static Support Structure (SSS), Launch Vehicle Positioning System
(LVPS), Ignition Insertion System (IIS), Payload Retrieval System (PRS), and the Ground Control
System (GCS), as depicted in Figure 5.1.3.3-1. All the subsystems are interdependent, with the
SSS being the main structure, onto which the other subsystems will be integrated. The AGSE is
also required to have a maximum weight of 150 pound-force, which is fulfilled by the use of 80/20
aluminum extrusion, a light weight material, to make up most of its framework. The use of
diagonal supports on the SSS stabilizes the system while the autonomous functions run.
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SSS
LVPS

IIS

PRS
Figure 5.1.3.3-1: Complete AGSE Assembly

Selection Rationale, Concept, and System Characteristics
Table 5.1.3.4-1: AGSE Evaluation and Verification
Subsystem

Characteristics

Evaluation

Verification

Static Support
Structure

Hold up the weight
of the LVPS, PRS,
IIS, and the GCS,
which
will
be
integrated into it.

Hand
calculation
and SolidWorks load
analysis

Static load test on the
fully
integrated
AGSE

Launch Vehicle
Positioning System

Rotate the launch
vehicle to 5 degrees
off the vertical

SolidWorks
simulation on the
rotation
of
the
launch
vehicle,
making sure that it
stops 5 degrees off
the vertical

Perform
actual
rotation of launch
rail and launch
vehicle assembly

Payload Retrieval
System

Capture and contain
a sample payload
within the Payload

SolidWorks
load
analysis on the arm
and elevator

Bench test the PRA
and APL functions
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Bay in the launch
vehicle

Ignition Insertion
System

Ignite the motor in
the launch vehicle
once positioned 5
degrees off the
vertical

Test the insertion
mechanism motion

Inspection of
working system

Ground Control
System

Will control and
communicate to all
the
AGSE
subsystems

Computer
simulations

Full scale test and
inspection AGSE

Subsystem Level Design
Subsystem Level Functional Requirements
Table 5.1.4.1-1: AGSE Subsystem Level Functional Requirements
Mission Requirement

Satisfied by

Static Support Structure (SSS)
The launch vehicle shall be placed
horizontally

The SSS will have two horizontal 80/20 1.5
x 1.5-inch extrusions on which the launch rail
and launch vehicle will be placed.

The SSS will allow for easy integration of the
remaining AGSE subsystems

The simple design adopted by the SSS will
ease integration of additional subsystems
utilizing the extrusion’s T-slotted profile

Payload Retrieval System (PRS)
The PRS should be able to identify, capture
and place payload within the Payload Bay

The PRS will utilize cameras and image
processing to locate the payload. Its claw
will capture a return payload to launch
vehicle

Gravity-assist shall not be used to place
payload within launch vehicle

PRA will insert the payload into PAS in the
launch vehicle. The PAS will secure the
payload within the launch vehicle

Launch Vehicle Positioning System (LVPS)
The launch vehicle will be erected from
horizontal to 5 degrees off the vertical for
launch

A DC motor and gear box system, will be
attached to the gears welded into the pivot
mount via a driving chain and will rotate the
launch rail and launch vehicle
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The LVPS will be able to support and guide
the launch vehicle up to its stability velocity

The launch rail length will be 7 feet, giving
the launch vehicle enough room to reach its
stability velocity

Ignition Insertion System (IIS)
Autonomously insert the igniter into the
motor of the launch vehicle once in launch
position

Extruder within the IIS housing will feed the
igniter into the motor via a steel guiding tube

House and protect the electronics from the
motor exhaust

Blast plate of IIS housing that will be bent 60
degrees at the base of the rocket to deflect the
motor exhaust and prevent damage to the
electronics.

Ground Control System (GCS)
Control all autonomous functions of AGSE

The GCS will be equipped with a computer
that will be communicate to all the systems
of the AGSE

Static Support Structure
Key Components
The key components of the SSS include 80/20 1515 aluminum extrusion, 80/20 anchor
fasteners, and the angled connection mounting hardware. The entire SSS will be made of 80/20
1515 aluminum extrusions and will be joined together using anchored fasteners and the angled
connection mounting hardware. The 80/20 1515 aluminum extrusion has a 1.5 x 1.5 inch cross
section which can be seen in Figure 5.1.4.1.1.1-1.
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Figure 5.1.4.1.1.1-1: 80/20 1515 T-Slotted Profile Aluminum Extrusion
The anchor fasteners are composed
of three components: a socket head
cap screw (SHCS), an anchor cam,
and a T-nut and can be seen in
Figure 5.1.4.1.1.1-2. To attach the
separate aluminum extrusions, the
anchors will be loaded into counter
bore holes made at the end of the
extrusions as seen in Figure
5.1.4.1.1.1-3. Once loaded, the
Figure 5.1.4.1.1.1-3: Anchor
anchor fastener will be slid into the Figure 5.1.4.1.1.1-2: Anchor
Insertion
Fasteners
mating profile of the extrusion, as
seen in Figure 5.1.4.1.1.1-4, and tightened in place using a T-handle hex wrench, which can be
seen in Figure 5.1.4.1.1.1-5.

Figure 5.1.4.1.1.1-4: Extrusion
Mating

Figure5.1.5.1.1.1-5: T-Handle Hex
Wrench

The angled aluminum extrusions will be connected using socket head cap screws (SHCS),
washer, and economy T-nuts assembly. This assembly will be the mounting hardware for attaching
angled aluminum extrusions and can be seen in Figure 5.1.4.1.1.1-6. At each end of the angled
aluminum extrusions, counter bore holes will be drilled for mounting hardware.
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SHCS
Washer
Counter bore
T-Nut

80/20

Figure 5.1.4.1.1.1-6: Angled Extrusion Mounting Hardware

Performance Characteristics, Evaluation, and Verification Methods
Table 5.1.4.1.1.2-1: SSS Evaluation and Verification
Component

Anchor Fastener

80/20 1515 TSlotted
Aluminum
Extrusion

Characteristic

Evaluation

Verification Method

Attaches 80/20
aluminum extrusions
together

Industrial Erector Set:
anchor fastener has a
connection failure point
of 950 lbf for direct
force,
625
lbffor
cantilever force, and
540
inch-lbf
for
torsional force (values
from 80/20 Inc.)

Static load testing will
be performed on
extrusion
joints
connected using the
anchor
fastener.
Loading will consist of
40%
increase
to
predicted load at that
point.

Strong and light
weight

From 80/20 Inc. The
Industrial Erector Set:
Weight
Per
Foot:
0.9240
lbf,
yield
strength of 35,000 psi
and tensile strength of
38,000 psi

Verify by SolidWorks
simulation and full
scale observation
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Angled
Connection
Mounting
Hardware (5/1618 ¾ SHCS,
Washer and
Economy T-Nuts)

Attaches
angled
80/20
aluminum
extrusions together
for
the
SSS.
Maintains a clean,
flush connection and
provides
strong
angle support.

Industrial Erector Set:
single anchor fastener
has a connection failure
point of 950 lbf for
direct force, 625 lbf for
cantilever force, and
540
inch-lbf
for
torsional force (values
from 80/20 Inc.)

Static load test will be
performed on angled
extrusion
joint
connections. Loading
will consist of 40%
increase to predicted
load at that point.

Selection Rationale, Concept, and System Characteristics
The SSS, as seen in Figure 5.1.4.1.1.3-1, is designed to be lightweight, strong, and
transportable. Its central purpose is to provide stability to the launch vehicle from the resting
horizontal position to while it is being rotated to the final launch position. It also must support all
the AGSE’s subsystems and withstand launch forces. The 80/20-aluminum extrusion’s light
weight and high tensile and yield strengths allow it to meet these characteristics. Its design also
helps the AGSE system to meet its max weight requirement of 150 lbf. The anchor fasteners allow
the SSS to be easily assembled and disassembled thus making it easily transportable to and from
the launch site. The anchor fasteners will also ensure that the SSS structure will remain intact
during the entire launch sequence.
The overall size and dimensions of the SSS from the side and front views of the SSS can
be seen in Figures 5.1.4.1.1.3-2 and Figure 5.1.4.1.1.3-3. From these figures, it is evident that the
SSS is approximately 48 inches tall and 70 inches long. The side view shows that the forward main
angled support of the SSS is approximately 63.43 degrees. In Figure 5.1.4.1.1.3-3 it can be seen
that the SSS is approximately 40.3 inches wide and its side vertical supports have an angle of about
69.44 degrees. Also, note from Figure 5.1.4.1.1.3-3 that there are two angled side supports on the
left side of the SSS and a single angled support on the right side. This design feature ensures overall
support since the lateral movement of the SSS is minimized and it also reinforces the support
system for the PRS.

Figure 5.1.4.1.1.3-1: SSS Configuration
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Figures 5.1.4.1.1.3-2: SSS Side View

Figures 5.1.4.1.1.3-3: SSS Front View

Launch Vehicle Positioning System
Key Components
The main function of the Launch Vehicle Positioning System (LVPS) is to position the
launch vehicle at 5 degrees from vertical after the payload is inserted. The LVPS accomplishes
this by using several major components and is shown in Figure 5.1.4.1.2.1-1. The first major
component is the launch rail on which the launch vehicle rests. This launch rail is a 7-foot 1515
aluminum extrusion from 80/20, which is the same material that makes up the SSS. The launch
rail will be attached to a pivot joint, which is at the location of the combined CG of the launch rail
and vehicle.

Launch Rail

Figure A Full LVPS Assembly

Pivot Joint

Mounting Plate

Figure 5.1.4.1.2.1-1: LVPS major components
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The pivot joint shown in Figure 5.1.4.1.2.1-2, comprises of two pillow block mounted
bearings that will support the weight of the rail and launch vehicle. A 0.5-inch diameter steel rod
that is 2.5 inches long will run through the bearings and an aluminum U-shaped plate will be
welded onto the rod between the bearings. This U-shaped plate and rod assembly will be attached
to the launch rail near the combined CG location of the launch rail and vehicle. This allows the
rod with the launch rail and launch vehicle assembly atop to rotate freely. The torque on the rod,
and weldments must be tested and analyzed in order for the LVPS to succeed. A double-strand
steel sprocket that has a 3/8-inch pitch will be welded onto the rod between the U-shaped plate.
The double strand sprocket with the
Pillow Block Mounted Bearing
steel rod and launch rail assembly
U-shaped Plate
will be driven by a chain that runs
from the sprocket to a similar steel
rod about 12 inches below, sitting on
a mounting platform that is
supported by the SSS as seen in
Figure 5.1.4.1.2.1-3. This platform
Double Strand
Steel Rod
will be attached to the SSS Bridge
Steel Sprocket
using four symmetrically placed
Driving Chain
BHSCS 5/16-18 threaded bolts that
will be secured with slid-in
Figure 5.1.4.1.2.1-2: Pivot Joint
Economy T-nuts.
The second steel
rod has an identical
sprocket to the first that is
Pivot Joint
also welded at its center.
The rod and sprocket are
driven by a compact
Gear Box
square-face DC gear
motor mounted to the
Steel Rod
outside surface of the
platform. Due to limited
space
within
the
platform, the motor is
mounted on the exterior
which also allows for
Double Strand Steel
ease
of
alignment
Sprocket
Pillow Block
between the motor shaft
Mounted
and the 60:1 gearbox.
Bearing
The motor has a 25 in.Figure 5.1.4.1.2.1-3: LVPS Mounting Plate Assembly
lb. driving torque. This
is more than adequate to lift the launch vehicle into position because a 60:1 gearbox is coupled to
the DC motor which increases the maximum driving torque to 1,500 in-lbs. The gearbox acts as a
ratchet system because of its internal worm gear, which allows the rod and sprocket assembly to
rotate in only one direction. This locks the launch vehicle at 85 degrees and does not allow it to
fall back on itself. The final key component is a push button actuator which is shown in Figure
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5.1.4.1.2.1-4. The push button actuator is a micro-switch that will shut off the DC motor when the
switch is activated. When the launch rail reaches 85 degrees, the bottom of the rail will come in
contact with the switch which will be placed at the end of the launch rail.

Figure 5.1.4.1.2.1-4: Push Button Actuators

Performance Characteristics, Evaluation, and Verification Methods
One of the major design drivers of the LVPS was finding a suitable motor with enough
holding torque to enable the launch vehicle and rail assembly to 85 degrees. A light-weight
compact square-face DC gear motor was chosen to help satisfy the weight requirements of the
AGSE. With the 60:1 gearbox, the driving torque of the motor is enhanced to 1,500 in.-lbs. Another
design driver is the platform within which the motor, gearbox, and other components are housed.
This platform was placed directly under the pivot point because this decreases the length of the
double strand chain that will run between the two sprockets to an adequate length that will reduce
the chance of the chain slipping on the sprocket teeth. The switch was also chosen because of its
function which is to cut power to the DC motor so there are no damages to the motor once the
launch rail can no longer rotate.

Selection Rationale, Concept, and System Characteristics
Table 5.1.4.1.2.3-1: LVPS Evaluation and Verification
Component

DC Motor

Push Button
Actuator

Characteristic

Evaluation

Drives launch rail
and launch vehicle
rotation

From Spec Sheet:
Maximum rpm: 24
Max torque: 25 in-lb
12V DC

Deactivates DC
motor when
triggered

Verification Method
Simulate the required torque by
placing a weight equal to the
launch vehicle and rail at a
distance from the center of rotation
to create a moment and verify if
motor can rotate at a consistent
rpm.

Switch will cut off
Set up test that connects switch to
power to DC motor to
basic circuit and verify that switch
prevent damage to
can cut off circuit.
motor
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Supports DC motor,
gearbox and other
components of
LVPS

LVPS
Platform

Rod and
Sprocket
Assembly

Transfers driving
torque from DC
motor

Pillow Block
Bearings

Supports load of
launch vehicle and
rail while allowing
rods to rotate freely

Designed to be
suspended from top
rail of SSS.

Set up test and place simulated
weight of gearbox, motor and other
components and verify if platform
can handle the load.

Sprockets will be
welded onto rods.

After sprocket is welded onto rod,
apply more torque than the
assembly
will
see
during
operation, and verify the shear
stresses are within allowable
range.

From Spec Sheet:
Static load capacity:
1,764 lbs.

Set up static load test and apply
more force than the operational
load and verify if bearings are still
operational.

Payload Retrieval System
Key Components
The Payload Retrieval System consists of four integrated sub-systems: the Ascending
Platform Lift (APL), Computer Vision System (CVS), Payload Retrieval Arm (PRA), and Payload
Acquisition System (PAS). The PRS described below will be a combination of the aforementioned
systems working in sync to autonomously search, acquire, and transport the payload to the LV.

Payload Retrieval Arm
The Payload Retrieval Arm is a five degree-of-freedom, parallel-mechanism robotic arm
with a parallel motion end effector. The function of the Payload Retrieval System is to retrieve a
payload from a distance 12 inches away from the AGSE, and place it into the launch vehicle (Reqt.
3.18). The design of the PRA, shown in Figure 5.1.4.1.3.1-1, is expected to reach a minimum of
18 inches from its base. The body of the PRA will be constructed of 3D-printed PLA plastic.
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Figure 5.1.4.1.3.1-1: Payload Retrieval Arm

Five servo motors are used to drive the motion of the PRA. They will be connected to a
Micro Maestro 6-channel USB servo controller to ensure they receive the required voltage and
current. Three high-torque high-precision JR DS8717 servo motors will be positioned at the base
of the PRA: one to be used for the Z-axis rotation, and the other two to position the end effector
using levers and precise geometric structures. The end effector will use two TowerPro SG90 mini
servos for its motion. One will act at the wrist joint of the end effector, rotating the end effector to
best acquire and manipulate the payload. The other servo motor will be used to open and close the
end effector. These components can be seen below in Figure 5.1.4.1.3.1-2.
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Figure 5.1.4.1.3.1-2: a) JR DS8717 Servo, b) TowerPro SG90 9G Mini Servo, c) Micro Maestro
6-channel USB Servo Controller, d) Flexiforce Pressure Sensor
The servos will receive their position instructions from the GCS. The inverse kinematics
equations for each servo will be determined using the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters of the PRA.
These equations will calculate the position of each servo on the arm for any potential position of
the end effector, converting the Cartesian coordinates of the end effector to the angular positions
of the servo motors. A flexiforce pressure sensor positioned within the end effector will verify
whether the payload has been secured.

Ascending Platform Lift
The Ascending Platform Lift, as shown in Figure 5.1.4.1.3.1-3, is required to shuttle the
Payload Retrieval Arm to various vertical positions. The Ascending Platform Lift allows the PRA
to reach up to the required height of four feet, in order to deliver the payload to the
Payload/Observation Bay on the Launch Vehicle. It is comprised of two 50-inch 1515-UL
aluminum extrusions by 80/20 Inc., a ¾ in diameter ball screw, a flanged ball nut, a NEMA23
stepper motor, a ¼-inch aluminum sheet, two 6835 linear flanges from 80/20 Inc., and two limit
switches.

Figure 5.1.4.1.3.1-3: Ascending Platform Lift
Rather than work around the support structure of the AGSE, the APL was developed to
utilize the SSS as part of its structure. This design takes advantage of the angled support beam to
raise and lower the PRA via mechanical means. The ¼-inch thick aluminum plate will be attached
to the two linear flanges and will ride along the support beams of the SSS. The aluminum plate
will be bent into a shape that provides rigidity for the PRA to be stationed upon. A ball screw
between the two beams, driven by a stepper motor, provides the vertical motion for the aluminum
plate. Limit switches at the top and bottom of the APL will stop the vertical motion to prevent the
aluminum plate from colliding into the rest of the structure.

Computer Vision System
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The Computer Vision System consists of two cameras and a custom software to interpret
image data and act as a visual servoing system. One camera located on the end effector will allow
for high accuracy when capturing and containing the payload. A static camera placed on the AGSE
will allow for visual servoing of the arm, constantly correcting its position as it moves. The custom
vision software will be developed using the OpenCV image-processing library as a base. By
thresholding the images from the cameras, specific objects can be isolated, whether it is the white
payload or multicolored markers on the payload bay. Canny edge detection can determine the
outline of an object and find its orientation and centroid. This information can be used to correctly
orient the arm to best pick up and drop off the payload. The process is represented in Figure
5.1.4.1.3.1-4.

Figure 5.1.4.1.3.1-4: Computer Vision Process
a) Original Image, b) Grayscale Image, c) White Threshold Applied,
d) Canny Edge Detection, e) Centroid, Position, and Orientation Detection

Payload Acquisition System
The Payload Acquisition System will receive the payload from the end effector of the
Payload Retrieval Arm and maintain a firm grip during the LV’s launch. The purpose of the system
is to be able to insert the payload into the payload bay without the aid of gravity as well as prevent
payload movement during flight. Since the Payload Acquisition System will be located in the
Launch Vehicle, the size of the system will be limited to the space that is available in the LV. The
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Payload Acquisition System structure must be rigid enough to withstand the LV’s launch
vibrations without compromising its trajectory.
The Payload Acquisition System consists of two Omega-clip styled structures. The Omegastyled clips will be constructed out of sheet metal or 3D-printed PLA plastic, depending on testing
results, and will have a diameter slightly smaller than that of the payload ends. The Omega-styled
clips are designed to allow the end effector of the Payload Retrieval Arm to push the payload into
the clips with minimal force. The clips will be mounted to a solid base by screws. To prevent any
possible movement during launch. Any unused space inside the PAS will be filled with rigid foam
to dampen and absorb vibrations.

Figure 5.1.4.1.3.1-5: Payload Acquisition System within Launch Vehicle

Performance Characteristics, Evaluation, and Verification Methods
Table 5.1.4.1.3.2-1: Overall PRS Evaluation and Verification Table
Payload Retrieval System
System

Ascending
Platform Lift

Computer
Vision System

Performance
Characteristics

Description

Evaluation

Verification

Raise PRA to
Z-axis movement to appropriate height
shuttle
for

Visual
Inspection,

PRA to required
heights

payload capture and
delivery
Simulation

Sensor
feedback

Identify location of
payload

Sensor
feedback,

and the position of
payload hatch

Data fed to
GUI

Object recognition

Simulation
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Lift up payload and
deposit into
Payload
Retrieval Arm

Capture payload

PAS, and close
payload bay door

Contain payload

Receive and secure
payload from PRA

Payload
Acquisition
System

Visual
Inspection,
Simulation

Sensor
feedback

Design

Visual
Inspection

Table 5.1.4.1.3.2-2: APL Evaluation and Verification Table
Ascending Platform Lift
Component
Ball Screw
Assembly
Linear
Flanges and
Base Plate

SPST Limit
Switches

Performance
Characteristics
Z-axis traversal
with PRA

Description

Evaluation

Raise the
Testing /
platform and PRA Strength test

Withstand the
weight of the PRA

Stop platform
movement at
designated height

Support PRA and
payload during
shuttling

Testing /
Strength test

Verification

Visual Inspection

Visual Inspection

Testing of the
Determines when switch to find
the APL reaches
the correct
Breadboard a
its highest and
circuit with LEDs
amount of
that will illuminate
lowest position force required
and stops it from
to trip the
once the switch is
moving further
switch
on

Table 5.1.4.1.3.2-3: CVS Evaluation and Verification Table
Computer Vision System
Component

Object
Recognition
Software

Performance
Characteristics

Description

Evaluation

Verification

Locate Payload

Determines
position and
orientation of
payload on
ground

Threshold
white, detect
edge contours,

Video feedback to
GUI, with
information
overlaid
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determine
centroid and
orientation

Object
Recognition
Software

Determines
position and
orientation of
markers on
Locate Markers

Threshold
marker colors,
detect edge
contours,
determine
position of
markers

payload bay and
arm

Video feedback to
GUI, with
information
overlaid

Table 5.1.4.1.3.2-4: PAS Evaluation and Verification Table
Payload Acquisition System
Component

Performance
Characteristics

Omega
styled Clips

Contain Payload

Description

Evaluation

Verification

Full scale tests
Receive payload with multiple
from PRA and
diameters to
secure it through
ensure the
mechanical
payload is
means
secure properly Visual inspection

Table 5.1.4.1.3.2-5: PRA Evaluation and Verification Table
Payload Retrieval Arm
Component

Servos

Performance
Characteristics

Description

Evaluation

Verification

PRA can repeat a Calculate
motion multiple torque forces
Repeatable motion times with high on each servo, Visual inspection,
view motion of
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accuracy, and
hold its position

Gripper

Pressure
Sensor

Hold payload
securely

Securely hold
payload while
arm is in motion

use adequate
servos

markers on arm
through CVS

Calculating
torque of
payload on
arm,

Visual inspection,
sensor feedback,
view motion of

use adequate
servos

payload through
CVS

Multiple grip
Registering a 1 lb tests with
force will relay to varying
the embedded
locations

Small scale tests
with the pressure
sensor connected to
an ohmmeter

computer the arm
has captured the
payload within
the

which displays the
drop in resistance
as the payload is
secured,

Small load pressure
sensitivity
end effector

of the
embedded
pressure sensor
within

the end effector visual inspection.

Selection Rationale, Concept, and System Characteristics
Payload Retrieval Arm
The PRA is designed to be lightweight and compact, while still having a large workspace.
Its specific design allows for a majority of the weight to be centered on the base of the PRA. This
approach keeps the arm stable, and permits the use of lower torque motors. The end effector is
designed to easily grasp the payload. Its opening width is just wide enough to fit into the PAS and
deposit the payload without dropping it.
Ascending Platform Lift
This subsystem is designed to take advantage of the SSS. It will allow the PRA to travel
up to the LV, which sits four feet above the ground. The current APL design also allows for a
much smaller arm to be used for the PRS. The linear flanges are able to slide with low friction
along the extrusion used for the SSS. The shape of the aluminum base plate was conceived in order
to easily support the PRA and reduce flexing. When attached to a ball screw assembly and linear
flanges, the base plate is able to travel vertically.

Computer Vision System
The CVS is designed to provide the most information to the software as possible, while
having a minimal amount of cameras. The main camera is positioned on the AGSE to oversee the
payload position, the robotic arm, and the payload bay on the LV. A second camera was added to
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the PRA’s end effector to fine tune movement for payload acquisition. The software uses the
OpenCV library, due to being a well-documented, readily available software solution.
Payload Acquisition System
The PAS is designed to meet weight restrictions imposed by the LV as well as satisfying
the “no gravity assist” requirement. It was designed using an Omega clip to securely hold the
payload with minimal mechanics. The foam housing helps to reduce the launch vibrations and
keep the payload in place during flight.

Ignition Insertion System
Key Components
The IIS will consist of two major components, the blast plate housing and insertion
mechanism. The blast plate housing, shown in Figure 5.1.4.1.4.1-1, is a structure fabricated from
11 gauge sheet steel. The connection point between the launch rail and blast plate housing will be
angled 5 degrees off the vertical to ensure a launch position of 85 degrees from horizontal. The
square cut out on the housing will fit and be secured to the end of the launch rail. The insertion
mechanism, shown in Figure 5.1.4.1.4.1-2, will be a 3D printed filament extruder mounted inside
the blast plate with aluminum standoff so that the PLA structure is not in direct contact with the
surface. A steel tube positioned vertically through the blast plate will be interfaced with a curved
PTFE tube from the IIS. The motor exhaust will follow the steel tube and melt the PTFE tube.
With the curved PTFE pathway disconnected, steel tube will no longer be channeled directly to
the IIS.

Figure: 5.1.4.1.4.1-1 IIS Housing

Figure: 5.1.4.1.4.1-2 Extruder

Performance Characteristics, Evaluation, and Verification Methods
This system design was chosen due to the accuracy of insertion when the launch vehicle is
in the launch position. Once the vehicle has been raised to 85 degrees from the horizontal (Req.
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3.20) the IIS will be activated by a limit switch mounted to the base extrusion which is compressed
by the base of the blast plate. The insertion mechanism will force the motor igniter through the
Igniter Guidance Tube (IGT) and into the nozzle. The insertion mechanism will run until the motor
igniter is properly seated against the igniter pellet, coded by using the average time for full
insertion.

Selection Rationale, Concept, and System Characteristics
Table 5.1.4.1.4.3-1: Ignition Insertion System Evaluation and Verification Table
Ignition Insertion System
Component

Performance Characteristics

Blast Plate
Housing

Protect insertion mechanism
and divert exhaust flow out

Insertion
Mechanism
Igniter
Guidance
Tube (IGT)

Evaluation

Verification

Testing/ material
verification

Observation

Feed the motor igniter into
motor

Bench Testing

Observation

Guide motor igniter into motor
tube

Bench Testing

Observation

Ground Control Station
Key Components
The Ground Control Station will be the central hub of the AGSE and is essential for the
execution of autonomous functions, procedures, and required safety measures. The GCS will
receive all the data from the subsystems and process it for each procedure appropriately. The block
diagram for the GCS is shown in Figure 5.1.4.1.5-1.
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Figure 5.1.4.1.5-1: Ground Control Station Block Diagram
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

HD Camera Module
Pico-ITX embedded PC
Micro Maestro 6-channel USB Servo Controller
chipKIT Max32
L298 Motor Driver Module
EasyDriver - Stepper Motor Driver
Seco-Larm Enforcer Power Distribution Board, 9-Outputs (PD-9PSQ)
L298 Motor Driver Module
Fuse
Limit Switch
12V Lead Acid Motorcycle Battery

The GCS will include a main computer, a microcontroller, a power distribution board, and
a battery. A 12 volt motorcycle battery will be the main power source for the GCS. The power
distribution board is used to divide the power between all subsystems, providing the appropriate
voltage for each. The PIC microcontroller will be used to send the appropriate PWM signal to each
motor, as per the instructions of the main computer. The main computer, a Pico-ITX embedded
PC, will be the central processing hub of the AGSE. It will process the computer vision algorithms
for the CVS, the inverse kinematics equations for the PRA, and begin the processes for the LVPS
and IIS.

Performance Characteristics, Evaluation, and Verification Methods
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A Pico-ITX embedded computer is the best choice for the main processing hub, as it will
run a Windows Operating System and is in a small form factor. The embedded computer will have
maximum compatibility with all software used, as it will be developed on a windows machine and
will not require porting to a different OS. The PIC32MX microcontroller allows for at least eight
PWM outputs, which allows for all motors to be controlled through only one microcontroller. It
also has a UART module built in, which allows simple serial for communication with the
embedded computer. The power distribution board is required to convert the 12 volt charge from
the battery to the required voltages for each subsystem. A fuse between the battery and the power
distribution board helps to protect against current surges. A lead-acid motorcycle battery was
chosen for the GCS for its relatively low price and availability when compared to other types of
batteries as well as its smaller footprint versus a typical car battery.

Selection Rationale, Concept, and System Characteristics
Table 5.1.4.1.5.3 -1: GCS Evaluation and Verification Table

Ground Control Station

Components

Performance
Characteristics

Main Computer

Description

Evaluation

Verification

Process data

Receive data
from
the
cameras and
processes it

Able to run
software

Test by installing
software and check if
it runs properly

PIC
Microcontroller

Process motor
signal

Receive signal
and send out
command to
motor drivers

Test signal
from PIC
with
oscilloscope

Connect motor to
microcontroller and
multiple commands
will be sent to see if
motor is working as
intended

Power
Distribution
Board

Divides the
power

Circuit
Design

A power source will
be connected to the
board and a voltmeter
will be used to check
if all the output pins
have a voltage

Voltage
Regulator

Lowers voltage

Distribute
power
multiple
devices

Takes
voltage

to

a Able to lower
and input voltage

A circuit will be used
to check if the voltage
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converts it to
an appropriate
level

to a level that
will
not
damage the
system

regulator
decrease the
voltage

can
input

Science Value
The main purpose of the AGSE is to autonomously retrieve a simulated Martian surface sample,
insert it into the launch vehicle, and launch. This is accomplished by the individual components
of the AGSE for payload identification, retrieval, and insertion as well as launch vehicle erection
and ignition.

Objectives and Success Criteria
Table 5.1.5.1-1: Science Value Objectives and Success Criteria
PRS Objectives

Description

Success Criteria

Autonomously locating
payload

The HD USB camera will locate Autonomously
locating
the payload within the payload payload within 1 minute.
retrieval zone.

Autonomously securing
payload

The PRA will maneuver to the Payload is secured in the
payload and secure it with the PRA end effector and
PRA clamp.
moved into the position for
insertion
into
Payload/Observation Bay
within 3 minutes from start.

Autonomously inserting
payload into the launch
vehicle payload bay

Payload will be inserted into the Payload is inserted into the
Payload/Observation Bay with payload bay within 4
the PRA and will insert it into the minutes from start.
PAS without the assistance of
gravity.

Autonomously
closing The PRA will maneuver to and The Payload/Observation
Payload/Observation Bay close the Payload/Observation Bay door is closed by the
door
Bay door.
PRA sealing the payload
bay within 5 minutes from
start.

LVPS Objectives

Description

Success Criteria
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Launch
vehicle
will The LVPS motor will rotate the
autonomously be raised to launch vehicle to launch
launch position of 5 degrees position.
off the vertical
IIS Objectives

Description

Autonomously insert the The Arduino controlled igniter
motor igniter into launch extruder will maneuver the
vehicle
motor igniter into the launch
vehicle.
GCS Objectives

Description

Receives data transmission GCS
will
receive
data
from launch vehicle
transmission from high gain
antenna on the launch vehicle
utilizing a Yagi antenna.

The launch vehicle is
secured in final launch
position of 85 degrees
within 8 minutes from start.
Success Criteria
The final position of the
igniter is capable of igniting
the motor within 10 minutes
from start.
Success Criteria
Ground Control Station
receives data during launch
vehicle flight in specified
time intervals.

Start and pause AGSE The computer controlled GCS Ground Control Station
autonomous processes
will send signal to start starts and pauses the
autonomous processes as well autonomous processes.
as pause processes at any point.
Send signal
vehicle

to

launch The computer controlled GCS Ground Control Station
will send signal to launch the sends signal to launch the
vehicle.
vehicle.

Experimental Logic, Approach, and Method of Investigation
The experimental logic used to address the analysis of the AGSE systems is the same as
the approach used for the scientific payload of the launch vehicle. The AGSE is four separate
dynamic systems that must be integrated perfectly for the entire system as a whole to function
properly. In order to make predictions of each sub-system’s performance and the AGSE as a whole,
it is necessary to define performance characteristics and evaluation metrics from the top down.
This approach then needs to be verified from the bottom up to validate design choices that meet
the specified requirements. An example of this is seen in the design of the subsystems of the AGSE
and the requirement that all autonomous functions must be completed within a 10-minute window
(or smaller if the desired goal is a quicker time). Each subsystem of the AGSE must be designed
to work in a constrained time frame or in tandem with other systems in order for the overall time
restriction to be met. Once these functions have been tuned to meet individual time parameters,
they can be analyzed as a whole system working together to ensure they meet the top-level
requirement.

Workmanship
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The level of workmanship for AGSE was monitored throughout the entire manufacturing
process, even during the prototype phase. Manufacturing techniques such as soldering, cutting,
drilling, and sanding were researched thoroughly to ensure that everything is kept to a standard
that is suitable to withstand the blast from the launch. Although most of the components were
purchased from outside sources, they were carefully inspected to make sure that the workmanship
for all the connections and moving parts are up to standard.
The manufacturing process for the mechanical components of the Payload Retrieval
System is subject to precise tolerances, as the lengths for each section must be exact and the holes
must tightly hold bearings if required. Any difference in length of the parts would alter the
equations used to move the arm accurately. To do this, the materials will be measured and marked
at the needed length. Then, the materials will be cut slightly larger and sanded manually down to
size. Holes will be first drilled out slightly undersized and then reamed using the correct-sized bit.
Any PLA printed parts will be sanded down to achieve a smooth finish and coated with epoxy, if
additional structural stability is required.
All electronic equipment will use the correct connectors to ensure all parts are in
communication without any interference. Any circuit boards that need to be created will be done
using an external company, to ensure it both looks and functions professionally. Any electrical
contacts will be soldered by first adding flux to the contact and using 63/37 lead based solder for
the best possible connection.
For the programming code, annotations and standardized formatting will be used for ease
of use by multiple users; all functions and variables will be clearly named, relevant sections will
be commented, and the code will follow a consistent structure. A subversion client, such as
TortoiseSVN, will be used for Version Control in order to keep track of all changes to the code
and easily revert to an earlier version should something go wrong.
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Verification Plan and Status
The following tables provide the status for the following systems: Ground Control Station, Payload Retrieval System as a whole, and each subsystem
within the PRS.
Table 5.1.7-1: Status of the Ground Control Station.
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Table 5.1.7-2: Status of the Payload Retrieval System.

Table 5.1.7-3: Status of the Subsystems for the Payload Retrieval System.
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Planned Additional Testing
PRS
Hardware Testing
The PRA has undergone multiple prototypes and is near completion with final structural
testing of a full scale prototype comprised entirely of 3D-printed PLA plastic. End effector testing
is contingent on PRA structural testing as there are limitations on the availability of 3D printers.
End effector testing will follow the PRA full scale mechanical structural testing procedures as seen
in Test Report # 10 of Appendix A with multiple prototypes checking for design vulnerabilities.
The PRA will have a load test once the full scale model is assembled. Objects with various weight
will be placed on the end effector of the PRA to find out the maximum weight that the end effector
can handle. The end effector will have a grip test once it is completed. The grip test will have the
end effector grip on to the payload and move around for a certain amount of time to simulate the
movement of the PRA during the retrieval process.
APL testing will consist of load tests for the platform to make sure it can withstand the
mass of the PRA. Ball screw and motor assembly testing is contingent on completion of the SSS.
The APL will have limit switches to stop the APL from colliding with the AGSE SSS. A circuit
with the switches and LEDs will be constructed and when the actuator is triggered, the LEDs will
turn on.
The PAS is currently being manufactured and undergoing multiple tests to determine if the
3D-printed PLA plastic can flex enough for the payload to be inserted without the component
failing or not having sufficient grip on the payload. Should the component fail, there are backup
designs to be tested such as a ribbed version of the design to allow for more flex. If it is found the
PLA plastic does exhibit a favorable flex, the next test will determine the amount of force needed
to meet the favorable flex of the PLA plastic optimal for payload insertion and containment.
GCS testing as a whole is contingent on purchasing/arrival of all selected components.
Components that have already been acquired are being individually tested. The servo motors JR
DS8717 have been tested for functionality as seen in Test Report #12 of Appendix A and are
currently being tested in conjunction with the PRA structure for sufficient torque. Testing on the
power distribution board, Seco-Larm Enforcer Power Distribution Board, 9-Outputs (PD-9PSQ),
for proper voltages from the 12-volt motorcycle battery will be carried out by checking each
terminal output with a voltmeter. The Pico-ITX embedded PC will be tested for functionality by
compiling sample code, uploading it to the PIC32MX795F512L and visually checking for proper
servo movement and PRA articulation. Since a stepper motor is needed and it will be used
simultaneously with servo motors, a motor driver will be used to ensure that the motors are getting
the correct current and voltage. The motor driver will be connected to a stepper motor and using
a multimeter to ensure that the correct current and voltage is sent to the stepper motor. Since a
12V battery will be the power source, a test will be conducted to verify that the battery will have
enough power to sent to all the systems.

Software Testing
The PRA’s inverse kinematics will be tested once the final structure is complete. To test it,
a C-based program will be written and the tester will input a coordinate. The program will use the
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coordinate to calculate the inverse kinematics and send them to the PIC which then sends them
to the servos of the PRA, causing it to move to a different position.
The CVS will be tested by having the program attempt to track the payload in multiple
different positions, orientations, and locations. In order to be a reliable part of the AGSE, the
program must be able to accurately track the payload no matter the terrain (grass, dirt), lighting
(shadows), orientation (angled, body markings) it is in. A video stream of the payload will be fed
into the program to track how well it is able to isolate the position of the payload and orientation.
The CVS will be tested in a similar fashion to test its ability to track markers.

Integration Testing
Once all sub systems are in working order, final integration testing will start in order of
autonomous functions beginning with the GCS and safety requirements, and moving on to the
PRS, LVPS, and finally the IIS as seen below in Figure 5.1.8-1.

Figure 5.1.8-1: Integration Testing In Order of Autonomous Sequence

Hardware Manufacturing/Assembly
Table 5.1.8-1 summarizes the current state of the AGSE. The following outlines the
remaining manufacturing and assembly.

Table 5.1.8-1: AGSE Manufacturing/Assembly Status
Component

Status

SSS

Pre-manufacturing

LVPS

Pre-manufacturing

PRS

Manufacturing/Assembly Started

IIS

Pre-manufacturing

GCS

Pre-assembly
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The Final PRA structure, a constituent of the PRS, is currently at 70% completion. The
components that remain to manufacture and assemble are two 12.6 inches joint supports, one
horizontal main arm and three end effector supports. See Appendix B(CAD Drawing) for the CAD
drawings of the same title.
The GCS is in the pre-assembly stage. All of the components have arrived already and
most of them are undergoing a series of testing to see if the functionality of the components are
working correctly.
The APL is in pre-manufacturing. Components have been selected and are ready for
ordering. Manufacturing/Assembly is planned beginning in February and ready for Integration
testing by late February.
The PAS is currently being manufactured via 3D-printed PLA plastic and is undergoing
stress tests to determine design vulnerabilities and appropriate design functions.
The GCS is currently in pre-assembly and final configuration is contingent on acquiring
all necessary components.

Integrity of Design

Proper Use of Materials and Structural Elements
The AGSE’s SSS is made entirely out of 80/20 1515 aluminum extrusion. The aluminum
extrusion is the ideal material for the SSS because of its relative light-weight and strong support
qualities. The individual sections of the SSS are fastened together using either 80/20 anchor
fasteners or the angled connection mounting hardware. Using this fastening hardware allows the
SSS to be easily assembled and disassembled. This allows the SSS to be shipped to the launch
site when needed. Taking advantage of the T-slots of the aluminum extrusion allows the AGSE’s
other sub-systems to be integrated onto the SSS with ease.
Two 80/20 linear flanges connected to the T-slot of the SSS’s two main angled supports
allows the APL to be integrated. The lifting plate of the APL will be made of an aluminum plate.
This will allow the lifting plate to be bent to its proper specifications so that it can be attached to
the 80/20 linear flanges and allow the PRS to be attach atop it. The PRS arm is made entirely out
of PLA plastic. This material was chosen because it allows the individually customized parts of
the arm to be quickly and easily manufactured using a 3D printer. The PLA plastic’s light weight
also allows a series of small servo motors to be integrated on the arm to move the individual parts
thus allowing it to have multiple degrees of freedom.
The blast plate of the IIS is made of 11 gauge steel. This allows the IIS electronics to be
housed within and be protected from the high temperature exhaust from the rocket motor. The Ushape plate of the LVPS’s pivot joint and the LVPS’s mounting plate will both be made of steel
plates. The steel material allows the launch rail to be securely attached to the U-shaped plate using
80/20 T-nut bolts. It also gives the mounting plate the strength to support the DC motor-gear box
combination that is used to provide the rotational power of the LVPS. The bar that LVPS rotates
about is made of 0.5 inches of steel. It gives the bar the strength to support both the launch vehicle
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and rail configuration. The double strand steel sprockets of the pivot joint bar are also made of
steel. This allows them to withstand the driving torque from the drive chain during launch vehicle
rotation.

Proper Assembly Procedures
During the assembly of the AGSE, the SSS must be assembled first because all other AGSE
subsystems are integrated onto this structure. Detailed assembly procedures for the SSS have not
yet been formulated but the basic underlying methods needed are understood. The SSS consists of
many individual 80/20 1515 aluminum extrusion pieces. Each piece will be labeled and numbered
coded to match created CAD instructions. Each piece is given a label of bottom support, center
vertical and angled supports, side angled supports, or top horizontal support. The orientation of
each extrusion will also be labeled, noting which surface of the extrusion is the top, bottom, left
or right surface. This will be used to categorize each support into which portion of the SSS they
belong to. When assembling the SSS, the bottom portion of the SSS will be constructed first. Once
complete, the central vertical and angled supports will then be installed, after which the top
horizontal support will also be installed. Finally, the side angled supports will be added and then
all the supports will go through a final tightening, ensuring that they are all fully secured.
The procedure for the assembly of the AGSE will be as follows:
SSS Assembly
1. Organize all 80/20 aluminum extrusion supports into their sections (bottom supports,
center vertical and angled supports, side angled supports, top horizontal support)
2. Begin to assemble the bottom portion of the SSS, making sure all the extrusion are properly
aligned. To connect two extrusion members, first the anchor fastener is inserted into the
counter bore hole of one member, then the T-nut of the anchor fastener is slid into the Tslot of the other member. This is all then tightened using a T-Handle Hex Wrench. This
process is depicted in the Figure 5.1.10.2-1 below.

Figure 5.1.9.2-1 Aluminum Extrusion Assembly Procedure
3. Once the bottom portion is complete, the center vertical and angle supports are installed
onto the completed bottom portion of the SSS. The vertical supports are installed the same
way described in Figure 5.1.10.2. The angled supports are installed by first inserting the
angled mounting hardware into the angled counter bore holes in one extrusion member.
Then, the T-nut of the mounting hardware is slid into the T-slot of the other aluminum
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extrusion. This process can be seen in Figure 5.1.10.2-2. It is then all tightened together
using a T-Handle Hex Wrench.
SHCS
Washer
counter bore
T-Nut
80/20

Figure 5.1.9.2-2 Angled Mounting
4. After the center vertical and angled supports are installed, the top horizontal supports are
installed.
5. Then the side angled supports are installed.
6. The small launch rail support extrusion is then installed atop the SSS.
7. Once all the supports are installed, all the fasteners will be inspected and tightened using
the T-Handle Hex Wrench.
LVPS Integration
8. One pillow block mounted bearing is installed on the top back of the SSS at the SSS
bridge using two 80/20 T-nut bolts
9. The steel rod of the of the LVPS’s Pivot Joint, with the steel sprocket and U-shaped plate
welded on it, is slid into one side of the mounted bearing between the SSS bridge.
10. A second pillow block mounted bearing is then slid onto the other side of the Pivot Joint
steel rod and is then mounted to the other side of the SSS bridge using 80/20 T-nut bolts.
11. The launch rail is then installed onto the U-shaped plate using two 80/20 T-nut bolts.
12. The inside surface of the top plate of the fully assembled LVPS mounting plate is then
mounted on top of the SSS in front of the Pivot Joint using four BHSCS 5/16-18 threaded
bolt and T-nuts.
13. The LVPS driving chain is then inserted around the steel sprockets on the Pivot Joint and
Mounting Plate.
IIS Integration
17. The IIS Blast Plate with its integrated electronics is then mounted at the end of the launch
rail using two BHSCS 5/16-18 threaded bolt and T-nuts.
PRS Integration
18. The NEMA23 stepper motor and 45 inch long ¾ inch diameter ball screw must then be
installed between the two angled supports on the side of the SSS.
19. One 80/20 6835 linear flange will then be install on each of the two angled supports on
the side of the SSS.
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20. The Ascending Platform Lift is then attached to the two 6835 linear flanges using eight
3/8-inch machine screws.
21. The fully assembled PRA is then placed atop the lifting plate and secured using four ¼ inch screws and nuts.
22. All necessary limit switches, wiring, and connections to the power supply and GCS are
then made and the AGSE is ready to perform its functions.

Proper Assembly and Manufacturing Procedures for the PRS
Payload Retrieval Arm
Prototype #1
The PRA prototype #1 has a reduced component design made of balsa wood for rapid
prototyping enabling a “jumpoff” point for verification of design parameters. For testing and
results, see Test Report #9 Appendix A. Figures 5.1.9.3-1 - 5.1.9.3-2 illustrate the manufacturing,
components, assembly and structure of prototype #1.

Figure 5.1.9.3-1 : PRA Prototype #1 - Manufacturing and Components
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Figure 5.1.9.3-2: PRA Prototype #1 - Assembly and Structure
Prototype #2
Prototype #2 expands on Prototype #1 by implementing 3D printed components comprised
of PLA plastic for crucial components, and leaving non-crucial components as wood. This hybrid
approach allowed for rapid testing of 3D printed parts. For testing and results see Test Report #10
of Appendix A. Figures 5.1.10.3-3 - 5.1.10.3-6 illustrate the manufacturing, components, assembly
and structure of prototype #2.

Figure 5.1.9.3-3 : PRA Prototype #2 - Manufacturing by 3D printing components from PLA
plastic
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Figure 5.1.9.3-4 : PRA Prototype #2 - Components

Figure 5.1.9.3-5: PRA Prototype #2 - Assembly
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Figure 5.1.9.3-6: PRA Prototype #2 - Structure Without End Effector
Final Structure
The final PRA structure (without end effector) is currently undergoing manufacturing and
assembly. The following figures illustrate the development of the PRA’s final structure.
Manufacturing of the PRA can be seen in Figures 5.1.10.3-7 - 5.1.10.3-12. Currently in testing is
a consolidated base design of the PRA with higher torque servos as seen in Figure 5.1.10.3-7. The
consolidated base design was printed making it a single component versus PRA prototype #2’s
multi-disc design.
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Figure 5.1.9.3-7: PRA Final Structure - CAD Model and Manufacturing of Consolidated Base
The final structure for the PRA ran into unforeseen manufacturing failures. Figure 5.1.10.38 illustrates the failure. The image on the left was printed without a support structure, and after a
certain height, the print began to wobble as the extruder began adding more layers. Eventually, the
component became unstable and fell over causing the extrusion of the filament to print ”in the air”,
resulting in “spaghetti”.

Figure 5.1.9.3-8: PRA Final Structure - Manufacturing failure
In order to mitigate this manufacturing failure, the CAD drawings were redesigned with 3D
printing in mind. Support structures were added to avoid further printing failures
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Figure 5.1.9.3-9 : PRA Final Structure - Corrected Manufacturing failures
For long, narrow components, extra caution was taken by not only providing support structures,
but also by providing support structures for the support structures as seen in Figure 5.1.9.3-10

Figure 5.1.9.3-10: Manufacturing of PRA’s final structure with appropriate support
taken into account from CAD drawing to 3D print
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Figure 5.1.9.3-11: PRA Final Structure -Trimmed Components with bearings embedded

Figure 5.1.9.3-12: PRA Final Structure - Base Assembly with bearings embedded and servo
motors attached
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Mass Statement
The overall weight of the Autonomous Ground System Equipment was estimated by
weighing the components, majority of which were allocated from the previous year, with a digital
scale in addition to acquiring masses of the fastening components from the 80/20 Inc. Industrial
Erector Set catalog. In the case of some components, such as the 3D printed PRA, SolidWorks
models were generated, which were then set to the specified material, and in turn supplied the
mass. The total mass of the AGSE, summed up in Table 5.2.4-1, is 125.72 lbs. which satisfies the
requirement to have our AGSE weight not exceed 150 lbf. The total mass has decreased by 15 lbs.
since PDR, due to the change of material from aluminum to PLA plastic for the PRA. The initial
mass estimate made was also a large over estimate of the actual needed material. The mass is not
expected to change much from CDR to FRR since the design is mostly finalized and many of the
components have been created.
Table 5.1.9.4-1: Overall mass of the AGSE
Subsystem

Weight (lbs.)

Static Support Structure

54.91

Launch Vehicle Positioning System

25.624

Payload Retrieval System

18.35

Ignition Insertion System

6.036

Ground Control System

20.8

Total AGSE System Mass (lbs.):

125.72

The modularized AGSE subsystems are further broken down into their individual
components, shown in Table 5.1.9.4-2 through Table 5.1.9.4-6, with their corresponding masses.
Table 5.1.9.4-2: SSS Component Masses
Static Support Structure
Part Name

Description

Qty. Mass(lbs.)

80/20 Aluminum Extrusion Framework of the AGSE (53.65')

1

52.91

Anchor Fasteners

Hardware to fasten the aluminum extrusions

15

1.5

SHCS 5/16-18 threaded
bolts

Hardware to fasten diagonally-oriented
extrusions
Hardware to fasten diagonally-oriented
extrusions
Hardware to fasten diagonally-oriented
extrusions

10

0.24

10

0.05

10

0.21

Washers
Economy T-nuts

Total SSS Mass (lbs.):

54.9

Table 5.1.9.4-3: LVPS Component Masses
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Launch Vehicle Positioning System
Part
Description
Qty. Mass(lbs.)
80/20 Aluminum Extrusion Launch Rail (101")
1
8.265
PEU316 1 Pillow Block
Supports and allows the launch rail to rotate
2
2.1
Ball Bearing
60:1 Gearbox
Rotates the Launch Vehicle and Launch Rail
1
10.56
Steel rod, 5"
Pivot point and motor drive shaft
2
2.15
Double Strand Sprocket
Rotates the Launch Vehicle and Launch Rail
1
0.12
Double Strand Bike Chain,
Rotates the Launch Vehicle and Launch Rail
1
0.045
6"
DC Gear motor, 12V DC
Drives the shaft to rotate the LVPS
1
0.45
Aluminum structure to support gearbox and gear
Gearbox Support
1
1.774
motor
5/16-18 BHSCS threaded
Attach support to SSS bridge
4
0.076
bolts
5/16-18 Economy T-Nuts Attach support to SSS bridge
4
0.084
Total LVPS Mass (lbs.):
25.6
Table 5.1.9.4-4: PRS component masses

Part

NEMA 23 Stepper motor
Sheet Metal Platform:
Threaded Rod
Ball screw
Threaded Rod Holder

Payload Retrieval System
Description
Angled Platform Lift (APL)
Stepper Motor for Ball Screw Unipolar/Bipolar,
200 Steps/Rev, 57×56mm
0.125in. thick aluminum sheet metal
0.75in. thick rod to guide APL
Allows for platform ascension
Support to stabilize ball screw assembly
Computer Vision System

Camera
To identify payload
Camera Support Structure Support for the system
Arduino
Process camera data
Payload Retrieval Arm
JR8717 Servo Motor
Robotic Arm

Qty. Mass(lbs.)

1

1.6

1
1
1
2

1.6
6.0
0.5
1

2
1
1

0.6
1.4
0.056

High torque, high precision servo for arm base
3
A five degree of freedom, parallel-mechanism
1
robot arm
Total PRS Mass (lbs.):

0.589
5
18.35

Table 5.1.9.4-5: IIS component masses
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Ignition Insertion System
Part
Compact Bowden Extruder

Description

Qty.
1

Mass(lbs.)
0.5

PLA plastic

Steel tubing

E-match holder

1

0.5

5/16-18 BHSCS threaded bolts To secure structure to launch rail

1

0.015

5/16 Economy T-nut

To secure structure to launch rail

1

0.021

11 gage steel

Housing for IIS electronics

1

5

Total IIS Mass (lbs.):

6.03

Table 5.1.9.4-6: GCS component masses
Ground Control System
Part

Description

Qty.

Mass(lbs.)

Gigabyte Brix Barebones Compact PC

1

3.5

SSD

Solid State storage drive

1

0.25

8 GB SODIMM DDR3
8 AWG copper wire

Wiring for electronics
Wiring for electronics

1

0.05

160 in.

1

12 AWG copper wire

Wiring for electronics

1000 in.

2

50 ft. Ethernet cable

Connection between Gigabyte and computer

1

2

Car Battery

Power source

1

12

Total GCS Mass (lbs.):

20.8
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Confidence and Maturity of Design

The maturity of design for the launch vehicle, AGSE, and GCS was established based on
the number of changes made since the proposal, the magnitude of the changes, and the overall
affect each change had on the mission. Due to the time constraints placed on the project, it is
necessary to establish an engineering environment that includes both concurrent as well as
sequential design development techniques. This results in changes being propagated across system
designs before a higher maturity level of any specific design can be established. Many times, an
individual design will need to be reworked once it has been integrated into another system, thus
the design flow becomes circular. The overall system design does not follow a linear design
process and the maturity of design reflects this conclusion.
In order to keep track of system design maturity, all changes have been tracked since the
proposal due date on September 11th, 2015. The data has been used to create a plot of the changes
that took place over this period of time (Figure 6.1-1). The goal is to track the amount of changes
taking place to determine the maturity of the project during the design process. The data shown
currently is time since PDR. The method used to produce the value of the changes is as the follows:

Percentage of the changes is assigned a value as seen in Table 6.1-1:
Table 6.1-1: Value of Changes
Percentage of
Value
change
0 - 10%
1
30%
2
50%
3
70%
4
100%
5
The period of time is divided into weekly groups and assigned a number (Table 6.1-2):
Table 6.1-2: Weeks to Maturity
Weekly Period
Week Number
11/6/15 - 11/13/15
1
11/13/15 - 11/20/15
2
11/20/15 - 11/27/15
3
11/27/15 - 12/4/15
4
To obtain a
over a period of time,
12/4/15 - 12/11/15
5
is multiplied by the
12/18/15 - 12/25/15
6
that period for each
1/1/16 – 1/8/16
7
gives the changed
change values of the subsystems is plotted in terms of the weeks.

total change value
the value of the change
number of changes in
subsystem
which
value. The sum of the

Seen in Figure 6.1-1 below are the changes made to the design of major systems from the
Request of Proposal milestone on September 11th, 2015 to the PDR milestone on October 31st,
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2015 with the designated week. In Table 6.1-3, the changes made to the design since November
20th, 2015 to January 8th, 2016 are shown and further reflected in Figure 6.1-1.

Table 6.1-3: System Design Changes for AGSE, Launch Vehicle, and GCS
Launch Vehicle
Change Name

Number
of
changes

Size

Time frame
(from
11/6/2015)

Changes
Value

Payload/
Observation
Bay

1

2

11/20/2015

2

Total LV
Dimensions

1

2

11/20/2015

2

Total LV Mass

1

2

11/20/2015

2

Total

6

Payload
Acquisition
System

1

2

12/4/2015

2

Fins

0

0

12/4/2015

0

Motor mount

0

0

12/4/2015

0

Total

8

Week

2

2

4

Nose Cone

1

4

12/25/2015

4

Total LV Mass

1

1

12/25/2015

1

Total

13

1/8/2016

2

Total

15

Parachute
Location

1

2

4

6

6
7
7
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AGSE
Change
Name

Number of
changes

Size

Time frame (from
9/11/2015)

Changes
value

Week

PRS

0

0

11/6/2015

0

1

Total

0

1

PRA

2

1

12/4/2015

2

SSS

0

0

12/4/2015

0

PRS

0

0

12/4/2015

0

Total

2

12/25/2015

0

SSS

0

0

4

4
6

LVPS

LVPS

0

0

0

0

12/25/2015

0

Total

2

6

1/8/2016

0

7

Total

2

7

GCS
Change
Name

Number of
Changes

Size

Time frame (from
9/11/2015)

Changes

Week

N/A

0

0

N/A

0

7

Total

0

7
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System Design Changes for AGSE, Launch
Vehicle, and GCS

75
70
65
60

Design Changes

55
50
45

Launch Vehicle
Changes
AGSE Changes

40
35
30
25

GCS Changes

20
15
10
5
0
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3

4

Week Number

5
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7
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Figure 6.1-1: System Design Changes for AGSE, Launch Vehicle, and GCS
(9/11/2015-10/31/15)

System Design Changes for AGSE, Launch
Vehicle, and GCS
16

Design Changes

14
12

10

Launch Vehicle Changes

8
AGSE Design Changes

6
4

Ground Control Station
Design Changes

2
0
0

2

4
6
Week Number

8

10

Figure 6.1-1: System Design Changes for AGSE, Launch Vehicle, and GCS
It can be seen that the changes increased drastically in the first few weeks after proposal
submission, 9/11/2015-10/31/15 (it(11/6/2015-1/8/16)
is important to note that this graph does not demonstrate a
linear progression of design changes). Rather, the graph shows that the changes to design of the
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launch vehicle and AGSE increased drastically after proposal and reached a point where the
changes tapered off closer to PDR. The sharp increase in design of the AGSE, at week 4, was due
to several additions to the robotics personnel and the launch vehicle inputs from the team advisor.
Based on the data, the Nose Cone design is 25% mature while the rest of the launch vehicle is
closer to 40%. The AGSE as a complete system is at a maturity of 50%. The individual subsystems
are at varying maturity levels with the SSS being the highest at 60% and the PRS the lowest at
30%. The GCS at this point has experienced no changes since the proposal.
The time period since PDR (11/6/2015-1/8/16) shows that the number of changes greatly
decreases for both the launch vehicle and AGSE. Even though there are still changes being made,
the design is becoming more mature. The GCS has still seen no changes, which drastically changes
its overall design. Based on this data the launch vehicle design has reached 75% maturity, whereas
the AGSE has reached a maturity level of 90%.
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Project Plan
Budget Plan

Launch
Vehicle
Structure

Bulkhead Screws

Zinc-Plated Alloy Steel Flat-Head Cap
Screw, #10-32 Thread, 3/4" Length (25 pack)

Airfoiled Rail
Buttons

15 series

Motor Casing

CTI Pro54-6G Casing

Rear Closure

CTI Pro54 Rear Closure

Motor

CTI Pro54 2372K1440-17A

Camera Fairings/
"Windows"

Castin' Craft® Clear Polyester Casting Resin

Mirrors

1/2 inch Square Mirrors

Aero-Mat

2-mm Aero-Mat "Soric XF"

#10-32 Nuts
Rubber
General
Supplies

Wood Screws

Hex machine screw nuts, Zinc plated steel,
#10-32
Rubber, Neoprene, 1/8 In Thick, 12 x 12 In
#5 x 1/2" Flat Head Phillips Drive Sharp
Point Zinc Finish Furniture Screw

Eye Screws

Stanley-National Hardware Eye Bolt

Epoxy
Hardener
Aluminum

105 Resin (126.6 fl oz)
207 Hardener (27.5 fl oz)
Bulkhead Connection Points

McMaster-Carr

2

$7.78

$15.54

2

$10.50

$21.00

1

$89.10

$89.10

1

$35.96

$35.96

1

$142.16

$142.16

1

$21.30

$21.30

1

$0.67

$0.67

1

$17.80

$17.80

Bolt Depot

1

$1.69

$1.69

Value Brand

1

$3.79

$3.79

Fastenal

40

$0.03

$1.39

3

$0.88

$2.64

2
2
5

$99.99
$47.99
$5.00

$199.98
$95.98
$25.00

Giant Leap
Rocketry
CTI via
Wildman
Rocketry
CTI via
Wildman
Rocketry
CTI via
Wildman
Rocketry
DickBlick
Consumer
Crafts
ACP
Composites

StanleyNational
West Marine
West Marine
Metals Depot
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Total Cost

$1,434.81

AGSE Budget

Assembly
Static
Support
Structure
(SSS)

Payload
Retrieval
System
(PRS)

Qty.
6
15
10
10
10
1
1
1
1
1
5

Per
Unit
Cost
$56.55
$3.15
$0.26
$0.10
$0.32
$9.95
$9.95
$6.95
$7.95
$19.95
$19.95

Price
$339.30
$47.25
$2.60
$1.00
$3.20
$9.95
$9.95
$6.95
$7.95
$19.95
$99.75

Amazon

2

$43.00

$86.00

BeesClover

1

$24.74

DS8717 Ultra-Speed Cyclic Servo Set 3 for PRA

Horizon hobby

1

Stepper Motor Driver for APL
NEMA 23 Stepper Motor for APL
1/8” aluminum sheet metal for (1'x2') + S&H for APL
¾” Threaded Rod (6') for APL
Ballnut for APL

Sparkfun
Amazon
Metals Depot
McMasterCarr
McMasterCarr

1
1
1
1
1

$24.74
$349.9
9
$14.95
$28.50
$52.57
$40.10
$20.74

Component
80/20 1515-UL Aluminum Extrusion (145")
80/20 Anchor Fasteners (3360)
SCHS 5/16-18 x 3/4 (3951)
Washer (3659)
Economy T-Nuts (3778)
Arduino Pro Mini 328 - 3.3V/8MHz
Polymer Lithium Ion Battery - 850mAh
Polymer Lithium Ion Battery - 110mAh
SparkFun LiPo Charger Basic - Mini-USB
Micro Maestro 6-channel USB Servo Controller
Flexiforce Pressure Sensor for - 1lb for PRA
2.1mm Wide Angle MJPEG 5megapixel HD Camera USB for
CVS
BeesClover 4pcs 9g Servo GS09MA Metal Gear Micro MG90S

Company/
Supplier/Proprietor
80/20 Inc.
80/20 Inc.
80/20 Inc.
80/20 Inc.
80/20 Inc.
Adafruit
SparkFun
SparkFun
SparkFun
SparkFun
SparkFun

$349.99
$14.95
$28.50
$52.57
$40.10
$20.74
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Launch
Vehicle
Positionin
g System
(LVPS)

Igniter
Insertion
System
(IIS)

Ground
Control
System
(GCS)

80/20 Linear Flange for APL
Rod bearing mount for APL
Snap Switch, 20A, SPDT, Hinge Lever
Anchor Fastener Assembly + S&H for APL
6-Hole Joining Plate

80/20 Inc.
McMasterCarr
Omron
Amazon
Amazon

2
2
2
2
2

60:1 Gearbox

Boston Gear

1

Geared DC Motor
80/20 1515-UL Aluminum Extrusion 145" (launch rail 101")
Semi Circular Steel Plates
Double Strand Sprocket
Steel Bolts
Steel Rod
Double Strand Bike Chain
Steel pivoted joint sleeves
Cast Iron Pillow Block Mounted Bearing
Stepper motor - NEMA-17 size - 200 steps/rev, 12V 350mA
MK8 Filament Drive Gear
Radial Ball Bearing (4pc)
M5 Washer
Socket-Cap Head Screw 4mmx15mm (2pc)
Hex Nut 4mm (2 pc)

McMaster
80/20 Inc.
Metal Depot
McMaster
Home Depot
Metal Depot
McMaster
Metal Depot
Amazon
Adafruit
Robotdigg
Adafruit
Lowe's
Home Depot
Home Depot

1
1
1
2
4
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2

1/8 Steel Sheet Gauge (4'x4')

Metals Depot

1

Green LED Light
Orange LED Light
Master Switch Button

$71.47
$35.52
$6.55
$10.93
$14.19
$381.5
0
$53.16
$56.55
$13.35
$34.62
$3.36
$13.35
$15.99
$26.72
$9.95
$4.95
$2.70
$6.95
$0.35
$0.87
$0.50
$139.2
0

$142.94
$71.04
$13.10
$21.86
$28.38
$381.50
$53.16
$56.55
$13.35
$69.24
$13.44
$13.35
$15.99
$26.72
$19.90
$14.00
$2.70
$6.95
$0.35
$1.74
$1.00
$139.20

RadioShack/Model #
1
$2.49
$2.49
272-085
RadioShack/Model #
1
$2.49
$2.49
276-272B
Amazon/URBEST/B0
1
$2.89
$2.89
0N2OEG7E
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Ground
Control
System
(GCS)

Gigabyte Intel Celeron N2807 Mini PC Barebones GB-BXBT2807
Crucial 8GB Single DDR3
UPG UBCD5745 Sealed Lead Acid Car Battery
C&E 50' Network Ethernet Cable, Blue
PIC24EP32GP202

Seco-Larm Enforcer Power Distribution Board,
9-Outputs (PD-9PSQ)

Gigabyte

1

Crucial
UPG
C&E
MicroChip

1
1
1
1

$114.9
9
$39.00
$37.49
$5.25
$1.86

Seco-Larm

1

$21.95

Total Cost

$114.99
$39.00
$37.49
$5.25
$1.86
$21.95
$1,932.60

Subscale Launch Vehicle Budget
Component

Component Description

Prepreg Carbon Fiber
Prepreg Uniweave
Carbon Fiber
Centering Rings and
Bulkheads

CYCOM®5320 Epoxy Resin Prepreg System

Company/
Supplier/
Proprietor
Cytec

CYCOM® 977-3 Epoxy Resin System

Qty.

Per Unit
Cost

Price

1

$50.00

$375.00

Cytec

1

$40.00

$300.00

1/4 in x 4 ft x 8 ft Birch Plywood

Lowe's

1

$28.47

$28.47

Steel Eyebolts

1/4"-20 thread size, 1" thread length, 3/4" eye dia.

McMasterCarr

2

$3.01

$6.02

Payload Bay Hatch
Hinges

1-in Zinc-Plated

Gate House

1

$1.97

$1.97

Rail Button

Airfoiled Rail Button, 15 series, pair

1

$10.50

$10.50

Shear Pins

Nylon Shear Pins (20 pack)

3

$2.95

$8.85

Black Powder

1 lb. Black Powder

1

$23.00

$23.00

Hardware Screw

4-40 Flat-Head Socket Cap Screw (50 pack)

1

$9.72

$9.72

Giant Leap
Rocketry
Apogee
Components
Walker '47
McMasterCarr
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Black Powder
Canisters
Wadding

Emptied Shotgun Shells (25 pack)

Walmart

1

$5.00

$5.00

"Dog Barf" Recovery Wadding

2

$7.00

$14.00

1

$161.50

$161.50

1

$91.99

$91.99

1

$21.30

$21.30

1

$0.67

$0.67

1

$17.80

$17.80

10

$1.78

$17.80

1
1

$1.69
$3.79

$1.69
$3.79

Fastenal

40

$0.03

$1.39

StanleyNational

4

$0.88

$3.52

Motor Casing

Rouse-Tech RMS 54/1706 Motor+ Hardware

Motor
Camera
Fairings/"Windows"

Aerotech K805

Rockets R' Us
Rouse-Tech
via Sirius
Rocketry
Aerotech

Castin' Craft® Clear Polyester Casting Resin

DickBlick

Mirrors

1/2 inch Square Mirrors

Aero-Mat

2-mm Aero-Mat "Soric XF"

L-Brackets

Stanley-National Hardware 2-Pack 1.5-in Metallic
Corner Braces

#10-32 Nuts
Rubber
Wood Screws
Eye Bolts

Hex machine screw nuts, Zinc plated steel, #10-32
Rubber, Neoprene, 1/8 In Thick, 12 x 12 In
#5 x 1/2" Flat Head Phillips Drive Sharp Point Zinc
Finish Furniture Screw
Stanley-National Hardware Eye Bolts

Consumer
Crafts
ACP
Composites
StanleyNational via
Lowes
Bolt Depot
Value Brand

Total Cost

$1,103.98

Recovery System Budget
Assembly

Component

Company/Supplier/
Proprietor

Qty.

Per Unit
Cost

Price
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All
parachutes,
full and
subscale

1.1 oz. calendared rip stop nylon (foliage green)

Ripstop By The Roll

5
yds.

$5.25/yd.

$26.25

1.1 oz. calendared rip stop nylon (blaze yellow)

Ripstop By The Roll

5
yds.

$5.25/yd.

$26.25

eBay

1

$23.99

$23.99

Thread Art
Fruity Chutes
Fruity Chutes
Fruity Chutes
Fruity Chutes
Fruity Chutes
Apogee Rockets

2
4
1
1
2
2
60 ft.

$1.39
$5.00
$9.00
$10.00
$16.00
$13.00
$0.92/ft.

$2.78
$20.00
$9.00
$10.00
$32.00
$26.00
$55.20

550 Paracord Type III 7 Strand Mil-Spec Parachute Cord
250' spool
Polyester Sewing Thread No. 102- 600m - Black
1/4" Stainless Steel Quick Link, 1500lb
600 lb. Rosco Swivel, set of 3
1000 lb. Rosco Swivel, set of 3
13" Nomex Blanket - 4" (98 mm) Airframe
9" Nomex Blanket - 2" (54 mm) Airframe
0.5" Kevlar Shock Cord 1500 lbs.

Total Cost

$205.22

Avionics/Payload Bay Budget
Assembly

Component
Adafruit 10-DOF
IMU Breakout
Arduino Mega

Avionics
Bay

MicroSD card
Breakout
XBee Pro 900
RPSMA
Adafruit GPS
Breakout

Component
Description
Accel./Baro./Gyro/Ma
gno.

Company/Supplier/
Proprietor

Qty.

Per Unit
Cost

Adafruit/Product ID: 1604

1

$29.95

$29.95

Required

Microcontroller for
XBee/10-DOF/GPS

Arduino/SparkFun.com/D
EV-11061

2

$45.95

$91.90

Required if
using all the
sensors

Memory for data
acquisition

Adafruit/Product ID: 254

2

$14.95

$29.90

Required

Transmitter

Sparkfun

1

$54.95

$54.95

Required

66 Channel w/ 10 Hz

Adafruit/Product ID: 746

1

$39.95

$39.95

Required

Price

Notes
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SMA to RF
Adapter
900MHz Duck
Antenna
3V Coin Battery

Recovery
Bay

Observation
Bay

General
Supplies

GPS Antenna 3.5V
StratologgerCF
Wire Connector
Terminal Block
Raspberry Pi 2
Model B
Raspberry Pi
Camera
8GB MicroSD
Card

connector from GPS to
Antenna

Adafruit/Product ID: 851

1

$3.95

$3.95

Required

Antenna for XBee

ChangHong/Sparkfun/WR
L-09143 ROHS

1

$7.95

$7.95

Required

Adafruit/Product ID: 380

2

$0.95

$1.90

Required

Adafruit/Product ID: 960
PerfectFlite

1
2

$12.95
$54.95

$12.95
$109.90

Required
Required

Amazon/B000WH6H1M

2

$2.16

$4.32

Required

2

$39.95

$79.90

Optional

2

$29.95

$59.90

Optional

Amazon/B000WH6H1M

3

$5.18

$15.54

Optional

Amazon/Electronix
Express

1

$18.59

$18.59

Required,
Negligible
mass

1

$3.77

$3.77

Required

3

$1.79

$5.37

Required

Rhino/HobbyKing

4

$11.65

$46.60

Required

Rhino/HobbyKing

4

$5.90

$23.60

Required

Schurter/Alliedelec/0033.
4501

10

$5.19

$51.90

Required

12mm diameter lithium
battery
Antenna for GPS
Altimeters
Wire Terminal
Connector
Microcontroller for
Camera
Camera for Raspberry
Pi
Memory for Rasp Pi
Camera

22 gauge Solid
Copper Wire

Wiring for electronics

T-connectors

Connections for
batteries

Heat Shrink

Tubing for wires

11.1V 1250mAh
LiPo Battery
7.4v 1050mAh
LiPo Battery
Schurter 0033.450
S

Mega/Raspberry Pi
Power Source
Altimeter Power
Source
Switch

Raspberry Pi/Product ID:
2358
Raspberry Pi/Product ID:
1367

HobbyKing/Product ID:
606A-606B
Fry’s/Context
Engineering/ #3221891TT1/4 WHITE

Total Cost

$692.79
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Travel Expenses Budget
Description
Airline Tickets
Hotel Double Room

Company/Supplier/Proprietor
Delta Airlines
Embassy Suites and Spa, Huntsville, AL

Qty.
20
6

Per Unit Cost
$420.00
$500.00

Total Cost

Price
$8,400.00
$3,000.00

$11,400.00

Projected Overall Budget
Budget

Price

Full Scale Launch Vehicle

$1,442.56

Sub Scale Launch Vehicle

$1,121.44

Recovery System

$205.22

Avionics/Payload Bay

$692.79

AGSE
Miscellaneous
Travel Expenses

$1,875.24
$0.00
$11,400.00

Overall Cost w/o Travel Expenses $5,337.25
PROJECTED OVERALL COST $16,737.25
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Funding Plan
The following is a list of projected funding resources:
The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Grant:
The Sloan Foundation as a non-profit organization awards grants to student projects and
fellowships focused in science, engineering and economic fields. It funds projects, which will
benefit localized communities.
Cal Poly Pomona, Associated Students Inc. Grants:
As its motto, students serving students, the Associated Students Inc. provides clubs and
student projects with financial assistance through grants.
On-campus Fundraising Events:
As part of the UMBRA club, some on-campus events such as rocket-themed pizza party, and
science movie nights will be conducted to raise funds.

Additional Community Support Plan
The plan for acquiring additional support from the community will consist of a three step
approach. First, a list of all the companies and schools that may be suitable candidates for
supporting the UMBRA NSL Team will be compiled. A suitable client will be defined as any
company that can donate materials, offer services/machines, and provide monetary support. The
list will include phone numbers, addresses and the type of support each company/school could
contribute should they choose to do so.
The second step will be a systematic process of contacting the members of the list via phone
or in person as a team. During this outreach process, each company/school will be informed of the
competition requirements and how the UMBRA NSL Team plans on addressing them. This will
include discussing the launch vehicle and AGSE designs and how any support they choose to give
will help the team reach their goal. To help in this process, the UMBRA NSL Team has designed
a brochure that will be distributed to the potential supporters.
The third part of this approach would be to continually update the companies/schools, which
have decided to lend support, on the progress of the project. This will entail, informing them of
major design changes and the successful completion of project milestones. This approach will keep
supporters involved for the duration of the project and will help anchor them as supporters of future
NSL projects.

Rocketry Project Sustainability Plan
The sustainability of the rocketry project is an important task to ensure the future of highpowered rocketry at Cal Poly Pomona. The UMBRA NSL Team has developed a plan that ensures
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the sustainability of the rocketry project by defining three pillars of an everlasting rocketry
program: engagement of community outreach, university discovery, and industry partnership.
The first pillar involves the engagement of community outreach. The team has devised an
educational engagement outreach program that is focused on inspiring young students in pursuing
a career in one of the Science, Technology, Engineering, or Mathematics (STEM) fields. This
outreach program will be accomplished by developing a relationship with schools and nonprofit
educational organizations. One example of these organizations will be in which the team organizes
educational events with K-12 students and the DIY Girls, a small educational organization that
focuses primarily on increasing the interest of engineering in young girls. These educational events
involve conducting workshops that are focused on introducing and demonstrating scientific laws
and possibly circuitry.
University discovery is the second pillar in which the team introduces and strengthens the
knowledge of rocketry to the students of Cal Poly Pomona. This is accomplished by teaming up
with other engineering clubs such as the AIAA student chapter, SHPE student chapter, SWE
student chapter, and UMBRA. Grouping up with these clubs will help the team educate and inform
engineering and non-engineering students about high-powered rocketry and its role at Cal Poly
Pomona. Info sessions regarding high-powered rocketry will be held during club fairs and
engineering fairs to better increase awareness of the rocketry project and possibly recruit new
members.
The last pillar is industry partnership, an equally important section as it involves the fuel to
continue the rocketry project. Establishing and fortifying relationships with companies is a key
component of securing the future for high-powered rocketry projects at Cal Poly Pomona.
Sponsorship is a main source of funding and acquiring resources for the manufacturing of rockets
and its components. A welcome package that defines the rocketry project will be designed to
establish new sponsors and to anchor sponsors from the competition from last year. Each team
member will be assigned to establish a new sponsor to help fund the rocketry project, this will help
team members gain valuable experience in networking with companies.

Educational Engagement Plan and Status
The UMBRA NSL team plans to implement multiple educational activities as a way to engage
the community. The team’s main intent is to nurture and cultivate young minds into the STEM
fields. These events will be performed in a series of 2-3 day events. They will be structured in such
a way that the students attend a series of workshops in which scientific laws will be taught and
demonstrated. The students will then participate in hands-on activities and friendly competitions.
Educational Outreach Programs Completed:
Blessed Sacrament School 7th Grade Rocket Launch
The team helped Blessed Sacrament School’s 7th grade class with their annual model
rocket construction and launch. On Friday, October 23, the team gave the class lectures on rocketry
and some basic governing equations. The team also presented the team’s launch video as shown
in Figure 7.5-1.
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Figure 7.5-1: Sean displaying a launch video to the 7th grade Blessed Sacrament students.
The team also assisted the class in the construction of their small Estes rockets as shown in Figure
7.5.1-2. A second meeting took place on October 30th where the team further assisted the students
with the construction of their model rockets. The team also helped the students in the setup and
launch of their rockets on Friday, November 13. A picture of one of the student rockets being
launched is shown in Figure 7.5.1-3. During all the events, the team worked closely with the 7th
grade class’ teacher, Mr. Seizbert, to make sure all education requirements were met. The team
also made sure all students understood the proper launch safety procedures and before launch the
team got the proper launch clearance from the city and local fire department.

Figure 7.5.1-2: Martha collaborating
with students in the construction of a
model rocket.

Figure 7.5.1-3: One of the students
rockets being launched
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California Polytechnic University, Pomona Aerospace Lab Tours
The UMBRA NSL team has worked with the Cal Poly Pomona student Lab Manager, Julie
Hebern, in giving middle and high school students tours of Cal Poly Pomona’s aerospace
engineering laboratories. During these tours, the UMBRA NSL team helped demonstrated the
operations of Cal Poly Pomona’s low speed wind tunnel, allowing the students to see flow over an
airfoil. During the demonstration, the angle of attack of the airfoil was be varied, showing the
students its effect on the wing and where stall can occur. During these tours the UMBRA NSL
team also showed the students all the internal components of the UMBRA NSL launch vehicle and
allowed students to help assemble it. Student were able to see all the inner workings of the
UMBRA NSL launch vehicle and were able to gain an understanding of how the rocket functions.
Some photos of the lab tour activities can be seen in the following figures.

Figure 7.5.1-4: Martha and Nate giving a
presentation on the components that make up
the launch vehicle.

Figure 7.5.1-5: Martha demonstrating a
student the correct way to fold the parachute.

Figure 7.5.1-6: Nate showing students how to
insert the parachute into the parachute bay.
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Planned Events
Bolsa Grande High School AP Physics
The team will engage high school students in hands-on activities such as, the Leaning
Towers of Pasta, to teach students the engineering design process in formulating an idea and then
developing it into a practical invention. The students will be divided into teams of three and using
spaghetti, marshmallows, tape, and scissors, will compete to construct the tallest and most stable
structure within a limited time. The team will also touch on trusses and their importance in
structural designs. The students will also learn about the importance of engineering through a
PowerPoint explaining the evolution of engineering, especially aerospace engineering, and the
importance of systems engineering. A video of the UMBRA NSL subscale rocket launch will be
shown along with a display of the rocket. The team will also assist in the construction and launch
of a water bottle rocket and will share important information about the design of the fins and Nose
Cone. Students will be supervised by Mrs. Massoud and Ms. Beck, both AP physics teachers. More
activities will be added pending on the permitted duration of the educational engagement.
Pacifica High School Engineering Program
The team will engage high school students in hands-on activities such as, the Leaning
Towers of Pasta, to teach students the engineering design process in formulating an idea and then
developing it into a practical invention. The students will be divided into teams of three and using
spaghetti, marshmallows, tape, and scissors, will compete to construct the tallest and most stable
structure within a limited time. The team will also touch on trusses and their importance in
structural designs. The students will also learn about the importance of engineering through a
PowerPoint explaining the evolution of engineering, especially aerospace engineering, and the
importance of systems engineering. A video of the UMBRA NSL subscale rocket launch will be
shown along with a display of the rocket. Students will be able to ask questions about their curiosity
in the aerospace field. During all the activities the students will be supervised by the head of the
Pacifica High School engineering program, Mrs. Rhinehart. More activities will be added pending
on the permitted duration of the educational engagement.
Table 7.5-1: Important dates of the Educational Engagement Plan
Event

Date

Estimated Number of
Students

Blessed Sacrament Middle School
Lecture on Rocketry

10/23/15

38

Blessed Sacrament Middle School
Construction of Rocket

10/30/15

38 (same students)

Blessed Sacrament Middle School
Set up and Launch

11/13/15

38 (same students)

California Polytechnic University,
Pomona Aerospace Lab Tour

1/5/16

54

Bolsa Grande High School
Educational Engagement

1/29/16

42

Status
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Planned
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(subject to
change)
Pacifica High School Educational
Engagement

2/19/16
(subject to
change)

Planned
160+

In addition to scheduled educational outreaches, the team will reach out to other small
educational organizations such as the DIY Girls Foundation to assist with their afterschool
programs by teaching basic coding lessons and even offer a simple introduction to circuitry to K12 students. Moreover, the team plans to work together with the Engineering Council alongside
other engineering clubs on campus such as the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE),
Undergraduate Missiles and Ballistics Rocketry Association (UMBRA), and Society of Women
Engineers (SWE) to educate the college community as well.
Project Timeline
The information shown in Table 7.6-1 is the graphical representation of the project
timeline, from Request for Proposal to the final part of the statement of work of the NSL
competition, the Post-Launch Assessment Review (PLAR). The blue arrows show the task path to
be followed throughout the period of the competition with permissible slack of about three days.
The diamond-shaped milestones represent the deadlines that enable the team to stay on track with
meeting the competition requirements. The critical path is depicted with the read arrows, showing
the main task path that needs to be followed in order to finish the project in a timely manner.
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Table 7.6-1: Gantt chart of the Project Plan
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Appendices

Appendix A: Test Reports

Test Report #1 - Bulkhead Strength Test
December 12, 2015
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#1 - Abstract
The bulkhead is a major component in the launch vehicle and will experience the majority
of the shear forces that will result from the parachute deployment. The bulkhead is secured to the
launch vehicle body tube with 4 screws placed symmetrically around the circumference.
Additionally, the shock cords are connected to the bulkhead through the eyebolt at its center. The
impulse from the parachute deployment, from the shock cord, was simulated in a drop test. This
allowed the calculation of the impact velocity, and thus, the impact force could be calculated. This
was necessary in order to determine the points of failure and critical force that would cause the
bulkhead to fail. Through multiple tests, the bulkhead-eyebolt configuration was observed to fail
at a height of 12 feet, resulting in an impact force of 436.8 lbs. The force from the parachute
deployment is estimated to be 30.63 lbs, thus the bulkhead-eyebolt configuration would be able to
withstand the impulse during flight.
#1 - 1.0 Introduction
The bulkhead attached to the observation bay will experience the
greatest forces and impulses since it will be holding the largest section and
the largest mass of the launch vehicle when the main parachute is deployed.
Since the main parachute will slow the launch vehicle from a predicted 98.7
ft/s to 16.5 ft/s, it will create the largest impulse and force. Table 1-1 shows
the critical testing values. The estimated time that was assumed to slow the
module to a safe velocity was 1 second. With this we used the following
impulse equation to find force. The bulkhead is held in place by 4 screws
placed symmetrically around the circumference and through the launch
vehicle body tube, as shown in Figure 1-1.

𝑰𝒎𝒑𝒖𝒍𝒔𝒆 𝒆𝒒𝒖𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏: 𝐹∆𝑡
= 𝑚∆𝑉

Table 1-1: Test Information
Initial Velocity (ft/s)
98.7
Final Velocity (ft/s)
16.5
ΔV (ft/s)
82.2
Weight (lbs)
12
Mass (slugs)
0.372
Impulse (lb-s)
30.63
Time (sec)
1
Force
30.63

Figure 1-1: Bulkhead Test
Configuration
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The eyebolt at the center of the bulkhead will be anchored to shock chords that will create
an impulse caused by the deployment of the main parachute. This impulse will produce an impact
force that will transfer to the screws, which will pull on the carbon fiber tube, generating a normal
force in the opposite direction. This impact force was calculated by assuming the shock chord acts
like a spring. The spring constant was determined by hanging a 25 lb force and measuring the
deflection of the shock chords. Along with the kinetic energy created from the falling weight and
the stretching of the shock chord, the impact force was found as shown below.
𝑰𝒎𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒕 𝒗𝒆𝒍𝒐𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚 = √2 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ ℎ

K.E = Kinetic Energy
k = shock chord stiffness
coefficient

where;
𝑲. 𝑬 = 0.5 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ 𝑣 2

v = Impact velocity
𝑰𝒎𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒕 𝑭𝒐𝒓𝒄𝒆 = √𝑘 ∗ (𝐾. 𝐸)

g=gravity
h= drop height
m=mass of falling object

#1 - 2.0 Equipment









Steel Rod
Anchor chain
Overhead crane
Carbon Fiber body tubes
26.25-lb weighted plate
Shock chords
Ladder
Measuring Tape
Steel Rod

Carbon Fiber
Tube

Measuring
Tape

Shock
chord

26.25 lb
weight
Figure 1-2: Test set-up
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#1 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
1. Prepare test model by attaching weights to the eyebolt on the bulkhead via shock chords.
2. Find stiffness constant of the shock chord at length required by measuring deflection over
a selected force.
3. Attach a vertical tape measure to a ladder to measure drop distance.
4. Before testing begins, ensure all obstacles within reach of the testing models are removed
and all testers have proper protection (i.e. safety glasses and hard hats). Before every drop,
all viewers will remain at a distance farther than the radius of the shock chord.
5. Lift test model to distances chosen and drop to test impulses. Before drop, tester will initiate
a count down while safety officer ensures all spectators are at safety distances away from
testing area. After every test, examine model for any damages.
6. Record any damages that occur and continue increasing heights to increase impulse. The
ladder or other methods can be used to increase drop distances.
7. Keep increasing distance until failure.
8. Record pass or fail at every height with a short description of any damages that may occur
on an excel sheet along with its max velocity by converting potential energy to kinetic
energy.
#1 - 4.0 Data and Results
The weakest point of failure was initially found by dropping the 26.25 lb-weight from a
height of 9 feet. This test demonstrated that the eyebolt would shear through the bulkhead first, as
shown below in Figure 1-3. The bulkhead was remade, with an emphasis on reinforcing the eyebolt
with a mixture of epoxy and shredded carbon fiber. The new bulkhead is shown in Figure 1-4.
Table 1-2 represents the height at which the test subject was dropped, its velocity at impulse, the
kinetic energy experienced, impact force, and whether or not the material failed. The test was
carried out from a height of 0.08 feet then from 0.5 feet, and in half-foot increments, until 12 feet
where the rod sheared through the carbon fiber.

Figure 1-3: Critical Failure on
Bulkhead

Figure 1-4: Reinforced Bulkhead

Table 1-2 Bulkhead Drop Test Data
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Drop Height (ft) Impact Velocity (ft/s)
0.08
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10
10.5
11
11.5
12

2.31
5.67
8.02
9.82
11.34
12.68
13.89
15.01
16.04
17.02
17.94
18.82
19.65
20.45
21.23
21.97
22.69
23.39
24.07
24.73
25.37
26.00
26.61
27.21
27.79

K.E (lb ft)

Impact Force (lb)

Fail?

2.08
12.50
25.00
37.50
50.00
62.50
75.00
87.50
100.00
112.50
125.00
137.50
150.00
162.50
175.00
187.50
200.00
212.50
225.00
237.50
250.00
262.50
275.00
287.50
300.00

36.4
89.2
126.1
154.4
178.3
199.4
218.4
235.9
252.2
267.5
282.0
295.7
308.9
321.5
333.6
345.3
356.6
367.6
378.3
388.7
398.7
408.6
418.2
427.6
436.8

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES

#1 - 5.0 Conclusion
After testing the bulkhead with the reinforced eyebolt, the results showed that it would fail
after being dropped from a height of 12 feet, which produced a velocity of 27.79 ft/s. This resulted
in an impact force of 436.8 lbs. The force from the main parachute will only be 30.63 lbs, thus it
is evident that the bulkhead and eyebolt configuration will be strong enough to withstand the
impulse from the main parachute deployment.
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Test Report #2 - Carbon Fiber Material Properties Testing
December 12th 2015
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#2 - Abstract
Determining the compressive buckling force is key in finding the strength of an axially
loaded thin-walled cylinder. The launch vehicle carbon fiber tubes manufactured by the UMBRANSL Team will experience such a force from the motor during launch. A structural deflection test
was carried out on a carbon fiber specimen in order to determine the material’s properties. The
Young’s Modulus was determined to be 8,500 ksi, which then resulted in a critical buckling force
of 18,300 lbs. Since the launch vehicle’s motor produces only a maximum thrust of 411 lb f, the
carbon fiber tube will satisfactorily withstand this force with a 44.4 margin of safety.

#2 - 1.0 Introduction
The launch vehicle is mainly composed of carbon fiber tubing that is manufactured by the
UMBRA-NSL Team. During launch, the material will experience compressive forces from the
motor. This experiment was carried out in order to determine the Young’s Modulus of the
manufactured carbon fiber in order to obtain a more detailed buckling analysis of the launch
vehicle’s carbon fiber body tube. The carbon fiber test samples were manufactured using the same
techniques as the carbon fiber body tubing. The Young’s Modulus of the samples were found via
analysis of the sample’s deflection under an applied load when simply supported as shown in
Figure 2-1.
P

4”

4”

Figure 2-1: Simply-Supported Beam with Applied Load at Center
Maximum deflection of a simply supported beam will occur at its center. This deflection is
described by:
𝑃𝐿3

𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 48𝐸𝐼

Eqn. 2-1

In the experiment, a known load is applied and the max deflection is measured. This allows the
Young’s Modulus to be found using the equation:
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𝑃𝐿3

𝐸 = 48𝐼𝛿

Eqn. 2-2

𝑚𝑎𝑥

Using the Young’s Modulus, a more detailed buckling analysis of the body was performed using
the critical buckling force equations from Bruhn:
𝐾 𝜋2 𝐸

𝑡 2

𝑐
𝐹𝑐𝑟 = 12(1−𝜈
2 ) (𝐿 )

𝑘𝑐 =

4√3
𝑍
𝜋2
𝐿2

𝑍 = ( 𝑟𝑡 ) √1 − 𝜈 2

Eqn. 2-3
Eqn. 2-4
Eqn. 2-5

Where:






𝐹𝑐𝑟 is the critical buckling force
𝑡 is the sample thickness
𝜈 is the Poisson’s Ratio
𝑘𝑐 is the critical buckling coefficient
L is cylinder length

#2 - 2.0 Equipment
The equipment used in this experiment include;






Two deflection test specimens made of carbon fiber, 8 inches by 1.5 inches
Teclock Dial Indicator
Two simple structural supports from the side posts of the Materials Engineering Amatrol
T9014 machine
Small copper weights
Scale
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Dial Indicator

Structural Supports
Figure 2-2: Materials Engineering Amatrol T9014 machine

Copper Weights
Carbon Fiber Test
Specimen
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#2 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
The two carbon fiber test specimens were tested individually. Each specimen was placed
laterally across two simple supports. Once secured on both ends, the dial indicator was placed
below the center of the coupon and calibrated to zero in order to accurately measure the deflection
by the carbon fiber. The experimental set up is shown in Figure 2-3.

Copper weights
Carbon Fiber Test
Specimen

Structural
Supports

Dial Indicator

Figure 2-3: Deflection Test Set Up
The weights were placed on top of the specimen, creating a load at the center. The deflection was
then read and recorded. This process is repeated up until a load of about 2.7 pounds.

#2 - 4.0 Data and Results
The results from the experiment are shown below in Table 2-1. This table shows the
applied load, maximum deflection of sample, and corresponding calculated Young’s Modulus.
The experiment was done on two carbon fiber samples and the results for each test are shown.
Table 2-1 Deflection Test Results
P (lbf)

Test 1
δmax (in)

E (ksi)

P (lbf)

Test 2
δmax (in)

E (ksi)
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0.315
0.629
0.944
1.259
1.458
1.783
2.370
2.695

0.017
0.038
0.061
0.083
0.09
0.113
0.156
0.185

9007.13
8059.01
7530.55
7379.34
7881.99
7675.48
7392.21
7087.21

0.315
0.629
0.944
1.259
1.454
2.044
2.359
2.684

0.016
0.035
0.055
0.076
0.085
0.125
0.148
0.169

10737.20
9816.86
9370.64
9041.85
9339.35
8929.01
8702.99
8670.15

From the results shown in Table 2-1 the calculated Young’s Modulus of the carbon fiber samples
ranged from about 7,100 – 10,000 ksi. When averaging all the results from both tests, the average
Young’s Modulus of the carbon fiber was found to be E avg. = 8538.81 ksi. Using this Young’s
Modulus value and assuming a Poisson’s Ratio of 0.1 (typical value from similar carbon fiber
cure) the critical buckling force of the launch vehicle’s carbon fiber body tube was found. Its
buckling analysis was done assuming the body tube was a continuous 104-inch tube with a constant
thickness of 0.038 inches. This analysis resulted in a critical buckling force of 18,300 lb f.
#2 - 5.0 Conclusion
After averaging all the results, the Young’s Modulus of the created carbon fiber sample
was 8,500 ksi. The carbon fiber sample was made using the same manufacturing techniques as
the launch vehicle and as such, suggests that the carbon fiber that the body tubes are composed of
has a similar Young’s Modulus value. Using this Young’s Modulus value, the critical buckling
force of the launch vehicle’s body tube was found to be 18,300 lbs. The max thrust of the launch
vehicle’s rocket motor is 411 lbf and this is the maximum expected load the launch vehicle will
experience during launch. This gives the launch vehicle a margin of safety of 44.5.
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Test Report #3 - PLA Shear Test
December 12, 2015
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#3 - Abstract
The launch vehicle nose cone is made of 3D-printed PLA plastic. A bulkhead is secured to
its open end with 4 socket screws placed symmetrically around its circumference. The drogue
parachute deployment results in an impulse force on the bulkhead and this causes the 4 screws to
shear the PLA plastic. The impulse is mainly resulting from the velocity of the falling nose cone
during descent since it has a constant mass. Thus in order to ensure that the PLA plastic would not
fail, a cylindrical PLA plastic test specimen was used in a load drop test that simulated the impulse
from the drogue parachute deployment. The impact velocity was calculated, as well as the kinetic
energy. At the max drop height of 30 feet, the nose cone attained a velocity of 44 ft/s. The PLA
plastic showed no signs of shear. Additionally, with a static load test of 160 lbs, the test specimen
did not fail. This showed that the PLA plastic will be able to withstand impulse and drag forces
from the deployment of the drogue chute.
#3 - 1.0 Introduction
The nose cone of the launch vehicle is 3D printed from
PLA plastic with a thickness of 0.12 inches. The bottom of the
nose cone contains a bulkhead, which closes off the shoulder.
The bulkhead is held in place by 4 socket screws placed
symmetrically around its circumference and through the PLA
plastic, as shown in Figure 3-1.
The eyebolt at the center of the bulkhead will be
anchored to a shock cord that will create an impulse caused by
the drogue parachute when deployed. This impulse will
produce an impact force that will transfer to the screws, which
will pull on PLA plastic, generating a normal force in the
opposite direction as demonstrated in Figure 3-2
Figure 3-2: PLA Test Model
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2(Fb
)

Fb

Fb
Fb= Force acted on the body tube
Fs = Force from the shock chords
∑𝑭 = 𝟎

𝐹𝑠 = 4(𝐹𝑏 )

F
s
Figure 3-2: Free Body
Diagram
This impulse may cause the screws to shear through the nose cone midflight, therefore the
purpose of this experiment is to test the shearing strength of the PLA plastic.

#3 - 2.0 Equipment








Anchor chain
Overhead crane
Cylindrical PLA
plastic
Taped weights
Shock chord
Ladder
Measuring tape

Ancho
r

Shock

Cylindrical PLA
Plastic with Taped
Weights

Measurin
g Tape
Figure 3-3: Test set up
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#3 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
1. Prepare test model by taping weight to mimic avionics and nose cone mass during flight
with a 10% safety margin.
2. Tie a shock cord through the eyebolt attached to the bulkhead and have it hang from an
overhead crane.
3. Attach a vertical tape measure to a ladder to measure drop distance.
4. Before testing begins, ensure all obstacles within reach of the testing models are removed
and all testers have proper protection (i.e. safety glasses and hard hats). Before every drop
all viewers will be required to be at a distance farther than the radius of the shock cord.
5. Lift test model to chosen distances and drop to test impulses. Before drop, tester will initiate
a count down while safety officer ensures all spectators are at safe distances away from
testing area. After every test, examine model for any damages.
6. Record any damages that occur and continue increasing heights to increase impulse.
7. Keep increasing distance until failure or until drop velocity is much greater than that which
the nose cone will have during flight.
8. Record pass or fail at every height with a short description of any damages that may occur
on an excel sheet along with the max velocity by converting potential energy to kinetic
energy.
9. Hang a 160-lb weight to test static shear and record any damages.
#3 - 4.0 Data and Results
Table 3-1 represent the height in which the test subject was dropped, its velocity at impulse,
the kinetic energy experienced, and whether or not the material failed. The test was started from a
height of 1 foot and increased in 1-foot increments, until a max height of 30 feet. PLA plastic never
showed any shearing damages even after 160 pounds ofweight was hung to test for a static load
test.
Table 3-1 Drop test data
PLA Shear Drop Test
Height (ft)
Velocity (ft/s) K.E (lb ft) Fail?
1
8.025
1.54
NO
2
11.349
3.08
NO
3
13.900
4.62
NO
4
16.050
6.16
NO
5
17.944
7.70
NO
6
19.657
9.24
NO
7
21.232
10.78
NO
8
22.698
12.32
NO
9
24.075
13.86
NO
10
25.377
15.40
NO
11
26.616
16.94
NO
12
27.799
18.48
NO
13
28.934
20.02
NO
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

30.027
31.081
32.100
33.088
34.047
34.980
35.889
36.775
37.640
38.486
39.314
40.125
40.919
41.699
42.464
43.216
43.955

21.56
23.10
24.64
26.18
27.72
29.26
30.80
32.34
33.88
35.42
36.96
38.50
40.04
41.58
43.12
44.66
46.20

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

#3 - 5.0 Conclusion
Since the PLA plastic never showed any damages of shear during the drop tests, it is
concluded that it will not shear during flight. The PLA plastic was dropped at 30 feet resulting in
an approximate velocity of 44 ft/s, which translates to 30 mph. In reality, the nose cone would
never move that fast when ejected from the main body tube. This assumption is based on black
powder charge tests, where the nose cone was ejected around 3-4 feet away from the main body
demonstrating the ejection speed of a few feet per second of the nose cone. Also, since the drogue
parachute will be released at apogee, the vertical velocity of all moving parts will be close to 0 ft/s.
Additionally, the eyebolt will feel forces created by the drogue due to drag forces. This drag force
will only be 20.3 pounds, which will be split between two bulkheads, lessening the amount of load
distributed to the screws. When loaded with 160 pounds for a static load test, the specimen did not
fail. This ensures that the PLA plastic nose cone will survive such drag forces.
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Test Report #4 - Water Tunnel Testing
December 3rd, 2015
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#4 - 1.0 Abstract
The key aerodynamic parts of the launch vehicle are the nose cone and the fin. At the
moment, there are two configurations of the nose cone to choose from. The Von Karman nose
cone is commercially available and has an abundance of documentation. The drawback of this
nose cone shape, though, is that it is meant to fly at transonic to supersonic speeds. However,
model rocketry hobbyists use this nose cone shape to fly at any speed, which is why for
manufacturing purposes this is one of the potential nose cone configurations. The other nose cone
configuration is an ellipsoid shape. The rounded nose cone tip gives a smoother air flow over the
nose cone at subsonic speeds. However, this nose cone does not do well at transonic and supersonic
speeds, which is why it is not a commonly-used shape. Since the launch vehicle is required to stay
within subsonic speeds, it is another potential nose cone configuration. Lastly, the fins play a vital
role in the launch vehicle aerodynamics since they add the corrective moment and keep the vehicle
stable. The shape chosen for the fins provide a large stability margin, but are thin enough to have
a small drag penalty. There is a straight profile between quarter-chord and half-chord for added
structural strength.
It is important to be able to visualize the flow over the nose cones and the fin to validate
the theory of their shapes. Utilizing the water tunnel will provide the visualization of the flow over
the two nose cone shapes and the fin. An indicator of a smoother airflow over the nose cones is
the distance in which the flow transitions from laminar flow to turbulent flow.

#4 - 2.0 Equipment


Rolling Hills Research Corporation Model 0710 University Desktop Water Tunnel



Figure 4-1: Water Tunnel
The water tunnel uses a dye system (non-toxic food coloring) that is pressurized using a
hand pump and controlled by a valve.
C – Strut model support assembly
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Figure 4-2: Sting mount used to mount test sample



The C – Strut model support assembly has a 6.25” radius. The model’s Center of Gravity
must be positioned at the center of this circle to ensure that the model’s position does not
change with varying angle of attack. There is a knob to adjust the angle with locks so that
the angle can be selected and will not move.
Experiment samples at a 1:2 scale:
1. Von Karman Nose Cone
2. Ellipsoid Nose Cone
3. Fin
The models have a ¼”-hole from the center to the center of gravity. The 3-view drawings
are shown below for each model.

Figure 4-3: Von Karman nose cone engineering drawing
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Figure 4-4: Ellipsoid nose cone engineering drawing

Figure 4-5: Launch vehicle fin engineering drawing


The recording device used was a GoPro Hero 3+ High Definition camera and camera
mount. The device recorded at 60 frames per second in 1080p resolution to allow for
clear images from the experiment.

#4 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
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1. The water tunnel will be prepared for testing using the procedures given in the operations
manual.
2. The test fixtures will be mounted to the C-strut and tightened down to make sure they do
not come loose during the experiment.
3. The C-strut will be placed in the water tunnel and bolted down to make sure it does not
move during the experiment
4. The dye system will be placed into the water tunnel and bolted in place to make sure it does
not move from side to side during the experiment. The preparer must be careful to line the
dye system properly with the test fixtures.
5. The camera system must be calibrated to make sure the image is clear and steady. The
background scale must be calibrated correctly with the image to ensure accurate data
collection.
6. The C-Strut will be put into the “zero reference” to make sure the model is at an angle of
attack of 0 degrees to begin experiment.
7. The experiment will be run at a velocity of 1, 3 and 5 inches/second at the angles of attack
of 0 degrees and 5 degrees.
8. After the experiment, the tunnel will be inspected for next test fixture. If water is not clear
enough, the water tunnel will have to be serviced. If not, repeat steps 1-7 for the second
and third fixture.
After the experiments are ran and videos are recorded, the water will be drained from the
tunnel and all equipment will be put away neatly and in its place.
#4 - 4.0 Data and Results
For the test section, the Reynold’s number was calculated. For a speed of 1 in/s, the
Reynold’s number increased by 680 per inch. For a speed of 5 in/s, the Reynold’s number increased
by 3,400 per inch. Although the Reynold’s number are smaller than the full scale, the images give
a good illustration of the base flow characteristics. To inject the dye into the flow, a dye wand was
used, placed 5 inches away from the models.
From running the experiment, a problem came up with the dye wand. Since the motor is
mounted onto the same table as the water tunnel, at higher speeds the dye wand would vibrate and
this had an effect on our analysis. This can be seen in the next section.
4.1 Nose Cone Comparisons
The Von Karman and Ellipsoid nose cone were compared against each other to see which
one would have a smaller base drag. The pictures of the flows are shown against each other at 1
inch per second and 5 inches per second. The comparisons are shown below.
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Figure 4-6: Nose Cone Comparison at 1 in/s

Figure 4-7: Nose cone comparison at 5 in/s
As it can be seen from Figure 4-7, the oscillations of the dye wand made the dye flow oscillate as
well as making the flow non-steady. However, comparing the two to each other since all other
experimental variables are the same, it is possible to see that the base drag from the Von Karman
nose cone is larger than the base drag from the ellipsoid nose cone. There is also more vortex
shedding from the Von Karman nose cone than there is from the ellipsoid nose cone.
4.2 Fin Analysis
The fin was placed in the water tunnel and placed in 0°, 5° and 8° and the speeds varied
from 1 inch per second and 5 inch per second. The photos taken from the experiment are shown
below.
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Figure 4-8: Water Tunnel testing on the fin
From the images, it can be seen that the straight profile has little effect on the flow over the fin.
Since the fin shape closely resembles an airfoil section close to a NACA 0005, it can be seen that
the straight sections do not affect the flow, thus the values for the NACA 0005 airfoil can be
used for analysis. This can be looked at in more detail in the wind tunnel.

#4 - 5.0 Conclusion
The experiment was ran at 1 inch per second and 5 inches per second at various angles of
attack for the two nose cones and fin. From the experiment, the more efficient nose cone was
determined to be the ellipsoid nose cone because the distance of the base separated flow was larger
on the Von Karman than it was on the ellipsoid shape. This larger distance correlates to more
turbulence and a higher coefficient of drag. Also, there were more vortices shed from the Von
Karman nose cone than there was on the ellipsoid nose cone. For these reasons, the nose cone
shape that will be used on the UMBRA-NSL launch vehicle will be an ellipsoid shape.
Another outcome from the experiment is determining that the fin shape will not cause any
problems in the flow. At first, the concern from the shape was the sharp edges of the “box” that
helped with structural rigidity which would disrupt the flow over the fins. However, from the flow
visualization, the “box” shape will not be a problem. Since the shape of the fin resembles a NACA
0005 type airfoil, the data for this airfoil can be used to approximate fin loading for the wind tunnel
model.
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Test Report #5 - Wind Tunnel Testing
TBD
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#5 - 1.0 Abstract
The purpose of the wind tunnel test is to verify the theoretical data calculated for the fullscale rocket with experimental data. With this testing, the length of the launch rail can be verified
as well as aerodynamic force predictions. The test will use a 37.5% scale model of the full-scale
launch vehicle and will be placed into the Cal Poly Pomona Low Speed Wind Tunnel. The speeds
will be ran from 0 to 300 feet per second in intervals of 25 feet per second and back down to 0 feet
per second. The results will be exported to an excel spreadsheet for data reduction and plotting.
The results will be compared to theoretical values and computer simulation predictions to validate
the chosen design so that the most accurate predictions can be made.
#5 - 2.0 Equipment
The experiment will be conducted at Cal Poly Pomona in the Hon. Grace Napolitano Wind
Tunnel Complex (Building 13-1229). The wind tunnel is a subsonic closed-loop type of wind
tunnel. The test section is shown in Figure 5-1 below.

Figure 5-1: Cal Poly Pomona Wind Tunnel Test Section
The dimensions of the wind tunnel test section is 40” wide, 28” tall and 78” long. The wind
tunnel has a sting-balance mount as shown in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2: Sting balance mount
The model will undergo a similar construction of the full-scale. The body and motor tube
will be made of carbon fiber and the nose cone and fins will be made out of PLA plastic. There
will be ballasts placed in the nose cone to get an accurate center of gravity measurement. The
drawings of the wind tunnel are shown later in this section.
The motor tube assembly was changed since it will not be housing a motor. The structure
holding the fins were redesigned to be able to support loads in the wind tunnel to ensure that the
model is safe and will not break. The fin assembly will be bolted and epoxied as an added
precaution.
The model will be placed onto the sting balance and secured by a model to balance
interface. The launch vehicle scale model will have the model to balance interface secured at the
approximate center of gravity from the full-scale prediction. Since accuracy in placement of the
model to balance interface is very important for finding the stability margin of the launch vehicle,
the model will be hung and the interface will be carefully positioned inside of the model.
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Figure 5-3: Wind tunnel model assembly

Figure 5-4: Wind tunnel model motor tube fin assembly
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Figure 5-5: Model balance interface
#5 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
1. The wind tunnel will be set up according to the proper procedures listed in the
user manual. This will be done by the lab technician.
2. Place the model onto the sting balance. Secure the model by tightening the 3/16
inch bolt through the model to balance interface. Place tape over the hole to help
make the results as accurate as possible.
3. After making sure the model is secure and will not move, close the test section.
4. Create the tare data by collecting data at 0 feet per second from 0 to 6 degrees.
5. Using the GUI from the given computer, change flight speeds from 0 to 300 feet
per second in increments of 25 feet per second.
6. After all the speeds have been run, change the angle of attack by two degrees and
repeat procedure number 5.
7. After all data has been collected, shut the wind tunnel down and wait for air flow
to stop.
8. Safely remove wind tunnel model
#5 - 4.0 Data and Results
A table will be constructed as follows shown below.
Velocity

Normal
Force

Pitching
Moment

Side
Force

Yawing
Moment

Rolling
Moment

DRAG
(lbf)
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The plot will be done for all speeds and angles of attack so that aerodynamic characteristics of
the launch vehicle can be found. From this, the 𝐶𝑀 𝛼 can be calculated as well as the 𝐶𝐿 𝛼 . The
equation that will be used to solve for the stability margin is derived from simple dynamics.
Using the moment equation:
∑𝑀 = 𝐹 ∗ 𝑑

Eqn. 5-1

In this application, the force is lift and the distance from the center of gravity to the center of
pressure. Taking the derivatives of both sides with respect to the angle of attack will give us the
following:
𝜕𝑀
𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝐿

= 𝜕𝛼 ∗ (𝑆𝑀)

Eqn. 5-2

Solving for the stability margin will give:
𝑆𝑀 =

𝜕𝑀
𝜕𝛼
𝜕𝐿

𝜕𝛼

=

𝐶𝑀𝛼
𝐶𝐿𝛼

Eqn. 5-3

#5 - 5.0 Conclusion
Due to having to get the proper permissions to use the wind tunnel, the experiment has not
yet been done and will not be completed until early February. The test is critical so that an accurate
coefficient of drag and stability margin can be found. Also, since the wind tunnel is only capable
of operational speeds up to 300 feet per second, a stability margin with respect to velocity can be
found and used to have a precise launch rail sizing with margins of safety. From this experiment,
UMBRA-NSL is hoping to have accurate numbers to make sure analytic methods are proven so
that the most accurate and stable flight can be achieved.
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Test Report #6 - Parachute Deployment Test
January 2nd, 2016
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

# 6 - 1.0 Abstract
The expedient deployment and inflation of both the main and drogue parachutes is critical
to the successful completion of the mission. This test simply demonstrates that the parachutes can
be effectively deployed and fully inflated. Upon reaching predetermined altitudes, altimeters
within the recovery bay initiates a sequence of events culminating in the explosive ejection of both
parachutes in their packed positions from their respective parachute bays. The packing methods of
the parachutes must ensure their unwrapping and inflation in an appropriate amount of time after
their ejection. This test is paramount to the success of the mission. Without successful deployment
of the parachutes, the launch vehicle would be destroyed upon impact with the ground.

# 6 - 2.0 Equipment







Fully assembled subscale launch vehicle
Both main and drogue parachutes packed in their respective bays
Fire retardant blankets wrapped around each parachute
Two nylon shear pins inserted into both the recovery bay interface and nose cone
interface
Both the main and drogue armed altimeters
Primed ejection charges for both parachute bays

# 6 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
1. Pack both the main and drogue parachutes and place within fire retardant blankets and
attach to bulk heads
2. Arm both the main and drogue altimeters and place within their respective electronics
bays
3. Fasten the separate sections of the launch vehicle with machine screws or shear pins
where appropriate
4. Ensure that personnel are at least 200 feet away from the launch pad prior to launch
5. The test model is a three-fourths scale as compared to the final launch vehicle
6. Immediately prior to testing, the model will be placed onto the launch rail on the launch
pad
7. At predetermined altitudes, visually inspect if the parachutes deployed
8. The expectation is for the both of the parachutes to be completely ejected, deployed, and
inflated by the end of the test launch
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# 6 - 4.0 Data and Results
The nature of the test is entirely qualitative and had a pass-fail structure. Either the
parachutes were able to completely deploy and inflate or they were unable to. As such the
following data table simply catalogs whether each parachute deployed with a yes or a no, which
were determined through a visual inspection of the launch vehicle throughout its trajectory and
upon landing. Furthermore the results of the tests are shown in Table 6-1.
While both parachutes were able to eject and inflate properly, they were ejected from
their respective parachute bays simultaneously at apogee. This was an unintended consequence
of packing too much black powder into the drogue ejection charge, which was activated at
apogee.
Table 6-1: Parachute Deployment Test Results
Did the drogue parachute eject from the drogue parachute bay?
Did the drogue parachute inflate?
Did the main parachute eject from the main parachute bay?
Did the main parachute inflate?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

# 6 - 5.0 Conclusion
This test mainly ensured that the packing method of the parachutes was sufficient to
easily eject the packed parachutes and allow their inflation. As demonstrated by the test results,
the packing method was indeed sufficient as both the main and drogue parachutes were deployed
completely and effectively. This test supports the design of the current packing method, which
will therefore be used in the full-scale design.
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Test Report #7 - Ejection Charge Deployment Test
December 20th, 2015
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#7 - 1.0 Abstract
Internal pressure within both recovery bays at the moment of detonation of their respective
ejection charges must be sufficient to shear the shear pins fastening the sections of the launch
vehicle and to completely eject the packed parachutes. This pressure is produced by the flash
detonation of a predetermined mass of 4F black powder placed in the ejection charges. This exact
amount of black powder was determined using the ideal gas law, 𝑃𝑉 = 𝑁𝑅𝑇 and characteristic
parameters for 4F black powder such as its combustion temperature (T). This pressure acts over
the surface area of the shear pinned bulkheads attached to the recovery bays, which produces the
force necessary to separate the desired sections of the launch vehicle. Examination of the ejection
charges and their ability to both separate the individual sections of the launch vehicle and fully
eject both parachutes is critical to the success of the mission since this one component is
responsible for the successful deployment of the recovery subsystem.

#7 - 2.0 Equipment


















All relevant components of the sub-scale launch vehicle
Nose cone
Drogue parachute bay
Drogue parachute
Drogue parachute ejection charges with electric match wiring
Recovery bay
Main Parachute bay
Main Parachute
Main parachute ejection charges with electric match wiring
4F black powder
Dog vomit ejection charge packing material
Duct tape
Shear pins and machine screws to fasten individual launch vehicle sections
Quick links
0.125 inch kevlar shock cord
LiPo battery
Safety equipment such as gloves and safety goggles
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#7 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
1. 4F black powder is a highly flammable and extremely fine powder, so during the
preparation of the ejection charges one must wear fire retardant gloves, safety goggles, and
a respirator.
2. Place the electric match within the ejection charge with the wires leading towards the
bulkhead
3. Measure out the required mass of black powder for each ejection charge, which for the
drogue parachute bay is 3.5 grams and for the main parachute bay is 5 grams.
4. Pack the remaining volume of the ejection charges with the dog-barf packing material and
seal the charges with duct tape.
5. Assemble the sections of the launch vehicle into their correct positions, place the packed
parachutes into their respective bays, and fasten the sections where needed with machine
screws or shear pins. Leave the wires leading to the electric matches exposed exterior to
the launch vehicle.
6. Place the test sections supported on an incline facing away from any people or property.
7. Test conductor, with proper safety equipment detonates both ejection charges with LiPo
battery, while any other team members stand a reasonable distance away.
8. Observe expected separation of launch vehicle modules and ejection of parachutes.

#7 - 4.0 Data and Results
The nature of this test was qualitative in that the team was measuring whether or not the
modules of the launch vehicles separated, the shear pins sheared, and the parachutes were
completely ejected from their respective parachute bays. Using 3.5 grams of 4F black powder for
each drogue parachute ejection charge and 5 grams of 4F black powder in each main parachute
ejection charge, the results of the qualitative test are as shown in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Ejection Charge Test Results 1
Drogue ejection test 1
Main ejection test 1

Shear pins sheared?
No
Yes

Module separation?
No
Yes

Parachute ejection
No
No

After revising the packing methods for both parachutes, the test was conducted again
with the results shown in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2: Ejection Charge Test Results 2
Drogue ejection test 2
Main ejection test 2

Shear pins sheared?
Yes
Yes

Module separation?
Yes
Yes

Parachute ejection?
Yes
Yes

Once the packing methods were revised, the ejection charges functioned as expected.
#7 - 5.0 Conclusion
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The main issue throughout this test was that both the main and the drogue parachutes did
not have enough space within their respective bays to be easily ejected. Once the packing method
was revised, the packed parachutes fit much more easily in their compartments. When transitioning
to the full-scale launch vehicle, the same packing method will be used in order to ensure the
successful ejection of both parachutes.
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Test Report #8 - Recovery System Material Strength Test
January 9th, 2016
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#8 - 1.0 Abstract
At the moment that the main parachute inflates during the trajectory of the launch vehicle,
the main parachute undergoes an extreme amount of force for a brief period of time. Just prior to
the main parachute opening, the subscale launch vehicle with the drogue parachute deployed has
a simulated terminal velocity equal to 98.7 ft/s or roughly 70 mi/hr. Using the drag equation, 𝐷 =
1
𝐶𝐷 2 𝜌𝑣 2 𝐴, it is possible to generate a rough estimate of the force experienced by the parachute at
the instant it inflates, which comes out to around 695 lbs. The parachute must be able to withstand
this nearly instantaneous force as well as its resulting impulse. It should be noted, however, that
this force value is a maximum and operates under the assumption that the main parachute inflates
instantaneously, which is extremely unlikely. That being said, it is imperative that the material
strength of the components of the parachute be able to withstand the rigor expected from it.
Ultimately this test will analyze the shock cords, harnesses, quick links, as well as the stitching
and the nylon itself. This test is extremely important in order to determine whether the parachute
can handle what will be expected of it.
#8 - 2.0 Equipment








Fully assembled subscale main parachute
Quick links
1/8-inch 1500 lb Kevlar shock cord
Vehicle with tow hitch and speedometer capable of traveling 70 mi/hr
Empty runway to perform test
Driver to drive car and passenger to control parachute deployment
Parachute will be fastened to vehicle tow hitch

#8 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
1. The passenger in charge of deploying the parachute at a given velocity will be required to
wear gloves while handling the parachute and shock cord inside the vehicle prior to its
inflation.
2. The test model is the main parachute for the subscale (three-fourths) launch vehicle and as
such will likely have three-fourths the inflated area of the full-scale launch vehicle.
3. Initially the parachute will be inside the vehicle while tied to the external tow hitch until
the vehicle reaches the required velocity, then the parachute will be released outside the
vehicle.
4. This test primarily determines whether or not the material composing the parachute can
withstand a constant roughly 695-lb force without any of the components failing.
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5. The expected result is for the parachute to withstand this constant force without any of the
components failing.

#8 - 4.0 Data and Results
This test attempted to determine whether or not the material comprising the parachute could
withstand the constant force produced by inflating at the terminal velocity of the launch vehicle
with the drogue parachute deployed. Shown in Table 8-1 are the results of the strength test with
respect to the parachute’s individual components.
Table 8-1: Parachute Material Strength Test Results

Condition
of
component

Nylon

Stitching

Shock cord

Shroud
lines

Quick links
and
swivels

Bridle

Good

Good

Torn

Good

Good

Good

Almost immediately after the parachute was deployed at the maximum velocity, the 1/8inch 1500-lb Kevlar shock cord snapped indicating that ½-inch Kevlar shock cord should be used
in the design for the full-scale recovery system.

#8 - 5.0 Conclusion
Ultimately the design and construction of the main parachute is extremely robust, however
the failure of the 1/8-inch Kevlar shock cord indicated that the larger width ½-inch Kevlar shock
cord should be used for all future designs of the launch vehicle. While the shock cord snapped, the
rest of the parachute held up extremely well and the design will be implemented in future designs
of the full-scale launch vehicle.
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Test Report #9 - PRA Full Scale Workspace Test - Prototype 1
December 20, 2015
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#9 - 1.0 Abstract
The first full-scale prototype of the PRA is comprised entirely of wood and held together
with small wooden rods as seen in Figure 8-1. The purpose of this full-scale prototype is to verify
the arm is capable of reaching the minimum required distance of 12” from the lowest position on
APL to the payload on the ground.

Figure 9-1: PRA Prototype #1
#9 - 2.0 Equipment




Wood
Saw
Dremel

#9 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
1. Prepare test model by reducing the final design’s components to their most basic shape
for rapid prototyping and testing at full scale as seen in Figure 9-2.
2. Assemble components while taking into account mechanical integrity.
3. Manually articulate the PRA’s workspace checking for required distances.
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Figure 9-2: PRA components reduced to basic shape for prototyping
#9 - 4.0 Data and Results
Upon completion of assembling the prototype, it was evident the PRA did meet the
minimum required distance of 12 inches to the payload by inspection and measurement.
#9 - 5.0 Conclusion
The final PRA designed proved to be capable of reaching minimum distances. Moving
forward with prototype 2 comprised of 50/50 wood and 3D printed components.
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Test Report #10 - PRA Full Scale Mechanical Test (no end effector)
- Prototype 2
January 4, 2016
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#10 - 1.0 Abstract
The PRA Prototype 2 Full-Scale Mechanical Test will show the range of motion of the
PRA. This prototype of the PRA is comprised of 3D-printed PLA plastic for crucially designed
components and wood for components that do not require as much precision, and held together by
many machine screws, nuts, and bearings. Figure 10-1 illustrates the 3 positions tested; off, starting
position when on, and extended below to reach for the payload. Three servos have been attached
to the prototype and are connected to a servo controller board. This will allow for a test of the
motors to verify they can provide sufficient torque to move the PRA reliably and accurately. This
prototype does not have an end effector attached, as it must be tested separately to determine if the
design can apply sufficient force to the payload and pick it up reliably.

Figure 10-1: A) Powered Off Position B) Starting Position When Powered On
C) Extended Below for Payload Retrieval
#10 - 2.0 Equipment











Critical 3D printed components
1” Wide Basswood Strips
Bearings
Washers
Nuts
Machine Screws
Spacers
Towerpro MG996R Servos (3)
MicroMaestro Servo Driver (1)
Computer (1)

#10 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
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1. Prepare test model by 3D printing critical components in full-scale.
2. Cut wood into lengths specified by the design for all noncritical components.
3. Embed bearings as required into PLA and wood components to allow for smooth joint
movement.
4. Assemble components taking into account spacing for servos for finalized design.
5. Attach servos and wire to MicroMaestro servo driver board.
6. Run control program on computer for servo board and test servo movement.
7. Look for proper mechanical movement of the arm.
#10 - 4.0 Results
The PRA Prototype 2 had some difficulty moving reliably with the Towerpro servos.
1. Z-Axis rotation had no problems. The Z-Axis servo was able to reliably move to specific
positions when prompted.
2. Raising and lowering of the end effector was difficult. The servo at that joint was not able
to lift the horizontal arm to the required position.
3. Extending and retracting of the end effector had little issues. The servo for that joint was
able to extend and retract the arm. However, due to being unable to raise the end effector
fully, we could not test the servo for full extension of the PRA.
#10 - 5.0 Conclusion
While the Towerpro servos worked sufficiently for some of the joints, they are not powerful
enough to reliable move the arm to specific positions. Even the functional Z-Axis rotation and
extension of the arm may fail in the final PRA once the end effector is attached and is attempting
to capture the payload. As intended in the original design, the JR DS8717 servos will be used in
the final PRA design. Mechanically, however, the design is sound. It is able to reach up to 18
inches away from the AGSE, which gives it sufficient reach to capture the payload at least 12
inches away from the AGSE and contain it within the payload bay of the launch vehicle.
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Test Report # 11 - Static Image Payload Detection Test
December 3, 2015
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#11 - 1.0 Abstract
The Static Image Payload Detection Test will test the effectiveness of the chosen image
processing library in detecting the payload. Multiple images of the payload in different orientation
and distances from the camera will be fed into the software. The software must determine the
center of the payload, outline the form of the payload, and determine the payload’s orientation
with respect to the x-axis.

Figure 11-1: First image fed into program

Figure 11-2: Second image fed into program

Figure 11-3: Third image fed into program
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Figure 11-4: Fourth image fed into program

#11 - 2.0 Equipment




Computer
Visual Studio IDE
OpenCV library binaries

#11 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
1. Set up Visual Studio to work with the OpenCV library binaries
2. Create program using the following pseudo code as a reference:
__________________________________________________________________________
Main()
{
Read image and save as source_Matrix;
loop
{
Convert source_Matrix to grayscale;
Threshold source_Matrix to show only white pixels between values 200 and 255;
Erode source_Matrix to reduce white region and remove noise;
Dilate source_Matrix to expand leftover white region;
Perform Canny edge detection on source_Matrix;
Outline edge of payload with fitted, rotated rectangle;
Find center of rectangle outline;
Determine angle of rotation;
}
}
__________________________________________________________________________
3.
Test program with Figure 11-1, Figure 11-2, Figure 11-3, and Figure 11- 4
4.
Test program with live feed from camera to see if program works with a constant stream
of images
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#11 - 4.0 Results

Figure 11-5: Results from Figure 11-1 fed into program

Figure 11-6: Results from Figure 11-2 fed into program

Figure 11-7: Results from Figure 11-3 fed into program
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Figure11-7: Results from Figure 11-3 fed into program
#11 - 5.0 Conclusion
The software worked very well in distinguishing the payload from the background in the
first three static images. Because the background was not as white as the payload, it was easily
removed by the program. Once the payload was isolated, its center was easily determined and the
payload’s x-y position on the screen was found. Using the sides of the fitted rectangle around the
payload, its angle with respect to the x-axis was quickly found.
However, this method required the payload to have no markings on it. As seen in Figure
11-7, the software failed to determine any information about the payload. This could have been
due to the markings shown on the payload, the shadows cast on the payload, or some other issue
that has not been tested for. Furthermore, the software crashed many times when trying to test it
with a video stream.
This program will require much more development in order to perform in the intended way.
Other object detection methods will need to be researched as well.
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Test Report #12 - Pulse Width Modulation Test
January 6, 2016
UMBRA NASA Student Launch Team
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

#12 - 1.0 Abstract
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) will be used to control the servo motors’ movement for
the Payload Retrieval Arm. PWM is a technique that changes a message or data into a pulsing
signal. A microcontroller board that is based on the PIC32MX795F512L, shown in Figure 12-1,
will be used to generate a PWM signal. For testing purposes, a circuit with LEDs will be
constructed to simulate the servos and a pseudo code will be written that enables the board to
output a PWM signal to specified pins. The circuit will be connected to the PWM pins of the board
and a PWM signal will be output to the LEDs. Once the LEDs receive the signal, their brightness
will fade from maximum brightness to minimum and vice versa. The fading will continue until a
button is pressed activating an interrupt function in the program causing all the LEDs to turn off.

Figure 12-1: chipKIT Max32 from Digilent.

#12 - 2.0 Equipment









chipKIT Max32
Computer
Breadboard
USB A to mini-B Cable
LEDs
Leads
100Ω Resistors
Push Button

#12 - 3.0 Experimental Procedures
1. Prepare test by constructing the circuit shown in Figure 12-2 with LEDs and resistors.
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Figure 12-2: Schematic of the chipKIT Max32 and LED Circuit.
2.
Connect the circuit to pin 3, 5, 6, and 7 of the chipKIT Max32 board.
3.
Using Visual Studio, write a C-based program using the following pseudocode as a
reference. It will allow the chipKIT Max32 to output a PWM signal to the connected pins.
__________________________________________________________________________
Start Setup() {
set pin3,5,6 as output;
set pin7 as input;
set pin7 as interrupt;}
Start Loop() {
Output to console;
fade LED1 in and out;
fade LED2 in and out; }
Interrupt Function() {
Turn LED1, LED2 off; }
__________________________________________________________________________
4.
5.
6.
7.

The code will be compiled and uploaded to the board.
Once the upload is finished, the tester will observe the brightness of the LEDs.
Verify the sequence of LED flashes.
Use the button to check if the interrupt is working correctly.

#12 - 4.0 Data and Results
The pseudocode for the PWM signal worked as expected as the LEDs were able to fade in
and out correctly. Initially, when first powering on the circuit, some of the LEDs were at maximum
brightness while others were dim. The brightness of the LEDs will fade from bright to dim and
vice versa until the push button is pressed. However, the interrupt function of the code did not
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work correctly. When the button was pressed, the interrupt function did not activate until it was
pressed multiple times. When it did activate, the interrupt function only lasted for one second even
though the button was still pressed down.
#12 - 5.0 Conclusion
Most of the C-based program worked correctly, except for the interrupt code. One possible
reason that caused the interrupt function to not function correctly could be due to the metal contacts
of the button causing multiple signals to be sent to the board. To fix the problem, the signal from
the button must be debounced before using it to activate the interrupt function. Debouncing the
signal will require a special set of code to be added to the program. The debouncing code will
check the state of the button multiple times to ensure that the correct state of the button is being
recognize. Once the interrupt function is working properly, the program will be implemented with
actual servo motors in place of LEDs.
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Appendix B: 3-View Dimensional Drawings
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Appendix C: Organizational Chart
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Appendix D: Peak Altitude MATLAB Codes
% ======================================= %
% ====== Peak Altitude Calculation ====== %
% ======================================= %
fprintf('\n-------------\nPeak Altitude \n-------------')
% == User Interface == %
T = input('\nMotor Thrust (N): ');
I = input('Motor Impulse (Ns): ');
Mr = input('Mass Before Burn w/o motor (kg): ');
Me = input('Motor Mass (kg): ');
Mp = input('Propellant mass (kg): ');
Cd = input('Rocket Total Drag Coefficient: ');
g = 9.81;
D = (4.11/12)*0.3048;
A = (pi/4)*D^2;
rho_SL = 1.225*0.85;
t = I/T;
% == Average Mass == %
Ma = Mr + Me - (Mp/2);
% == Coasting Mass == %
Mc = Mr + Me - Mp;
% == Wing Resistance Coefficient == %
k = 0.5*rho_SL*Cd*A;
% == Burnout == %
qb = sqrt((T-(Ma*g))/k); % Velocity Coefficient
xb = (2*k*qb)/(Ma); % Velocity Decay Coefficient
vb = qb*((1-exp(-xb*t))/(1+exp(-xb*t))); % Burnout Velocity
yb = -(Ma/(2*k))*log((T-(Ma*g)-(k*vb^2))/(T-(Ma*g))); % Altitude @ Burnout,
meters
yb = yb/0.3048; % Meters to Feet
% ==
qc =
xc =
vc =
yc =
yc =

Coasting == %
sqrt((T-(Mc*g))/k); % Velocity Coefficient
(2*k*qc)/(Mc); % Velocity Decay Coefficient
qc*((1-exp(-xc*t))/(1+exp(-xc*t))); % Burnout Velocity
(Mc/(2*k))*log((Mc*g+k*vc^2)/(Mc*g)); % Coasting Altitude, meters
yc/0.3048; % Meters to Feet

% Total Altitude
Peak_Altitude = yc + yb; % Peak Altitude, feet
fprintf('\nPeak Altitude = %g feet\n', Peak_Altitude)
fprintf('=======================\n')
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Appendix E: Electrical Schematics

Figure E-1: Electrical Schematics of Nose Cone Avionics
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Figure E-2: Visual Electrical Schematics of Nose Cone Avionics
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Figure E-3: Electrical Schematics of Recovery Avionics

Figure E-4: Visual Electrical Schematics of Recovery Avionics
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Figure E-5: Visual Electrical Schematics of Observation Bay
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Appendix F: Hand Calculated CG Values
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